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ABSTRACT

The monograph considers the ability of intelligence
to predict important developments, particularly
political crises. It surveys the published literature and draws on
assessments

the author's decade as an analyst specialising on the South Pacific.
Intelligence analysis is explained and the considerable limitations
on predicting crises are highlighted with the intent to establish
more realistically what policy-makers and the public can expect of
intelligence organisations. The importance of top-calibre analysts
is emphasised as a most important element in obtaining the best
possible assessments.

Most South Pacific countries change their Prime
Ministers and governments within a peaceful constitutional
succession convention. Fiji has been the only exception. Vanuatu,
where the Lini government has been in power since 1979, is
regarded by some observers as the next most probable exception.
A general election is due in late 1991 and it is thought there could
be political turmoil regardless of who wins because of discontent
with the result.

This general election is developed as a case study to
illustrate how an intelligence analyst might prepare assessments
endeavouring to determine the likelihood of a crisis occurring
then. The tentativeness of the assessment is stressed but the value
of its being done hinges on the assertion that ministers and senior
officials, as policy-makers, will be more alert and better briefed to
face the eventual outcome, whether it lives up to the prediction or
not.

Ken Ross is an analyst with the External Assessments

Bureau in Wellington, New Tnaland. His tertiary education was at

the University of Canterbury, Christchurch where he obtained a
master's degree in political science and sociology, and also a
post-graduate diploma in journalism.

From April 1970 to January 1973he lived in Wellington
and was employed as the Executivg Secretary, New Zealand
Institute of International Affairs. For the next three years he
worked as the Administrative Officer (Central Executive) at the
University of Papua New Guinea, Port Moresby.

In May 1976 he returned to rWellington and joined the
recently established External Intelligence Bureau in the Prime
Minister's Department. Since then he has been employed by the
Bureau (renamed in 1988) as a specialist on South Pacific affairs.
He lived in Honiara, Solomon Islands from February 1979 to
January l9E2 when he was the New 7*,aland, Deputy High
Commissioner there.

Since 1972 he has travelled extensively throughout the
South Pacific. He has written several articles on developments in
the region.

From June to October 19E9 he was an Aushalian
Defence Department Visiting Fellow at the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre at the Ausralian National University in Canberra.

I nm grateful to David Hegarty for having prompted me
to visit the SDSC and for his continuing support. I appreciated
particular assistance in Canberra from Des Ball, Cathy Downes,
Helen Hookey, Denis Mclean, Andy Mack, Robyn Sheen, Helen
Wilson and staff at the New Zealand High Commission. I am
indebted to another SDSC visitor, Tom McNaugher of The
Brookings Institution, for leading me to the literahue on
intelligence and to Stephanie Lawson for introducing me to the
detailed consideration of the failure of democratic politics in Fiji as
the model for my own case study. In Wellington I have
appreciated support from the External Assessments Bureau,
particularly Mike Green, Clare Hill and Jane Simpkins, and for
editorial advice from Nancy Mullins and Pauline Swain.
The contents of this monograph have been reviewed to
ensure that there was no inclusion of classified information.

Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence are a series of
monograph publications which arise out of the work of the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Research School of Pacific
Studies, The Australian National University. Previous Canberra
Papers have covered topics such as the relationship of the
superpowers, arrns control at both the superpower and South-east
Asian regional level, regional strategic relationships and major
aspects of Australian defence policy. For a list of those still
available refer to the last pages of this volume.
Unless otherwise stated, publications of the Centre are
presented without endorsement as contributions to the public
record and debate. Authors are responsible for their own analysis
and conclusions.

FOREWORD
Who are the readers for a monograph on intelligence and
the South Pacific, or, more baldly; are there any? I susfect there
i.s a poqential audience which riignt be interesied in bon major
themes but larger discrete groups for each. Allison in his preface
to Essence of Decision: Expla{ning the Cuban Missile Crisis said
"rather than stumbling around thiriking about a general unknown
reader, o-r trying to write for everyman, he (a colleague) suggested
instead that I choose four or five ieal people rud let-them sdlid for
the circle of readers to whom I was wiitin'g".I I have followed that
advice *tF my "real people" being an academic, a journalist, a
senior official in a South Pacific island state, and a business
executive, all of whom have an interest in South pacific
{e_yelopgeqqs. They also include a Washington based research
fellow familiar with intelligence issues but a newcomer to the
South Pacific. Then there's my family who over the years have
politely puzzted about what I do; maybe now they will have a
pgtter appreciation, and also the colleague whose faririty presented
him with a tee-shirt saying "my job is so secret even I don't know
what I do".
The monograph was largely researched while I was an
Australian Department of Defence Visiting Fellow at the
Australian National University's Strategic and Defence Studies

Centre from June to September 1989. During that time the initial
outline underwent a major transformation as further literature on
intelligence was explored. Though I had had a decade preparing
assessments as one of a small team in Wellington I had not
previously reflected a great deal about the assessment process.
Th_ at changed after I was involved in two crisis situationi
{uring
1987 and 1988 and saw the difference assessments may make.2

t. Gt"ht- T. Allison, Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile
Crisis (Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1971), pp.vii-viii.
2. A former Director of ttri ClA, William Colby. has writren of the "psvchic"
incentive for better analysis. namely "the experience of briefing the National
Security Council or seeinig national p'olicy tum'on the result of an -analysis can be
a strong incentivc to renewed dedication", from Roy Godson (ed,.), Intelligence
Requirements for the 1980's: Analysis and Estimates (Consortium for the Study
of Intelligence, Washington, 1980), p.170.

The account of Vanuatu's last two decades is to a
certain extent a personal memoir. I first went there in February
1974 having already met several ni-Vanuatu studying overseas.
Since that visit I have returned to Vanuatu a dozen times as a
tourist, diplomat and intelligence analyst. All my visits since
joining th-e Bureau in May 1976 have been cleared with the
Vanuatu government.
As

I

recount events in Vanuatu in the 1980s

it will be

apparent that there is no academic exposition by any ni-Vanuatu

of

these events. During the 1970s several leading ni-Vanuatu wrote
of their experiences. The 1980s were barren of commentary py
ni-Vanuatu-except in media interviews. I am conscious that I write
as an outsider aid that I am writing primarily for foreigners rather

than ni-Vanuaru, who will go aboul their politics irrespective of
what I may or may not write about them!

The hope is that this monograph as well as being -of
interest in New Zealand and Australia will have some value for
officials in the South Pacific island states who are becoming
involved in assessments work. A separate audience is possible
among business executives, academics and journalists as well as
students. It is not a definitive piece but rather an introduction to
intelligence, which also provides some insights on several South
Pacific topics. I have deliberately resorted- to quoting others
extensively, rather than say some things myself, to drive home that
the basic information exists in the public arena along with a variety
of views to ponder for those interested in drawing their own
conclusions about recent (and forthcoming) developments in the
South Pacific.

I have approached my task of explaining intelligence by
seeking to make some general points which are not specifically
related to my own circumstances as a Wellington analyst. There is
little of note that I could say had I written about the New Zealand
scene because the Bureau and the group of customers in
Wellington are, when compared to other such organisations, a
minusc-ule group and one which has its own particular and peculiar
dynamics.

An incidental intention of this monograph is to show
that while, of course, intelligence work musi be serious and
responsible it is not necessarily as dull and earnest as many
suppose .it to be. (This concern became apparent from

conversations while in Canbena.) There is excitemeni and one can
be vibrant and survive so long as assessments produced are
credible and sometimes mltch unfolding events. It i5 often a high
stress environment. lVxshington's Robert Gates, a top intelligence

figure who has written on the CIA's recent pefrormanct, is
undoubtedly
in stating the "CIA is not for the
^correct
faint-hearted"r.
Walter Laqueur in his major study of the
American intelligence community World of Secrets: Thi Uses and

Limits of Intelligence (1985) contends that "...intelligence officials
have to anticipate that their tasks will be like that of -sisyphus - not
only thankless, but forever renewed and ultimately futile"a.

Yet some, such as myself, enjoy assessments work and
relax with Le Carre fables. P. J. O'Rourke, the international desk
g-Fef . for Rolling Stone Magazlne, provides an insight which
rllqminates why. When filing a siory from Beirut recently
O'Rourke just said "I like tg hang around places where human
nature is at its most baffling".J O'Rourke has shown an interesl in
the South Pacific claiming in his Foreword to Hotidays in Hetf rc
have mailed to his publisher a piece on terrorist activity on South
Pacific nude beaches.

I owe a considerable debt to my friends throughout the
South Pacific, who since the early 1970s have shared happy and
serious times. In part this monograph is an acknowledgement that
open encounters are still the practice in the region.
3_. Robertlf{. Gates, 'Thc CIA and American Foreign Policy", Foreign Adfairs,
4. (Weidenfield and Nicolson, London, 1985), p.89.
5. P. J. O'Rourke, "With Hostagc and Hijackcr in Sunny Beinrt" reprintcd in
his Republican Party Reptile (Picador, London, 1987), p.187.
6. (Picador, London, 1988).
winrer I9E7-88,p.222.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent months there have been dramatic political
changes in Eastern Europe as Communist governments have
collapsed from pressure for a more democratic form of state. The
rapidity of developments has been near spell-binding for those in,
for instance, Wellington watching such events on television as
night after night they saw new twists and turns. Daily newspapers
could barely keep pace as events cut across their deadlines. Just a
few months before we had been riveted to the television as it
carried the vivid images from Beijing of pro-democracy
demonsEators facing troops.
In December 1989 the Australian journalist, Sam Lipski,
writing in the The Bulletin referred to "the roller-coaster ride of
history that the world has been on these past 12 months" and said
that it is all happening too fast, the changes are so momentous, the
possibilities so pregrant with hope and yet so fraught with danger.
Lipski reckoned that anyone trying to make sense of the upheavals
is searching desperately for the wise guides ("those soothsayers gf
internationit affiirs wfro may help to-add more light than hiat";.r
His advice is to look to those who take the longer view.

For government leaders and their senior officials there
are in-house soothsayers: intelligence assessments officials. In
this monograph I sketch what the analysts do, primarily to show
that at the core of their efforts is much the same information which
is available for the public. Thus when a tourist, a business

executive or a journalist looks at the South Pacific, Eastern Europe
or China to take a decision affecting his or her intentions, each is
doing the silne as the analyst, evaluating what has been gleaned
about a place and then making the best judgment of what it means.
I will be using illustrations from my South Pacific experiences to
highlight my story and in the second half develop a case study to
indicate what can be done within the limitations intelligence has.

1.

Sam Lipski, "Attention, please, history is about to start", The Bulletin, 19
December 1989,p.92.
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Intelligence assessments are valuable for governments.
Obviously good ones, which enable a government to know how to
react to troubling circumstances overseas where their own citizens
might be adversely affected, can save lives. Diplomatic
representations might be timely if intelligence alerts to a looming
crisis. International incidents might be averted or prompted
depending on policy priorities when intelligence brings in new
insights.

Intelligence officials have a special responsibility
put material before a Prime Minister or a President
they
because
which may be acted on; otherwise they are no different from
journalists, academics or business executives as they attempt to
understand another country' s political dynamics.

The main focus here is on how well intelligence
assessments might predict crises, rather than the more usual
intelligence tasks of cornmenting on latest events or of forecasting
likely developments. A major endeavour is to provide for better

understanding when further crises occur in the South Pacific.
Another intention is to explain why a crisis is so often a surprise.
Rrryimat Stability infrc SoilhPacifc

In the years ahead the South Pacific will not be immune
from crisis. Where, when and why a crisis will occur can seldom
be predicted. Analysts' best intuitions can probably highlight
circumstances which might become crises, but there is little
prospect of their having any profitable warning of the next
international crisis or the one after that.

In

October 1987 one

of the most experienced

commentators on South Pacific affairs, David Hegarty pondered on
how best to analyse the changing South Pacific.z He noted then

the security outlook in the region was changing, referring to the
beginnings of superpower competition for influence, the
appearance of extra-regional disputants and of countries with no
intrinsic interest in the region and the increasing possibility of
domestic instability in the island states.

2.

David Hegarty, "Extemal Power Interests in the South Pac_ificl! PaPer
-Zeiland
Institutc of International Affairs seminar, Wellington,

presented to New
Octob€r 1987.
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On that occasion Hegarty considered3 that traditional
concepts of international relations used to analyse regions are often
inadequate when applied to the contemporary South Pacific. He
saw

the particular mix of small and larger states, of
their vulnerabilities and fragilities, of the patterns
in their relationships, of the degree of change
currently under way and the range of endogenous
and exogenous factors affecting that change, does
not easily lend itself to characterisation by the
usual terminology.
Hegarty concluded that comparative studies of regional
politics - "subordinate state systems" - offer more useful insights.
He agreed with Buzan that in the field of international relations, a
focus on global rivalry between the superpowers has left the study
of local security sub-systems sorely neglected.4 Hegarty suggested
that the South Pacific was clearly not a "zone of conflict" nor was
it a region of turmoil or revolt; further, "balance-of-power"
analyses when applied to the South Pacific were not particularly
instnrctive as the hegemonic inlluence and general orientation is
decidedly western. He rejected the notion of a power vacuum
which French commentators had recently argued would develop
were the French to withdraw from the region, and which the Soviet
Union might attempt to fill.
Subsequently Paul Dibb has suggested that analysis of

security prospects

3.
4.

in the South Pacific requires a

different

ibid., pp.2-3.
Hegarty referred then to Buzan's chapter "A Framework for Regional
Security Analysis" in Barry Buzan, Gowler Rivzi et al, South Asian Insecurity and
the Great Powers (St Martin's Press, New Yo*, 1986). For a 'subordinate state
systcm' approach he suggcsted Louis J. Cantori and Steven L. Spiegel, T&e
International Politics of Regions - A Comparative Approach (Prentice-Hall, New
Iersey. l97O) and for a descriptive/survey approach he mentioned Colin Clarke
and Tony Paynefcds) Politics, Security and Developntent in Small Stdter (Allen &
Unwin, London, 1987).
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approach and methodology from that applied to_ the analysis o-f
gi6ta strategy ot euin b7security prosf&ts in Southeast Asia.s
Dibb considers
the conclusions by the Commonwealth Secretariat
about the vulnerability of small economies are
useful but other assertions need to be tested against
the specific political, social, demographic and
geographic circumstances that applJ quite
specifically to the South Pacific countries.o

A forthcoming study for the International lnstitute of
Strategic Studies (nSS) by Anthony Payne and Paul Sutton, who
have previously specialised on the Caribbean states and are
undertaking a comparative look at that region and the Qouth
Pacific, may provide new insights. The Strategic and Defence
Srudies Centre's South Pacific Security Project is focussing on
ways that sovereignty and tenitorial integrity of South Pacific
island states might be tbreatened in the 1990s.
In the meantime Hegarty's Stabiliry and Turbulence in

South Pacific Politics is the most useful-introduction to the subject
of regional security in the South Pacific.T And in my view, the key

to regional security is the internal stability of the individual island
countries and not the activities of non-benign external influences,
though the latter could prey on domestic political trubulence.

As

Eastern Europe,

the Soviet Union and

China

experience internal pressures for more democracy the South Pacific

is too
judgment
issue
is
not
the
value
a
there.
Such
much democracy
here, but the monograph does look at the impact of democratic
is hearing more often voices from within suggesting there

conventions in the South Pacific.

5.

Paul Dibb, "An Australian Dcfence Perspective on the South Pacific", in
David Hcgarty and Peter Polomka (eds), Ihe Security of Ocealia in the 1990s.
Vol.l: Viiws-from the Region (Strategic and Defence Studies Ccntre, Australian
National University, Canberra 1989), p.69
6.
ibid., p.69.
(Wortiing Paper no. 185, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
7.
National University, Canbcrra, June 1989).
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It is interesting to look back 20 years to be reminded of
what was being said about the prospects for the region. Mary
Boyd, a New Zealand academic, presented a paper on the South
Pacific saying that while constitutional dbvelopment would
encourage a variety of political parties - mass or elite, territorial,
regional, or ethnic - the tendency will be for the emergence of a
single-party system of government wit$ one dominant party and/or
leader, not the two-party system.6 Discussion on Boyd's
presentation included comment that the Westminster/llVashington
model of democratic government had broken down all too often in
newly-independent countries and on the face of it the emerging
new states in the South Pacific were in many respects among the
least viable prospects. Perhaps it wasn't realistic to expect them to
do better, commentators suggested, venturing tlat a military coup
producing a Cuban situation was not impossible.v

Twenty years later the concems expressed by Boyd and
other participants had not been realised. In mid-1989 Hegarty,
wrote that until the military coup in Fiji the record of political
stability in the new states of the South Pacific region had been
impressive. He said "there had been no high incidence of political
conllict and disorder, no impositions of one-party rule, and no
unilateral changes to the constitution to entrench a particular
leadership in power... govemments in the South Pacific_had been
changed iegulirly and ii orderly, constitutional fashion".l0

Hegarty considers the Fiji coup severely dented the
South Pacific's reputation for stability and that the coup has
become a benchmark in the assessment of regional stability. He
elaborates a key explanation for what may be developing in the
region, a tendency toward domestic political volatility and suggests
"an examination of the prospects for domestic stability and
instability...is appgppriate to a consideration of the future regional
securitv outlook".rr

8. Mary Boyd, "Southwest Pacific", in Bnrce Brown (ed.), Asia and the
Pacific in the 1970s (Australian National Univcrsity Press, Canberra, I97l), p.73.
The book contains the proceedings of a conference held in Canberra in late
Febnrary 19/0 to considcr Australian - Ncw Zealand - United States relations.
f
ibid., p.83.
Hegarty, StabilityandTurbulence,p.2.
ibid., p.4.

.
10.
ll.
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I will pick up this theme with I

ca$e-study, Vanuatu's
an analyst (or-any
how
show
to
election,
November 1991 lenerai
can derive from
information)
the
same
used
who
observer
other
public soruces a perception of what is happening.

SoilhPacific Clises

In recent years in the South Pacific there have been
several crises which 6ave involved the Australian and New 7*aland
govemments.

Australia's Defence minister,

Kim

Beazley,

acknowledged in May 1989 that elements of the country's defence
force had been put oi alert several timgs in the previous two years
because of evenis in Fiji and Vanuatu.rz On two of those occasi.o4ts
New Zealand also had defence elements on increased alert status.rr

Five years before the May 1987, Fiji-coup'9".Stt of the
Beazley alerts, Coral Bell had suggested "the South Pacific area is
clearly-the only diplomatic arena *hictr is likely to be readily seen

as a

sphere,

df pbtential crisis management" for an Australian

government.ra

In Crises and Policy'makers Bell provided a most apt
description of a crisis when she said they, "like giraffes, are readilt
recogiisable even if one has not got round to defining-F9..""

Bell- has put some emphasis on "pseudo-crises" which, she
contends, dre "more ofte-n manufactured by the media than by
policy-makers". She also classifies as o-seudo-crises "those
ipiso-des where some real incident is involved, and a- wide-spread
niedia sensation is created but the ggnsequences only affect the
'atmospherics' of some public event".ro

12.
13.

ABC Four Corners programmc, 22May 1989'
There was considerib6media covcrage of navy and airforce units on alert
immcdiately after the coup in Fiji in May 19-87' h tt{gy- 19t8..$c frmy-g Rcady

Reaction F6rce went on ai enhariced aleri. See Dave Wilson, "Bumham Forcc on
standby", Christchurch Press,26 May 1988.
14. 'Coral Bcll (cd.), Crises an/ Policy-makers (Canberra Studics in-World

Affairs no. 10, Department of Intemational Rclations, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1982), p.2.
15. ibid., p.18.
16. ibid.
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eympte of a pseudo-crisis from my own experience
is the 19 hours lapse between hearing late on Saturday 4 December
1987 a Radio Australia report that Barak Sope, a leading figure in
the ruling Vanua'aku Pati who was engageti in a powei struggle,
was Vanuatu's hime Minister-designate, and discovering the
reality. It took until the next afternoon to find out that the news
story was based on a report from Vanuatu by a conespondent of
fgegce France Presse. My concern arose because the prbvious day
I had picked that Vanuatu's hime Minister, Walter Lifu, would bb
untrolbled by Sope's challenge expected several days later at a
special meeting of the party's leaders. So what had gone wrong
with my prediction? Nothing, the story was quite inconect. Lini
was indeed untroubled by the Sope challeng4 winning by a big
margin and possibly helped by Sope having been identifieci within
Pati circles as being in some way culpable for t[9 international
publicity about him Seing Prime Vtinistei-Oesignate.l7

Bell was writing five years before the turmoil in

Vanuatu in 1987-88 but her words were prescient for a lot of what
was to happen there. A recent interview with Grace Molisa, Prime
Minister Lini's private secretary, was introduced with the comment
"Vanuatu's government likens Australian journalists to reef sharks
which cruise arolrnd till they scent trouble, then wham, there's a
feeding frenzy".18

Other than some media reporting of the crises as they
occurred there has been little substantial commentarv on those
events. (The one exception is the considerable literaiure on Fiji
written since the May 1987 coup.) There is much that has yet to be
said that is not public: this monograph will not be breaking new
ground in that respect.
Vanuatu has the most potential of the South Pacific
join Fiji in departing from constitutional democracy with
serious political tunnoil that could prompt concem among its
neighbours. That, in my view, is not the most likely outcome for
states to

17. The AFP story was carried in the New 7*aland media as well. See
Dominion Sunday Times, 5 December 1987, and the Evening Post,8 December
1987, p.10. The latter printed the original piece in its entirety which portrayed
Sopc in the most glowing terms.

18.

1989,

Paulinc Swain, "Vanuatu bittcr at unfair reporting", Dominion, 12 April
p.14. The role of thc forcign media in the 1987-88 events is commented on

in later chapters.
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Vanuatu, but makes it a telling case study of how prudent
observers build up an understanding of the countervailing pressures
in a country.

The'Fiji€fi€ct'
Anthony Payne, a British academic, wrote in the
October 1989 issue of The Round Table about trends in South
Pacific politics. His opening lines read
the military intervention in Fiji did to political
commentary on the South Pacific what the
revolution in Grenada did to discussion of
Commonwealth Caribbean politics eight years
earlier: it gave rise not only to fresh external
interest in the region, but also to a line of analysis
which emphasized its growing political instability.
Fiji, like Grenada, was seen by many as the
forerunner of other similar political changes... in
the aftermath of Grenada in 1979, the 'Fiji effect'
was nevertheless born. Attention eagerly focussed
on signs of political unease in Papua New Guinea
(PNG) and Vanuatu, the other two leading
Commonwealth South Pacific states, and scenarios
involving the overthrow of existing regimes.^by
various means were soon envisaged or invented.rv
Payne argued in the article that the thrust of much recent
analysis on the South Pacific has been misleading. After looking
at Papua New Guinea, Fiji and Vanuatu his conclusion was that
there is no neat pattern. He saw the Fiji and Papua }[ss, Qrringo
"situations as emanating from the pressures that traditional and

conservative political systems come -qnder

in the face of

accelerating sociat and ec6nomic change"2o whereas in Vanuatu "a
political system seemingly better adapted to the management of
change appears to be coming under pressure from a raditionalist

19. Anthony J. Paync, "The Fiji Effect: A Review of Trends in South Pacific
Politics", The Round Table, no. 312, October 1989. p.44O. Payne is, with Paul
Sutton, preparing an Adelphi paper for the Intemational Institute for Strategic
Studies (trSS) on security problcms of small developing states, including those in
the South Pacific.

20.

ibid., p.i145.
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personalist type of politics".zl Payne was refening to Barak Sope's
unsuccessful attempts in 1987 and 1988 to topple Vanuatu's Prime
Minister. Walter Lini.

Payne sees recent turmoil in the three countries as
arising from domestic issues and conJlicts. He acknowledges that
"as the South Pacific is drawn more and more into the international
system, a range of rivalries between both the gleat powers and old
and new 'middle powers' has the capagity to deskbilize still further
the region's inhslitsd political ways".zL Other commentators have
sought to explain the recent hrrmoil in the South Pacific with the
reverse emphasis, seeing external influences as the prime prompt
for events in Vanuatu and Fiji. George Tanham and Owen Harries
are two such observers who have published substantial papers
recently but have, I suggest later in the monograph, misread
developments.zr Payne concludes: "the 'Fiji effect' is certainly
there, but it is not to be understood as a model of what is to come in
any serious or precise sense. It is more accurately a signpost,
bearing a message.lryhich says to the South Pacific: 'Welcome to
the Third World!"'.A This seems more perceptive.

The chapters

in this monograph which focus on the

South Pacific are intended to add some insights to recent events,
such as those in Vanuatu during 1987 and 1988; and aspects of the
14 May 1987 coup in Fiji. They suggest some considerations
which seem to be of value but which have not had the "airing" in
public they could do with.

21.
22.
23.

ibid., p.446.
ibid,
George K. Tanham (with Eleanor S. Wainstein), Security T'rends in the
South Pacific: Vantatu and Fiji, A Rand Note - Prepared for The Office of thc
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, November 1988. Tanham has also written
for Pacific Defence Reporter on the same therncs, notably the role of Christian
chuches, labour unions and the anti-nuclear movement. See the July 1988 issue
for "Understanding Vanuatu - or how to regain thc high moral groirnd". Owen
Harries in his Srrategy and the Southwest Pacific: An Australian Perspective
argues that regions acquire stratcgic significance not bccause of thcir inhcrent
charactcristics but by bcing caught up in pattems of grcat power rivalry and he says
that is happcning in thc South Pacific after having been a geo'political backwater

for several decades,

24.

Payne, "The

Fiji Eff€ct....", p.446.

CHAPTER ONE

WI{AT IS INTELLIGENCE?

In his World of Secrets: The Uses and Limits of
Intelligence Walter Laqueur made a most sustained attempt to
tackle- the main issues facing intelligence's role in American
foreign policy making. He took till the end of his introductory
chapter before he sought to define "intelligence" and then simply
said "the term 'intelligence' has thus far been used without clearly
defining it, and not without purpose. Like 'history', it has more
than one meaning. On the one hand, it refers to an organization
collecting infor,mation and on the other to the information that has
been gathered".r

For this monograph

I will follow that joint usage and

suggest, as does Laqueur that
those in favour of more detailed and more rigorous
definitions will find them in the textbooks, which
also deal with the differences between strategic
and tactical intelligence. In the present context, all
that needs be said is that 'intelligence' is by no
means the only collector and producer of
intelligence. Information reaches the policy maker
from a great many other sources, and intelligence
agencies draw their information largely from open
sources. Thus the intelligence agencies have no
monopoly, perhaps not even an oligopoly, in the

product they bring to market.z

Colby reinforces Laqueur with his reflection that "no
longer is intelligence information only the private prerogative of an
intelligence priesthood: to an increasing degree, the intelligence

1.
2.

Laqueur,World of Secrets,p.lZ.
ibid., p.12.
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analyst is wrestling with the meaning of the same raw information
as his colleague in the academic c_ommunity, the think 1ank, or the
commercial iisk analysis service".3 Journalists are, hopefully, also

in there wrestling!

The impression of Gates, after working for four
American Presidents, is that most presidents attach as much or
more credibility to the views of family, friends, and private
contacts as they do to those of their experts and "despite the
mystique of intelligence for the public, for most presidents it is just
one of a number of sources of information. lntelligence reporting
must compete for the. president's
time and attention, and that
^
competitio; is intense."4
Expecurimc of

Inielligrc

Robert Jervis, one of the long-time observers of
intelligence, writing recently on what's wrong with the intelligence
process, contended that for Americans to expect their intelligence
community to predict many, if not most, of the world's crises is
unrealistic. He suggests that if the intelligence commqtity is
"right, say, one time in three, we would be doing quite well".'
Jervis has outlined what

I

see as a realistic expectation

of what a top-class asse$sment team can accomplish in the field of
warning intelligence. Jervis said then:

-

re,alize that no matter how good an intelligence

system is, it cannot predict all important events;

decision-makers should not feel that the prime
responsibility of intelligence is to beat the wire services in
reporting riots and coups;
- intelligence should have more insighffitl things to
say than the mass media, but should not necessarily be faster in
reporting sudden events;

3. William E. Colbv. "Recnritment. Traininc and Incentives for bctter
Analysis" rn Intelligence'hequirements for the 1980's: Analysis and Estimates

(Consortium for the Study of Intelligence, Washington, 1980), p. l7O.
Gates, "An Opp'ortuniry Unfulfilled: The Use aird Percepio_ns of
lrtelligence at the White House", Washington Quarterly, vol.12, no.l, Winter

4.

1989, p. 36.

5. Robcrt

Jervis, "What's Wrong with the Intelligence

Process?",

International Journal of Intelligence and Countefintelligence, vol' l.no. I, Spring
1986, p.28.
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- decision-makers should appreciate the importance of
having an intelligence system that;an raise the general quality of
discussions within the govemment.o
Yet as Robert Gates reports from his experience of
working with Presidents they expect that for what they spend on
intelligence, the product should be able to predict coups,
upheavalq riots, intentions, military moves and the like with
accuracy.'

The monograph takes a particular look at waming
intelligence and the seemingly inevitable failure to predict crises.
Jervis' "one-in-three" appears on the high sidel Rather, upsetting
presidents is more the nonn. The academic journals have
numerous articles picking over the bones of such well known
failures as the Cuban missile crisis, the 1973 Yom Kippur war, the
Falklands, and Grenada pre-Maurice Bishop's death in October
1983.

Richard Betts, a Senior Fellow at The Brookings
Institution, has written extensively on intelligence failure. Three of
his articles will be used to take us through the complexities of
intelligence failure and to identify the skills most suited for
warning analysis. The first article, published in October 1978 in
World Politics was "Analysis, War and Decision: Why
lntelligence Failures are Inevitable"; the second "Intelligence for
Policymaking" appeared in The Washington Quarterly's Summer
1980 issue: and the third in the Winter 1983 issue of Orbis was
"Warning Dilemmas: Normal Theory vs. Exceptional Theory".
Betts puts prime emphasis on intellectual sources for
error, describing them as more fundamental and less remediable,
and as going beyond the barriers that authority, organisation, and
scarcity pose to intelligence.

Betts' final words from the 1978 article are most
salutary for conveying the dismal tale that is to be told:
"Intelligence failures are not only inevitable. They are natural.
Some are even benign (if a success would not have changed
6.
7.

ibid., p.'lO.
Gates. "An Opportunity Unfulfilled...", p. 38
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pgticy)ll;8 and "my survey of the intractability of the inadequacy
of intelligence, and its inseparability from mistakes in decision,
$ggests one final conclusion that is^perhaps most outrageously

fatalistic of all: tolerance for disaster."eInt€l lig€nce literanre

of the rapidly
intelligence-related matters. H-e
categorises it into seven groups: fiction, official documents,
semi-official documents, unsanctioned accounts, reports and
documentaries in the media, special interest scholarly studies, and
"big picture" scholarly studies. His survey is substantial but it is
Farson has provided a useful surveylo

expanding literature

on

overwhelmingly focussed on North America and Europe.
rnreltigenoe - rn academic

dirc[line

In the United States the study of national security and
intelligence have developed during the last quarter century as
significant academic disciplines. Elsewhere in the English
qpeaking world that has yet to occur. The Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre at the Australian National University does have in
its Masters course a significant component focussed on national
security concerns, ircluding the role of intelligence. That, it
seems, is the only teaching on intelligence available at tertiary
level in Australasia.
The most useful guides published in the United States
on curent intelligence studies - who is teaching what and what
intelligence studies can teach - are respectively Marjorie Cline's
Teaching Intelligence in the mid-1980s: A Survey of College and
Universiry Courses on the Subject of Intelligence (1985) and
Stafford Thomas's 1988 article "Assessing Current Intelligence
Studies" in The International fournal of Intelligence and
Counterintelligence.

8.
f.
10.

Richard

K. Betts, "Analysis,

War, and Decision: Why Intelligence

Failures Are Inevitable",llorld Politics, vol.3l, no. 1, October 1978, p. 88.
ibid., p. 89.

Stuart Farson, "Schools

of

Thought: National Perceptions of

Intelligcncc", Conflict Quarterly, vol.9, no.2, Spring 1989, p.53.
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Austrataria/So6 Facific
As McClelland aptly states. "world-watching has turned
research activity".rr Intelligence assessments
organisations are integral elements in the Australian and New
ZiaUnA governmental systems. Several of the other South Pacific
Forum members have set up similar units and a concerted effort is
now underway by the Forum Secretariat to enhance [h-e exchange
of security inlrorniation between member governments.l2

into a major

In recent years South Pacific heads of govemments have
discussed the security situation in the region at their annual Forum

meetings and how to facilitate the exchange of security
information. The Forum's Secretariat has been tasked to act on the
matter. In July 1989 the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre
organised a workshop, with the Secretariat's assistance, on ,tle
seEurity outlook for thl.South Pacific Forum states in the 1990s.13

In Wellington the External Assessments Bureau (EAB)
is attached to the Department of Prime Mnister and Cabinet while
within the Defence Force there is a Directorate of Defence
Intelligence. As explained in the Directory of Official Information
EAB "is an intelligence and research organisation charged with
preparing assessments of overseas developments which are likefY
io affeci New Zealand's interests.... These reports are normally
subject to approval by the interdepartment?l Intelligence
Assessment Committee (IAC) before being issued".'"

11. Charles A. McClelland, 'The Anticipation of Intemational Crises",
International Studies Quarterly,vol.2L, no. l. March 1977,p.3L.
12.
13.

1989 South Pacific Forum's communique.

NIIU Reporter, 1l August 1989, p.3. See also Pacific Report,3 August
1989, p.3 and Pacific Defenc{Reportcr,October 1989, p.2O for other reports of
the workshop. Two publications are forthcoming from the projegti on€, a
summary of ihe workJhop's discussions; the sccond, a handbook on inf-ormation
and assissment needs prepared for the Forym Secretariat- _Alrcady.published is
David Hegarty and Peier?olomka, (eds), The Security of Oceania in the I-990s.
Vot l: Views'from the region (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Canberra,
1989).

14.

Directory of

1989), p.138.

fficial

Information (Department

of

Justice, Wellington,
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Seldom is EAB in the news except when there has been
an organisational review; as
1975 whenit became the External
In-telligence_ Bureau and was placed in the newly created prime
Minister's Department after having been for sever'-al decades in its
qrevlou-s incamation, the Joint Intelligence Bureau, and attached to
the D^efence Department. Then in April 1987 when the office of

n

the Co-ordinator, Domestic and Exiernal Security @ESC)

was

established and the Prime Minister's Department dis-established,
EIB.was for operational purposes respodsible to the DESC with
admrnistrative. suppo-rt provided by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(ryy $"I"tinistry of External Relations and Tiade). In September
1988 the Bureau was given its present name.

In

Canberra there are the Office of National
(ONA), which reports direct to the prime Minister,
and^ the Joint Intelligence Organisation (JIO), which is part of the
4gssssm.ptrts

Defence Department.

ONA was established by an act of parliament n 1977.
Ugpq
Commissio_n, an officiai enquiry which sat as a Royal
T.
Commission from 1974 to 1977 co-nsidering intelligence and
security matters, had proposed a new national aisessmenls body be

created.

ONA's first Director General, R. W. Furlonger, wrote in
Pqciftc Defence Reporter in September 1978 of "fome of the
misconceptions thqt appear still tb exist in the media about what
ONA is and does".r) He went on

that it is occupied with the analytical task of
estimating or assessing situations as distinct from
gathering information about them. This means it is
not an intelligence organisation in the popular
sense of gathering information from ilelicate
sources, but of coruse it handles a certain amount
of such information. That material of covert origin
is in volume (though not always in value) slight

15.

R. W. Furlonger, "The Role of the Office of National

Pacific Defence Reporier. September 1978, p.63.
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compared to the immense amount of publishe-d
information, both journalistic and scholarly, as well
as diplomatic reports, on which ONA bases its
assessments. gssentiatty its task is to coordinatg
knowledge from all sources into the best estimate.ro

In the remainder of the article he outlined candidly the
growing pains of ONA's first year. Since Furlonger's -p-iece the
onty suUstantial appraisal that has appeared was in 1983 when
Mathams and Dibb tackled the topic for Pacific Defence f,eporter
of what's wrong with Australia's intelligence community.r'-Their
article is a shoit but comprehensive exposition from two former
senior members of JIO, and mirrors in most part the same issues
which have been canvassed time and again in the American
literatue. It would be most likely that were they to do the same
task now - six years on - coiment on the Fsolubility and
intractability of th-e same concerns would be prominent. They are
topics which will feature in the next several chapters.
Types of Arressm€nrs

Arthur Hulnick has provided a useful explanation of
what analysts do: they "are supposed to explain what they-know,
what they surmise, add what thiy cannot know, and couch their
becomes
judgeqpits
-cleir".18 in such a way that their level of uncertainty
He has outliired the range of assessments which
intelligence organisations may prepare for their "consumers", the
poficf makers.- Of the five typesl warning, ,current, estimative,
basic and raw, Hulnick's short explanations are:rv
Warning intelligence (which is of most interest for the

monograph) is "alerting policy-makers to the possibility of crisis".

16. ibid.
17. R. H. Mathams and Paul Dibb, "What's wrong with Australia's
Reporter, April 1983' pp. lO-16.
intcllircnce community?", Pacific Defence
'Intclligencc
Proiiucer - Policy Consumer
18. - Arthur S. Hlhich iThe
Linkage: A Theoretical AFproach", Intel[igence and National Secuity, vol.
no.2,[Iay 1986,p.216.

19.

ibid., pp. 223-230.
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Current intelligence "involves the daily reportage on
what happened yesterday, what is going on today, inO ivnat-migtrt
happen tomorrow".
Estimative intelligence

is "the most

controversial and

involves both judgements about the future and intelligence analysis
generated in direct support of the policy process".

Basic intelligence is "the compilation of encyclopedic,

in-depth data on various countries or subjeits"

Raw intelligence
directly from sources ".

is

"unevaluated reporting taken

The only important role which Hulnick does not
elaborate on is one which intelligence analysts are rarely called on
to address. This is their involvement in any rescue operation
which their government may contemplate.
Shlomo Gazit gives insights^into this in his "Risk,
GJory,and tle Rescue Opeiation" article,2o prompted by the failure
of the American attempf lEagle Claw) in April fggO to rescue the
52 American hostages in Teheran. Gazit, who was the Israeli
Director 9f Miliqry lltelligence (1974-79) and participared in the
planning for the Israeli operation at Entebbe, setbut "t6 shed some
the essential qualities of these missions". In doing so he
liglt.ol
highlights _ that suc_h operations must be "heavily
lltelligence-dependent missions" because of the absolute necessity
for surprise and that "as long as certain intelligence has^pot come
in, approval of the (rescue) plan may better be withheld".zl
Itndcrstmdfug Probl€ms of ltfiethod

Methodology

is a

contentious subject

among

practitioners. Attitudes lange from seat-of-the-pants'specialiststo zealous theorists. Michael Handel's Orbis article has the best,
compact description of the pitfalls associated with preparing
assessments:

20.

2t.

Inte.rnatio-nal Security,vol.6, no. 1, Summer 1981, pp.
ibid., p.123.

lll-35.
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although the number of valuable works dealing
with analysis is still quite limited, the detailed
examinations that have been made of the dilemmas
involved in anticipating possible surprise attacks
demonstrate that much Progress has been made in
advancing our understanding of analytical
intelligence work in general. The study of strprise
and the frequent failure to avoid it has also led to a
better understanding of the methodological
problems involved in intelligence - the need to
make forecasts and predictions under conditions of

uncertainty and the inherent contradictions,
tensions, and "paradoxes" of this type of work.
Certain basic concepts (for example, signals, noise,

indices, capabilities, intentions, alert fatigue, the

"cry wolf'

syndrome, perception

and

misperception) and key issues (for example, the
psychological problems of perception, deception,
organizational -qnd bureaucratic problems) have
beEn identified.22

In his World of Secrets Laqueur looks at these
methodological points in the context of how they contribute to
intelligence failures. His discussion of 1tr9 lechnic,al concepts is a
comprehensible explanation for the non-spec ialis t.'"
Gazit reminds us that although constantly enshouded in
secrecy, intelligence work is nothing more than a straight-forward

scientilic and tecbnological discipline that should serve distinct
analytical needs. Intelligence certainly has capabilities and
exploited; but one
advantages that should be understood
^4pd
should de equally aware of its limitations.24 Godfiey says "at heart

22.

Michael Handel, "The Study of Intelligence", Orbis, vol.26, no.4,

-Wintcr
1983 pp.8f8-819. The bibliography lists articles which take serious or flip'pant

looks at this oortion of intellircnce.
23. Laqrieur, Wortd of Sicrets, particulrrly chapter 9 "The Causes of Failure",
w.255-2921 Foi specialist considiration of'metliodology see articles such as
llandel's or books'such as Roberta Wohlstetter's Pear[ Harbor: Warning and
Decision (Stanford University Press, Stanford, L962) for thorough appraisals of
concepts.

24. - Silomo Gazit,

"Estimates and Fortune-Telling
International Security,vol.4, no.4, Spring 1980, p.36.

in

Intelligence $y'ork",
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intelligence is rooted in the severest of ethical princioles: truth
telling" and "the end purpose of the elaborate aplatat is that the
intelligence communitt has become is to provide ihe policvmaker
with as close to a -truthful depiction of a given situatioi as is
humanly possible".2:
The hrdligpne-noncymatcr tmgle

How intelligence and policy relate is a major topic.
Gates comments "thaf bookshelv6s gr-oan under the fit6ranre of
proposed rules of engagement to be followed when these two
worlds collide".zo
I,Iygh-"t' The Fate of {acts in a World of Men: Foreign
Policy and Intelligence-Makingzt is a monograph-from a former
State Department intelligence- official who -has ',some heretical
reflections on the unconventional wisdom, on the life and times of
intelligence and policy-malcing as a two way search: of
.
intelligence in search of some poticy to influence ahd of policy in
search of some intelligence for iuppri1."Z8

V/hile he was in his positions Hughes often felt like the
cheshire cat of Alice in wonderland did after it had talked wirh

Alice. He found that the

unresolvable tension between
policy-making and intelligence rests in part on an unresolvable
definitional problem. No one agrees whit is policy and what is
intelligenqg. (The men who wear these h6els give different
answers.)zY

Hughes is far from being alone with that reflection,
Handel sees that there is no simple soluti-olr to the tension in the
real world of the politics of intilligence.30 Harkabi's term "the

25. E. Drexel Godfrey, Jr., "Ethics and Intelligence", Foreign Affairs, vol.56,
April L978, p.625.
26. Gares, "The CIA and...", p.220.
47.
llgryiq.Pofigy. Associilion, New York, 1976). Hughes was deputy
director (1961-63) and then (1963-69) Director of the statc Depiartment's
no.3,

of

Intelli-genc-e_and Research. This
worlds of intelligence and policy.

28.
29.
30.

Bureau

is the best short piece about the colliding

ibid., p.5.
ibid.. p.15.
Michiel Handel, "Intelliscnce and the Problems of Strategic Surprise",
fournal ofStrategic Studics, vol.7-, no.3, Scptembcr 1984, p.256.
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Intelligence-Policy Maker Tangle" well describes what has been
written about those tensions. Specifically, he explains that

the intelligence service should enter the

policymaking process twice: first, by providing
data and assessments of the situation, which will
contribute to the shaping of policy; and second
after the policy has been formulated, intelligence
should also evaluate the likely reactions of
adversaries and third parties to that policy and its
success or failure. However, it often happens that
statesmen refrain from seeking the Intelligence
service's opinion on this, for basic reasons. For by
making such a request of the Intelligence they
elevate it to the position of judging their policy.
Thus a tangle is created whereby the Intelligence
arm which is a subordinate body, beco;pes an
arbiter, a kind of supervisor over its master.rr
Anne Armstrong, a former United States ambassador to
of President Bush's Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board, supports Harkabi with her comment
that "in any situation where the United States is heavily involved,
policymak6rs are interested, not so much in a simple prediction of
what will happen, as in wlat the likely effects of their various
possible actions might be."rz

London and now Chairman

There

is a substantial literature about

the role in

Washington of the National Security Council, which is the "highest
executite branch entity directing and overseeing all national
foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, and special (clandestine)

activities. The NSC and its various committees and
subcommittees are also major consumers of all tyPes of
intelligence information in thp- fulfillment of their policymaking
and c-oordination functions."33 There are various Pre-sidentia-l
memoirs. Kissinger and other top advisors have written books and

31.
32.

Yehoshafat Harkabi, "Thc Intelligence-Policymakcr Tangle",

Jerusalem Quarterly, no. 3O, Winter 19E4, p.25.

Anie .lt-itrong, "Bridging th. Gap: Intelligcncc and Potcy",
J.' Flanagan, "Managing tfie Intelligence Community",

Washington Quarterly, vol.12, no.1, Winter 1989, p.28.
-St"pF'"n

33.

The

International Security,vol. 10, no.1, Summer 1985, p.67.
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articles. Zbigniew Brzezinski's "The NSC's Midlife

Crisis",34 Williq+ Bundy's "tne National Security process: plus
Ca Chang.e...?",rr and Philip Odeen's "Organizidg for National
Security"ro are among the be5t.

Inrcligme's c@rinE:

rcademfos and modia

Intelligence analysts need academics and journalists. In
many ways,,the three trades are one and the same task; with only
nuances to distinguish each from the others.

What sets apart the intelligence analyst from

the

academic and journalist is a "burden of responsibility". Gazit
contends that if they are wrong in their prognosis, the academic
ap{ the journalist can rewrite their pieces and there is no danger to
their careers but the analyst has noi the luxury of a second cf,ance
when his conclusions are crucial elements in about-to-be-made
decisions. If be is wrong then there can be immediate and severe
repercussions.3T

is first with the news. Then
of discussion for
A considerable pari of the intelligence

Usually, the media

intelligence has the onus to raise the quality

policy-makers.

community's onus rests on double-checking the media reporting.
The historian Michael Howard captures that point when writing
"recent events may be the most deceptive of all, for they are the
most easily misunderstood. They come to us, in the firstplace, in
the massively oversimplified imigery of the daily press".s When
the nrws is wrong, and from my own experience that is too often,
for instance in the already mentioned Prime Minister-designate
Sope story, then getting the truth out is often the immediate task.

Gazit emphasises that the analysts' "access to special,
intimate, and sensitive data complements authoritative knowledge
of a given area. The obvious significance of this characteristic is

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

International Security,uol.T, no.3, Winter 1982-83, pp.94-109.
Foreign Policy, no.69, Winter 1987-88, pp.8G99.
International Securiry,vol.l5, no.l, Sunimer l98Q pp.ll-129.
Gazit, "Estimates and Fortune-Tellinc...". p.38.

Michael Howard. "Military Intelilgenci and Surprise Attack: The

'Lcssons' of Pearl Harbour", World Politics, vol. 15, no. 4, July 1963. p.702.
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that the greater the amount of reliable and accurate classified
information at his disposal, the greater the intelligence analyst's
advantage over other experts in the same subject."tv lte flip-side
for analysts is in knowing which classified information is reliable
and accurate; it is tempting fate presuming that by being classified,
information is bound to be correct.

Colby speaking a decade ago reckoned that intelligence
analysis is no longer a special discipline limiled only to the secret
corridors of a shadowy intelligence service. He suggested then

"whatever intelligence might lose from this in romanticism or
exoticism, it can gain more by a frank recognition of its partnership
with the world of academic research, commercial and indusrial
information and risk analysis centers, and the media."4o
Anccdotes

Intelligence analysts can spend long hours having to
show that the latest hot tip which has been slipped to them (or to
policy-makers) is of no significance to the real world.
John Horton, who was a CIA Latin American specialist,
elucidates this facet of intelligence work in an article, "Mexico, The
Way of lran?"4l He starts iritr ttre dismal story of a Californian
businessman, part owner of a firm in Mexico, who in the early 80s

spoke grimly

of

Mexico's

futue. As Horton recounts,

the

businessman looked sombre making his point "by saying that his
partner in Mexico City kept his plane constantly warrned up so that
he could leave in a hurry - if it came to that. The businessman
seemed to think it might."42

Horton explains that the businessman was someone who
moved in Presidential circles and that his view was like other
stories told bv people in the administration who had views on
Mexico.43 Sucir businessmen with their hair-raising tales

39. Gazit, "Estimates and Fortune-Telling...", p.37.
40. William Colby in Godson (ed.), Intelligence Requirements for the l9&'s:
Analysis and Estimates, p.ll l.
4t. The International foumal of Intelligence and Counter Intelligence, vol,l,
no.2, Summer 1986, p,p.91-lol.
42. ibid., p.91.
43. ibid.
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generated excitement within the administration about Mexico
becoming another lran.

Horton suggests that such anecdotes are inlluential, and
this one had possibly "helped to form the opinions about Mexico of
members of the Reagan administration; few . people in the
administration had direct experience with Mexico".s

The South Plgific is a playground for

conspiracy
seeking
would-bi
cbirspirators
according
tb
_dg.sperately
Rowan Callick. Yet he concluded, from nearly two decadei of
reporting.about the South Pacific, that there is no region less prone
to conspiraqi_es and more to bureaucratic bungling and sheer
theori

sts

eccentri6irv.45

u. ibid., p.91.
!1.
Sg*^ Callick, "A paradise haunted by spooks and conspiracies". The
Times of Papua New Guinea,21 Apnl- 3 May tSgS, p.16.

CHAPTER TWO
BUTCHERS AND BAKERS
Thomas Hughes compares those who deal in current
intelligence, the butchers, with lhose whose job is to stand back
and talce a longer view, the bakers, or estimative types. He
describes so wefl the ecstasy of the former, and the agony of the

latter that

I

turn to him as the pillar for this chapter. Of

the

butchers, he says:

No one kind of intelligence monopolizes a
policy-maker's attention, and intelliSencg in toto is
bnly part
of the overall concatenation beating _in
-policy
upon -donnas people. Nevertheless, amid all the
piima
and the paper flow, the butcher - thc
current intelligence man with the hot item - usually
wins the daily competition to

reach - the

policy-maker. H6 exults in his indispensability.l
And Hughes adds:

Current intelligence regularly possesses the raw
material that most regularly commands high level
attention, and penalties tend to run against those
who resist. this is true despite the inherently
ephemeral natue of the encounter. Meanwhile the
moving finger of curr^ent intelligence writes, and
having writ, moves on.'
The fragility of the butcher's satisfaction is soon known,

it is the fate of the
of current intelligence that they cannot really hope to

for, on one side, Hughes reminds us that
creators

manage the consequences gf the processes they set in motion or the

papers that they lit loose.s He makes it clear that sometimes the
process can get out of control when a potent mix develops between
-eager
butchers and activist consumers. But more rypically, "the
1.

2.
3.

Thomas Hughcs, The Fate of Facts,p.36.
ibid., p.37.

ibid., p.3E.
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drumfire

of

crurent .i,ntelligence confronts policy_makers
-dishlartening
psyc.hol,ogically
.either with excessive warnings or
details"+ so that in the e-nd "the all-seeing eye of-current inte[igence
may not qee the forest for the trees. It may defeat itself by itj own
suctess".5
The final irony of the customers' fascination for current
intelligence is that the more substantive, more slowlv assembled
packa,ge of estimative intelligence finds it much hardeito catch the
eye of the policy-maker, yet it might have more to say.
The bofters

Yet Hughes is
..
'verbalizers,

also blunt about the

estimators;

lhey r_i$ b_ecoming 'heroes of the word', champions of
the inflated phlase".o He says ihat they "arm themselves with their
own semantic scale of value judgments - almost certainly, highly
likely, probably, the_chances are just better than even, we doubt, thb
chances are slight."/ All the customer wants from them is yes, no
or don't know. Betts' contends that often the best intelligerice can
do
variation of the last and he quotes Sheriran Kent
-is _an _elegant
and Hughes' respective wisdoms that "estimaiing is what you do
when you do not know" and "it is inherent in a greaf many
situations'that after reading the estimate, you will still nbt know".8
As Hughes puts it: "So tomorrow's weather will be fine, if it does
not rain or snow".

The pinnacle of American estimative intelligence

has

been the National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs) and theiiheirs and
successors since the demise of the NIE in the early 1970s. Their

success and failure have been discussed often in intelligence
literature. _ Hughes is tough on the bakers and their intelligence
managers because when they are most needed at times of crisis is,
in his experience, when they are least seen. Ruefully he notes when
the crisis is over "the intelligence estimatoqs often discover that
they have been talking largelyio themselves".9
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

ibid., p.39.
ibid., p.40.
ibid., p.42.
ibid.
Betts, "Analysis, War...", p.88.
Hughcs, The Fate of Facts,p.48.
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Chester Cooper, who was involved in preparing NIEs in
the 1960s, describes with an insider's perspective that

a mass of distilled
painstaking
search for the mot iustinformation, a
and an assiduoirs effort to coordinate the views of
all appropriate elements of the intelligenre
community. And, when all is said and done, what
emerges ii an opinion, a judgment Bqt it-is likely
to be the best-inforrred an! most objective view
the decision-maker can get.lo
what emerges reflects

Hughes' successor at the State Departs-ent, Ray Cline'
has contendeii of the same NIEs that they were "the dry bones'
almost the archaeological remains, of a big debate - with real
intellectual conllicts and attempts by many hundreds of people to
express themS-elves in ways which were circulating in Washington
at ihat time".ll

A more cynical view of NIEs comes from a former
customer
McGeorge Bundy, President Kennedy's national
senior
security advisor. At a Senate heaiing in 1978 he said "to this day
you cah read NIEs, and what they will say to y-ou is that you had
better get into the same room with the people who are in the
process- and ask them just what that sentence means because the
^sentence
is obvioqqly- designed to hold in place six or eight
different agencies" . 12
Then why do them? There is no glib answer and as we
in
later cliapters there are severe limitations on even the
shall see
best intelligence estimate. The failure syndrome. is- oppressive.
For exampli the failure in Washington in 1978 to finish an NIE on
Iran prompted finger-pointing of if only it had, lhent qaype- what
folloived, may not halvel .!Et rlanagan notes the draft failed to
foresee the fall of the Shah.rr

10. Ctt"rt* C*p.r, "The CIA and Decision-makin g" , Foreign Affairs, vol'50,
197 2. w.224-225.
11. Ray'Cline'ii Godson (ed.), Intelligence Requirements for the 1980's:
Analy si s and Estimate s, p.'l 8.
' Stephen Ftanagan, "Managing the Intelligence Community" International
12.
no.2. Januarv

no.1, Summer 1985, p'88.
Security,vol.lO,
13. -iUia., p.eZ. Flanagan provides a lengthy appraisal
successors, see pp.E5-93.
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Betts has _pondered on the U.S. intelligence performance
on the revolution in Iran and the failure to anticipate thd seriousness
of the challenge to the shah. He contends that nar the battle in
improving the__contribution of intelligence is to recognize the limits

of analysis. He says "on the mosi challenging isiues - such as
-imforhnt

soviet__stratg&y or political developments in
but volatile
Third world countries - success in terms of prdcise predictions is
usually impossible".la Betts concludes: "what can- be expected
ftop-. the. analyst is a clarification of the variables in piay, a
highlighting of details that generalists are not aware of, a nano*ing
o-f the r-ange of probabilities, and, p series of tentative propositioni
about alternative developmells".r, He accepts that thlat is a long
way short of what the President wants, namely to know exactly
when the generally predictable event will happen.

. And that goal, unattainable as it is, is the prime product
whigh intelligence's customers want of it. Laqueurleiteraies this
need
in his World of Secrets, when he says that the decisive
-early
test-for_ an intelligence,.agency is to warn t6re policy-maker of
trouble before it occurs.ro My basic intent in this monograph is to
show how daunting that task is and in the next chapter to support
Laqueur's main conclusion that it is the quality of analysts which
will remain the decisive factor for gefting Og besr result in
intelligence in the future as it has been irithe pist.lT
A brief mention has to be made of the intelligence
manager. This is the senior official, and Hughes and Clinb are
examples, whose task is to minimise the damage as the intelligence
and policy worlds collide. Hughes says their task is in part that of
rectifying the imbalance of impact between current and estimative
intelligence aqq that of broking many intelligence-policy
-position

relationships. Hughes'

job

description

dauntingly realistic:

for

the

the intelligence-maker may be an embattled
coordinator himself. He will know that neither
advice nor receptivity is likely to come in straight
14.
15.
16.
17.

Betts, "Intelligcnce for Policymakers", p.127.

ibid.
Laqueur, World of Secrets,p.Zl.
ibid., p.308.
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will be called upon for too much
or too little. He will experience the sea changes the exhilarating times when yes-men are soughl,
and the sobereitimes when the no-men recover. In
any slice of current history, he will watch
agreements arrive on tactics while disagre€ments
deepen on strategy. His may be the duty to
highlight, reemphasize and intervene, to colTect
nign-tevel misconceptions, to recall the minutes of
the previous meeting, to impose new interests on
ranking readers, to claim time for comPeting
priorities. He must develop a fine sense for the
ippetites among his consumers, and for their
tol-eration of repetition and saturation. Often he
must make a human estimate - calculating when to
press intelligenc.g on a policy-maker and when to
doses. Usually he

grant him relief.ro

It is debatable that Ir Carre, Deighton or the best of
quality television spy series capture the complete depth of
lntelligence-maker's loneliness as he goes about his business.

18.

Hughes, Fate of Facts,p.54.
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CHAPTER THREE
FORTUNE TELLERS?

In the previous chapter the skills involved in preparing
the ordinary assessments - crurent and estimative - were-ouilined=.
Now, the focus is on whether crises can be predicted before they
are abo_ut to happe!. Ordinary assessments, which are essentialli
ejthel forecasting the most likely next development or explainin!
the last development, should see analysts getting it riglt most
times. Predicting crises is different. Experience tells us-that it is
rare for an intelligence organisation to pracisely foretell the turn of
events which lead to major political troubles.
The circumstances surrounding the assassinations in
1989
of the two top Kanak independentists, Jean-Marie
Vry
Tjibaou and Yeiwene Yeiwene, were a combination of events I had
not contemplated. I had long held the view that TJibaou was
perpetually at risk of assassination because of the legacy of
violence in New Caledonia (confirmed when the French provided
him with bodyguards). In November f988 his assassin, the
ryilitan! independentist Djubelli Wea, was prominent in a
Television New Zealand current affairs programme and from
s-eeing !- thro it was apparent to me that he was a seriously
disturbed person. (He was outraged by the Matignon Accords
which the independentists had signed in Paris in June 1988. Wea
at the time had just been released from a Paris prison where he had
been for six weeks after French security forces whisked him from
his island, Ouvea during the early stages of the cave siege. The
siege had ended with the killing of 19 Kanaks.) A year later
Tjibaou and many other leading independentists were on-Ouvea to
commemorate the first anniversary of the death of the 19. Wea
was to have a prominent role in the ceremonies. Notwithstanding
all of that general knowledge what happened was toflly
unexpected. A new political crisis in the South Pacific resulted.
l.
In the following days media coverage was considerable but none rivalled
the numerous contributions of Helen Fraser for explaining what had happened and
what might follow. Of non-Kanaks she had an unparalleled knowledge of the
personali-ties and politics of the Independentist mov;ment. Her New CZledonia:
Anti-colonialism in a Pacific territory (Peace Research Centre, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1988) is the best resume of New Caledonia's
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Two earlier periods in New Caledonia were marginally
more predictable. They were the occasions in November 1984 and

April-1988 when Kahak independentists _mobilised against the
French to force new negotiations on the territory becoqlingindependent. Such mobilizaiions, which involved isolatPg-Tuch of
tne t?:nitory from French control, seemed to be inconceivable given
the substadtial presence of French security forces. Even so, having
watched the in<iependentists for several years and met their leaders
in and outside New Caledonia I judged that the independentists had

no option if they were serious about their ho_pes_but to -gqrry
thtou'-gh with their threats to mobilise. They realised the political

of a successful outcome even though-they_ accepted that
there would be some deaths. However, I doubt that they or anyone
else had foreseen either the Hienghene ambush on 5 December
1984 when two of Tjibaou's brothers and 8 other Kanaks were
murdered, or the Ouvea siege of late April/earty May 1988.

advan-tages

The major event in the South Pacific during the 1980s
was the 14 May 1987 coup by Colonel Rabuka. There may-be
someone somewhere who when asked in 1979 to predict what
would be the most significant event in the South Pacific in the
1980s would have answered, a military coup in Fiji. It would have
been even more incredible to be able to foretell precise details of
such a coup: the players and their motivations as well as the
consequences.

Warning intelligence is the tool assessments staff use to

try to reduce the-gap beiween general expectations qd -Tdqqg
piecise predictions. Betts contrasts the expertise needed in his
articte nwarning Dilemmas: Normal Theory vs Exceptional
Theory"2 wherJ he explains his normal theory as involving

probability, making the best possible estimates about numerous
instances bf Uenaui6ur over tinie. The pgrpose being to project the
adversary's objectives, capabilities, and prbpensity to risk over the
long range - to estimate the fikely incidence of crisis.

;"""t p"tttt"tt history. ln Your llag's ,!!?!ki!S Our

Sun (Australian

Broadcaitinc Commission Books. Sydncy, l99O) Fraser recounts hcr years
reporting on-N"o, Caledonia, initially-as air nSC correspondent in Noumea and
subsequently from Paris and Canberra.
2. ' Orliis, vol.26, no.4, Winter 1983, pp.828-833.
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His exceptional theory is in stark contrast. It aims at
"guessing what the enemy will do about a specific issue in the
short range or in a crisis when one does occur".r That means
specific crisis-oriented predictions must concern themselves with
exceptions to the normal, on complexity, contingent propositions,
and the residual risks within the usually accurate normal theory. In
this field "the severity of low-probability threats takes analytical
precedence over the higher probability of less intense threats".4
Betts' formulation is not earth-shattering: in large part
obvious does,
however, present practical problems for intelligence organisations,
especially small ones where the same analyst covering the South
Pacific would be doing all tlree tasks of current, estimative and
warning assessment. It is Betts' contention that an analyst, by
increasing his chances of being right most of the time, is more
likely to be wrong in the rare but critical instances of crisis. He
says this on the basis that the two approaches require different
analytical instincts, attitudes and styles and if the same analyst
does both it is not particularly efficient. His conclusion is that
intelligence officials cannot easily shift mental gears and
consciously apply different standards of evaluation.

it is stating the obvious. But what is intellectually

_ Does it matter if crises are not predicted? Hughes
-who
recallss the story of a British Foreign Office researcher
reputedly said, after serving from 1903-50, that year after year the
worriers and fretters would come to him with awful predictions of
the outbreak of war. He always denied it and quipped that he was
only wrong twice. To put it another way, Dean Rusk recalled that
while he was Secretary of Slate in the 1960s the CIA had predicted
eight of the last three crises.o
We are now picking through the area where govemment
leaders most want assistance but which is most difficult to get right

assessments side. Betts sums up the dilemma:
"predicting dire threats that are not highly probable, but require
expensive or unpleasant hedges (such as military alerts or

from the
3.

ibid., p.829. Much of the intelligence literature specifies, as does Betts in

this quote, the enemy concept, It is not nccessary to have an encmy for
assessments to be valued.

4.
5.
6.

ibid., p.830.

Hughes, The Fate of Facts,p.48.
LoCh K. Johnson, "Decision Costs in the Intelligence Cycle", Iournal
Strategic Studies, vol.7, no,3, September 1984,p.323.
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mobilization that will prove controversial if they later seem
unnecessary) is a tricky business, and such predictions will often
be wrong".'
The subject of coups helps to illustrate this. When he
was a top CIA official Gates^ackn<iwledgeds that the agency had
difficulty forecasting coups. (He noted that it usually also came as
a surprise to the targetted leader.) Handel has commented that
while it is easy enough to say that sooner or later a coup d'etat will
take place in Saudi Arabia, its precise timing cannot be anticipated
if only because the colonel or prince who might take the lead {oes
not ydt know it himself - he may act on the spir of the moment.g

The South Pacific has witnessed only two coups. In
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East they are a prolific
industry. When in 1981 Finer revised his The Man on
Horseliackr0 he noted that in the 18 years (1963-80) since he had
written the book, which is still regarded as a leading piece on the
topic, there had been another 152 coups and that 48 states which
had not experienced a coup previously had in that time had at least
one. At the end of 1980 by his count 37 countries were governed
by men who had come to power as a result of military intervention,
that is, a quarter of the world's independent states at that time.

Finer observed in 1981 that this long train of military
intervention has called into being an increasingly voluminous
literature. He commented that work on civil-military relations has,
in fact, p-ecome a $eat growth-industry in sociology and political
science.rr In addition to Finer's The Man on Horsebac& other
significant books on coups were Ruth First The Barcel of a Gun:
Political Power in Africa and the Coup d'Etati Cynthia Enloe
Ethnic Soldiers: State Securiry in a Divided Sociery: Edward
Luttwak Coup d'Etat: A Practical Handbooh Eric Nordlinger
Soldiers in Politics: Military Coups and Governments; and
Samuel Huntington's Political Order in Changing Societies."

7. Bens, "Waming Dilemmas", p.833.
8. Gates, "The CI4..;',p.227.
9. Michacl Handel, in Godson (ed.), Intelligence Requirements for the
1980' : Analysis and Estimates, p.87.
10. (Second ed., revised/updited, Westview, Boulder, Col., 1988).
11. ibid.,p.224.
L2. Sec bibliography for details of these books and other readings on couPs.
s
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LaPalombara has noted that military coups are now so
frequent and widesprea{ that they must be considered as
significant as elections.rr Coups have not reached epidemic
proportions in the South Pacific but some discussion of two
talked-about possibilities, a third for Rabuka and one in Papua
New Guinea, provide further insights into the complexities of
predicting crises and the limitations of the predicting process.
The spectre of a coup in PNG has been raised on and off
ever since its independence from Australia in September 1975. The
best recent assessment is by Hegarty who, writing in early 1989,
explained:

it is unlikely that a coup, along the lines, for
example, of that which occurred in Fiji in 1987,
could be replicated in PNG. Topography,

sthnigily, military capability, institutional rivalry
and other constraints would seriously inhibit a
successful anny takeover, r nless there was a
substantial shift in circumstances, including
support for military intervention from such
institutions as the bureaucracy and the police.
Such changes seem unlikely in the near and
medium terms. An attempted takeover, however,
or at least an attempted limited intervention (such
as some of the plotters had in mind in 1977) by
disgruntled, disaffected, maverick or 'wild card'
elements within the army cannot be entirely
excluded from a range of considerations. At this
stage, such iqterventions appear low on the scale of
prolability.la

13.
14.

Joscph LaPalombara in Foreword to Nordlinger's Soldiers in

Politics,p.x.

David Hegarty, Papua Neu, Guinea:

Crossroads?,

At the Political

(Wodcing Papcr no. 177, Strategic and Defencc Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canbena, April 1989), pp.L2-L3.
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Hegarty's assessment is an example of the best available
insights, drawing on his two decades of observing Papua New
Guinea, yet he can not get closer to a prediction until developments
occur which alter his overall appraisal. It then becomes a matter of
*nlshingr which is what Saffu, an African political scientist who
has spent the last decade at the University of the Papua New
Guinea, also does, looking for changes whic!-may portend
dramatic developments. His most recent analysisr) was in early
December 1989 when he highlighted his concern that a serious
crisis of ungovernability is looming in Papua New Guinea. He
postulated the failure of political leaders as the prime reason for his
pessimism. Saffu stop$ short of saying the military will intervene
but does canvass what is the most likely scenario and comments on
events that have prompted coups elsewhere to see their relevance
to PNG's situation. The backdrop which Hegarty and Saffu
provide is the starting perspective an analyst might work with as he
sifts through his material each day looking for signals which will
inlluence his judgment when next assessing the prospects of a
military intervention in light of political developments.

As Fiji's leaders made progress during 1989 with the
constitutional review, which had been underway since the interim
government led by Ratu Mara had replaced Rabuka's regime in
December 1987 with the mandate to complete the new constitution
in two years and arrange new elections, it was apparent that the
schedule may not be maintained. As a result, given the recent
volatility in Fiji, there was media and academic speculation about
how Rabuka might respond if he was uohpltpy with the outcome
and whether that could prompt a third coup.ro
On that basis then, pondering whether there would be
another coup became an elusive task during the second half of
1989. There were periods when it might have become a distinct
possibility. At other times it seemed unlikely. It will probably

15.

Yaw Saffrr, "Military Rolcs and Rclations in Papua Ncw Guinea", a pqPcr
presentcd at the Armed Forces in Asia and thc Pacific: Prospects for the l99os,
seminar held at the Australian National University in Canberra on 30 Novcmber -

l

Deccmbcr 1989.
In 1989 thcre was littlc dctailcd covcftrge by the foreign media of cvcnts
in Fiji, and little forthcoming from academics - in contrast to the previous ycar
whcn a wealth of academic material was published on the events of 1987. The
most informative reporting in the Australian mcdia was by Rowan Callick for thc

16.

Aust ral ian F i nancial Review.
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never be known what Rabuka was contemplating. No doubt at
some .time in those six months he seriously considered such a
move.17

in

Writing
December 1989 Stephanie Lawson
considered political conditions in FUi were then more unsetiled
then they had been for the previous two years despite the lack of
overt activity on the part of dissidents and the apparently low-key
role that the military had assumed. She wrote then that Rabuka
was waiting and watching to see how current developments with
respect to the constitution, and the issue of Mara's successor, will
affect his future. Lawson suggested "if the results of these leave
him in a relatively inqecure or marginal Eposition, there may well be
a third coup in

Fiji'.ts

e

Rabuka's not stepping in with another coup exemplifies
the fine line in intelligence analysis between success and failure.
The situation outlined is one of the most frusEating for analysts,
namely the self-negating prophecy. When a first prediction
becomes obsolete through altering circumstances, then the analyst
needs to revise his prediction and so it goes as the analyst keeps
apace of the changing world.

The fascination of coups is that, while there have been
so many in recent decades, they are still largely unpredictable. In
World of Secrets, Laqueur considered in some detail to what extent
predictions can be made about impending internal change by
violent means. He noted that the debates about surprise have
produced a greatmany post-mortems, but no predictive tfreory.lg

17.

A

disccrning assessment of Rabuka's shod-term prospects is Stephanie
for a Third Coup in Fiji (Working Papcr no. 202,
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National Univerrity, Canbcrra,
December 1989), particularly pp.8-13. Eddic Dean and Stan Ritova, Rabuka No
Other Way (Doubleday, Moorcbank. 1988) providcs a sympathetic portrait. In his
1988 edition of The Man on Horseback Fincr has an appcndix "Thc Retreat to thc
Barracks: Notes on the Practice and the Theory of Mflitary Withdrawal from thc
seats of Power" which canvasses the sorts of choices Rabuka now faces for hig

Lawson's The Prospects

longerterm decisions.

18.
19.

Lawson, The Prospectsfor aThird Coup,pp,Ll and 13.
Laqueur, World of Seuets pp. 2ffi-267 ,269-27 L
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In intelligence literature numerous articles and some
books take a more specialised consideration of surprise and _other
important factors in improving the lbiti.ty to predict crises. From
that material, which is iisted ih the bibliography, I want to outline
what I consider is the best working description of the methods an
analyst needs to be on top of niJ joU. Ii is taken from..Gazit's
article "Estimates and Fortune-Telling in Intelligence Work".zt
Gazit's typology is based on three analytical situations:
- identifying a decision already taken
- analysing resPonsive decisions
- analysin! the outcome of a developing situation.

In his first situation the intelligence organization tries to
ascertain whether a major political, strategic decision has been
taken by another stat-e. The object is to come up with
straight-forward answers to the questions: was such a decision
mad;, and if so, what is its content? His example is how-Israeli
intelligence faced up to such a situation on the eve of the October
-vru:
1973
4g exairple of the intelligence machinery getting it
badly wrong.2l

In Gazit's mind there is no fool-proof answer to

the

problems of uncertainty, though a partial solution may be aciieved

by putting more effort into thb collection of data. This will never
^perfeci
and still leaves the need to worry about.unexpected,
UL
unkiown decisions remaining in the decision-making pipeline.

Gazit contends the analyst's main concern now is a
specific collection effort which needs to explore. simultaneously in
three directions, each of which might hold the necessafy
information:zz
- examine the context
options, and decisions

20. I"rrr^"tbr"l

of new and different

pp.als-l
-his
the guidclines for bctter

Security, vol.4, no.4, Spring l98O'

differcnt analytical situations. which providj

us

lvith

opinions,

for

thrce

perceiving looming c rises.
2t. G:azit look-s at this in some detail, see pp.45-47. Avi Shlaim, "Failures in

National Intellicence Estimates: The case

of the Yom Kippur war", world

Polirics. vol.28.-no.3, April 19?6 is another analysis. The key mistake was that
senior Israeli intelligenci officials misjudged Egyptian and syrian tactics leading
to the war's start.
22. Gazit, "Estimates and Fortune Telling"' p.49.
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- look atthe persons involved in the decision-making
- continue the routine monitoring of activiry.
The image he uses for the third is a regular check of the
other country's temperature and pulse. It is essential to establish
what the norm is (to determine the normal political, military,
economic and social pulse). Only with a working knowledge of
'normal' activity can we identify a "fever" of extraordinary activity
among different functions and functionaries (e.g. lights on at
unusual hours, atypical diplomatic activity, unusual military
activity). Gazit accepts that when considered in isolation, this kind
of information provides very little understanding of what is going
on. But that like a thermometer it alerts intelligence personnel to
the need--to immediately adjust the collection effort in that
direction.23

We look now at Gazit's second analytical situation
which deals with situations where there are no prior decisions but
some that might be expected from one party in reaction to
decisions made by another party or to a particular outside
development. In this situation, intelligence analysts have a twofold
task: they must be aware of developments that will call for a
reaction by the other side, and they must try to anticipate the
opponent's responses. The example used by Gazit is the case of
Egypt's President Gamal Abdel Nasser, whose behaviour in the
|vday 1967 crisis led to the Six Day War. Gazit contends that
throughout the crisis developments might have taken different
courses in accordance with the many possibilitiqs, and the outcome
would have been virtually impossibll to predict.2a

The second situation presents problems which are
radically different from the first, when it was just a case of
working out what a certain decision was. Much more slrcculation
is involved with the second; however, if general knowledge and
data are reliable and comprehensive there is a better chance of the
analyst being right. A good general knowledge must include:
-the overall considerations and constraints that influence
the decision-making process of the other side;
precedents and actions taken by the
-a record
different decision-makers in similar circumstances in the past.

of

23.
24.

ibid., pp.49-50.
ibid., pp.51-52.
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Gazit stresses that analysis should enumerate posp-ible
reactions by the various sides. It is irot a substantiated forecist.25

The third analytical situation Gazit specifies is that of
analysing the outcome of a developing situation which is especially
crisis prone. Intelligence collection will be of the least help in this

case because events are constantly evolving according to the
different forces and actors involved. The task is to try to predict
which of the sides will eventually gain the upper hand, and what the
timing of each phase will be. Gazit ac!4owledges that there are
many-obstacles tb making such a forecast.26

He was writing in 1980, and used two examples here:
the civil war in Lebanon and the recent revolution in lran. Of the
latter, he queried whether an evolutionary process had begun. How
was one to decide that events in early 1978 were not just another
passing episode? The Shah had faced many attempts on his life,
many riots, and many demonstrations.
Gazit has reached the stage in his model which in my
view needs to be emphasized as the most volatile point in the whole
process of assessing. At this point events are often decided by
something quite accidental. Gazit explains: "it can be a question of
luck, or the result of mistakes or inaction by one of the major
parties involved. Obviously these factors cannot be foreseen. With
the treginning of the process one wonders ;ry'hat unexpected
variables might intervene to alter the siruation".z' He goes on to
explain that the outcome of such an uncertain process will be
decided by several factors:
-one party's resolution to force a decision and proceed to
the bitter end. In the absence of such resolve, a crisis is likely to
subside, perhaps to reappear at a later date.
-the overall strength of the organization heading the
campaign, its political postrue, its propaganda effort, and of course,
the military balance of the two sides, are of great importance in
deciding the outcome of the struggle. The committed force is no
less important than the potential force, for in many cases, one pafiy
involves only a small part of its forces.

25.
26.
27.

ibid., p.52.
ibid., p.53.
ibid.
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-the decisions, the reactions, and of course the inactions
of the different parties. Allof these acts, or failues to act, may be
critical in deciding an issue.z6
Summing up, Gazit's insight is:
Close monitoring of the process may prove to be of
gxeat importance to the analytical efforil it can
indicate a shift in the balance of forces, emphasize

a moment when one could predict the

ultimate
outcome, or outline a timetable for the crisis
resolution. The main test for intelligence is to
point out, as early as possible, the exact momen-t-at
wnicn the outcode of the conllict is determined.29

Gazit holds that intelligence cannot reasonably

be

expected to forecast the end of the process. Rather, the main task
in warning is to lay out the alternatives and indicate the possible

milestones or turning points which would help in deciding the
outcome. The measure of success for intelligence is whether it has
been able to alert its customers to a developing process at a point
early enough for them to effectively intercede on behalf of their
own interests, if they have any.
Odeen in his study of the American National Secuity
Council puts a straight-forward appreciation of how vital this work
is for policy-makers:

crisis planning is a demanding and often
unrewarding effort. It is difficult to anticipate the

locations or the nature of specific crises, let alone
the sequence of events. As a result, potential
participants often underestimate the value of
planning in the mistaken belief that forecasting is
futile. In many instances, the payoff is not in the
plan itself but rather in the process, resulting in the

questioning

of

assumptions,

in

sharpened

perceptions of U.S. interests and options, and in
familiariz4t_ion with other agencies' personnel and
resources.3o

28.
29.
30.

ibid.,pp.53-54.
ibid., p.54.

Philip A. Odeen. "Organising for National Security," International
Security, vol. l5no. l, Sunrmer 1980, p. I 18.
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Betts' suggestion that the best way to avoid-or tempgr
the consequences ofErises is to think about them and plan well in
advance, 6efore they become full-blown, is as sage advice as can
be rende-rgd to aialysts as they confront a world intent on
mayhem.3l

31.

Bctts, "Intclligcnce of Policymaking"' p.120'

CHAPTER FOUR

INTELLIGENCE FAILURES
This chapter

will lack what would have made

monograph a much more interesting read for many.

the

I am not about

to expose and dissect a previously unknown intelligence failure
from my South Pacific experience. lnstead it is a more humdrum
exercise of setting out the best explanation I am aware of which
makes sense of why there are intelligence failures and how
responsible intelligence organisations are for those failures.r
By using Gazit in the previous chapter to show how I
think analysts might get the best possible results I was emphasising
the possible as an optimist. Now I am attacking the need to avoid
misleading assessments from the other side, the pessimist's view
of what is possible.
Academic and popular literature contain many hindsight
analyses of intelligence failure. There are movies and television
docudramas made on some alleged instances, a recent case being

fts sinking of the Rainbow Warrior in Auckland on 10 July 1985,
where there is the suggestion of an intelligence failure in not

picking that the French would be willing to take such a preemptive
move.

The two classic studies of intelligence failure are
Roberta Wohlstetter's Pearl Harbor: Warning and Decision and
Graham T. Allison's Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban
Missile Crisis. Both, as well as being very readable, are
impressive at dissecting major events in recent American
diplomatic history. Other books which are decidedly specialist in
presentation provide important material. Dunn and Watson's two
studies of the 1982 Falklands War and the events in Grenada in
1.

Betts, "Analysis, War and Decision", p.6l says that in the best-known
of intelligence failure. the most crucial mistakes have seldom been made by
collectors of raw information, occasionally by professionals who produce the
cases

finishcd analyses, but most often by thc decision-nrakers who consume

the

products of intelligence services. I am concentrating here. on the middle group. the
producers.
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1983 are in that category.z Then there are the many academic
articles, some specialising on particular case studies while others
focus on rying for a theoretical appreciation of intelligence
failures. Among thg best in the former are Knorr's piece on the
Cuban missile ciisis3 and Shlaim's look at the-Yom tCippur,way';
examples of the latter are Betts,s Ben-Zvi6 and Chin.7 Thp
International Studies Quarterly and Orbis have both devoted an
issue of their journals tgr the topic of how to reduce the probability
of not predicting crises.o

Since 1978, when his article "Analysis, War, and
Decision: Why Intelligence Failures are Inevitable" appeared,
Richard Betts has been identified with an idea which I consider
from my experience has the most cogency for appreciating what is
possible. I propose to outline his basic tenets, to foreshadow what
I'm getting at in the next chapter when I assert that a good analyst
is not a gung-ho character but might better be contemplated as a
secular Jesuit.

Betts' essential proposition of strategic surprise is that
most nations rarely suffer surprise for lack of warning but fall
victim, with astonishing regularity, because they fail to respond to

2.

Peter M. Dunn and Bnrce W. Watson (eds), American Intervenlion tn

Grenada: The Implications of Operation "Urgent Fnry" (Westview Special
Studies in Military Affairs, Boulder, Col., 1984) and Peter M. Dunn and Bnrce W.

Watson (eds), Military Lessons of the Falkland Islands l)far: Views from the
United States (Westview Special Studies in Military Affairs, Boulder, Col.,
1984). Both books have chapters dcvotcd to the role of intclligcnce.
3.
Klaus Knorr, "Failures in National Intelligencc Estimates: The Casc of
Cuban Missiles" ,World Politics, vol. 16, no.3, April 1964, pp.455-67.
4.
Avi Shlaim, "Failures in National Intelligcnce Estimates: Thc Case of the
Yom Kippur War",World Politics,vol.28, no.3, April 1976, pp.348-380.
5.
Richard K. Bctts, Surprise Attack (Tho Brookings Institution,
Washington, 1982) and his several articlee, see thc bibliography, of which
"Analysis, War, and Decision: Why Intelligencc Failurcs arc Inevitablc" is the
one which cstablished his reputation in tlfs field,
6.
Abraham Ben-Zvi. "Hindsicht and Foresicht: A Conccptual Framework
for the Analysis of Surprisc Attac[s", World Pofific,s, vol.28, io.3, April 1975,
pp.38l-395.
7.
Steve Chan, "The lntelligcncc of Stupidity: Understanding Failures in
Strategic Waming", The Ameican Political Science Review, vol.73, no.l, March
1979, pp.171-r80.

6.

International Studies Quarterly, vol.21, no.1. March 1977 was dcvoted to
various perspectives on intemational crises andOrbis, vol.26, no.4, Winter 1983
had five articles looking at intelligence and crisis forecasting.
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warning.g Betts and other like-minded theorists have concenfiated
their analysis on situations where there has been an attacker and a
victim, such as the Japanese attack on Pearl llarbor or the
confrontation between thC Soviet Union and the United States over
the former's missiles in Cuba. The Falklands lVar also provides a
victim and attacker scenario.

It is my contention that the methodology developed by
Betts and the others for application to superpower confrontations
has considerable pertinence for anyonC analysing the South
Pacific. The skills which Betts raises as being most appropriate for
minimising strategic surprise are the same as I would want to use
when watching for a potential crisis. A look at events in Grenada
in the months before the drama of October 1983 when the Prime
Minister, Maurice Bishop, was murdered by supporters of a rival
faction in his governmeit illustrate my c6nteitlon. Intelligence
analysts in Washington, for instance, were not involved in the
situation but they had an
responsibility at that time to
be interested obseryers,
what might be the turn of events
on the island.
urq$e in
J:', in Grenada.
Washington when the political turmoil developed

l'#mf, *:f

:xls

T[e hemewoft
Betts' framework rests on two important assumptions:

that lessons of hindsight do not guarantee improvement in
foresight, and that hypothetical solutions to failure only
occasionally produce improvement in practice. In my experience
both assumptions are correct. He conceptualises intelligence
failure in three ways:

- the most reassuring explanation is failure of
perspective, based on the contention that particular failures are
accorded disproportionate significance if considered in isolation.
9.
Richard K. Bctts, "Surpricc, Scholasticism, and Stratogy: A Rcvicw of
Aricl Lcvitc's Intelligence and Stratcgic Surpriscs", Intemational Studies
Qu ar t e rl y, vol.

10.

3

3, no. 3, Septcmber 1989,

p.329.

Gerald Hopple and Cynthia Gillcy contcnd that the Unitcd Statcs

intcrvention of Grcnada providod o dramatic illustration of policymakins without
intelligencc. See their ctiapter "Policy Without Intclligcncc'r in dunn antr Watton
(eds) American Intcmcntion in Grcnada, cepecially pp.56-59. Thcy araefi (p.58)
that all accounts agree that during the several gessionr of the &cision-making
group (in thc White House) there was little intelligence availablc about conditions
in Grenada.
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Rather we need to look in tenns of general ratio of failures to
successes. Betts doubts there could be a widely agreed "ruIe" of
what would be the acceptable ratio of success to failure. An
obviorrs glample is a pundit who for 17 years picked Fiji's general
elections successfully but then failed to predict the coup.
- the most corlmon explanation is the pathologies of
communication where in some way the system broke down so that
lhe intelligence organisation did not perform as well as it should
have. Here optimism is possible because new procedures will
rectify the faultt
- the most important is paradoxes of perception which is
regarded by Betts as the most pessimistic because the roots of
failure lie in unresolvable trade-offs and dilemmas. The remainder
of this section looks more closely at these paradoxes.
Over and above the b-a,rriers that authority, organisation
and scarcity pose to intelligencell there are more fundadental and
less remediable intellectual sources of error. The first is ambiguity
of evidence. The capable analyst must sift through the maze of
information to find the important pieces and then put together a
meaningful story for customers. The odds are highlhat observers

will not notice a key piece of information or realise they are
missing it. It.^is also easy to place the wrong emphasis on
irrelevant data.u Betts explains the role of intelligence as being to
"extract certainty from uncertainty and to facilitate coherent
decision in an incoherent environmeit".13
In such circumstances decision-makers can not wait for
the intelligence team to work out a new assessment in due course.
Decisions are needed now. Then, Betts concludes that intelligence
fails because the data are too permissive for policy judgment and
that allows inruition to drive analysis.
The second is ambivalence of judgment. Betts' tenet
here is that where there are ambiguous and conflicting indicators
the need for honesty and accuracy leaves a careful analyst no

11.
12.

Betts, "Analysis, War, and Decision",pp.63-69.
Robcrta Woirlstctter argues in Peart ilTrbor: Warning and Decision that
this was the key fault as to why the United States failed-to realise that the
Japancsc were prcparing to attack Pearl Harbor, for instance on pp. 64-65: "In
Bickncll's minil, ihcse -signals addcd up to an aggrcssive move by J"p* .oon,
against somebody, probably not directly against the United States, ccrtainly not
against Pcarl Harbor, but maybc eventually involving the United States."
13. Betts, "Analysis, War and Decision", p.69.
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choice but ambivalence. In other words, there is usually some
evidence to support any prediction.l4 Betts notes that hedging is
the legitimate intellectual response to ambiguity, but it can be
politically counter-productive, if the value of intelligence is to
shock consumers out of wisMulness or cognitive insensitivity.

Ambiguity of evidence and ambivalence of judgment are
the major intellectual hurdles for assessment teams. They are, as
Betts contends, inhqsal in the nature of intelligence. They are not
accidents of structure or process therefore they-{o constitute severe
constraints on the efficacy of structural reform-.15
There has been

a considerable debate in the

United

for these faults. Betts has
reviewed numerous proposals, ranging from "always assrrme the
worst" to employing-a iievil's advocaie, and including such ideas
as having rival assessment teams or even providing sanctions and
incentive-s for the results.l6 I am not debating the pios and cons of
the various proposals here but I have picked what from my
experience are the significant points, bearing in mind that what
happens in the American intelligence community, which has been
aptly labelled a "tribal federation", is a world apart from what
happens in Wellington. Thus, here I focus on what could be
regarded as peninent generalities about intelligence's tasks
States about what are the best solutions

irrespective of national silsrrm gtanc€s.

Betts' response, having described the

intellectual

problems of ambiguity and ambivalence and looked at the reforms
put forward by others, is to conclude that though there is no
guaranteed prophylaxis against intelligence failures there is the
possibility of some incremental improvements. It is important to
expect modest refinements rather than systematic breakthroughs.

His homily for living with fatalism is that mistakes should be
expected because the paradoxes are not resolvable; that minor

improvements are possible by reorganising to correct pathologies;
and that despair is unwarranted because, seen in perspective, the
record could be worse.

14.
15.
16.

ibid., p.71.
ibid.,p.72.

ibid., pp.73-84. Betts has discussed thesc aod othcr proposals in

subsequent articles, which are listed in the bibliography.
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Betts' prescription for a best possible approach contains
the following elements:

- to present relevant and undisputed facts to non-expert
principals who might otherwise make decisions in ignorance.
- in the more important situations the intelligence
official may perforrr most usefully by not offering the answers
sought by the authorities, but by offering questions, acting as a
Socratic agnostic, nagging decision makers into awareness of the
full range of uncertaintyr-and mnking the authorities' calculations
harder rather than easier."
My conclusion is that we can do no better than accept
analysts' best efforts for predicting crises. As Betts has told it, a
high incidence of failure is inevitable and acknowledging that is
preferable to a false conlidence that unambiguous intelligence is
bossible, or -that political dilemmas can be solved by good
inteUigence.l8

17.
18.

ibid., p.8E.
Betts'"Surprise, Scholasticism, and Strategy:", p.339 and 342' B-ctts was
responding tren to Ariel Levite who in his Intelligence and Stategic Surprises
(C6lumbii' University Press, New York, 1987) was critical of the dominant
(orthodox pessimists) theories of strategic surprise.

CHAPTER FTVE
ANALYSTS: BORN, BRED, AND HOUSE-TRAINED?

The essence of this chapter is contained in Laqueur's
conclusion that the only known way to minimize the risk of failure
is by analysts relying on the experience they have and their general
competence. They need imagination and instinct, to be able to
listen with the 'third ear'l and even to the "still, small voice"
mentioned in the Bible.l Laqueur acknowledges that those
observations may not be startling or original but he contends they
do have the decisive advantage; no other prescription is as good in
minimizing failure.

Now I want to pick up the reference I made in the
previous chapter that gung-ho characters are out-of-place as
intelligence analysts. Am I right in suggesting that a good analyst
is a secular Jesuit? As a preliminary, I need to establish that the
analyst is of some importance for assessment work. It may seem
too obvious a point but there are indications to the conhary. An
obvious indicator of how little the analyst is worth is how much
govemments pay for their analytical components in the intelligence
system. Virtually everywhere the collecting agencies cost many,
many times what the analysts do. There are even advocates of the
idea that analysts are an unnecessary hurdle between the collectors
and the consumers.

There are government leaders who see themselves as the
best available analysts and Hughes makes that point with his story
of a German ambassador saying to Kaiser Wilheim shortly

II

before World War I started "that war with Russia was not
inevitable". The diplomat remarked cheerfully that no one could
see three or four years into the futrue. "The gift sometimes
occurs," the Kaiser replied. "Among sovereigns {requently, among
generals seldom, among diplomats almost never."'
l.
2.

Laqucur, World of Secrets,p.292.
Hughes, The Fate of Facts, pp.8-9.
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Horton's preoccupation with showing that Mexico in the
early 1980s was not another han pinpoints the task of the good
analyst. He talked then of the scepticism of the intelligence officer
and the pragmatism of the career foreign service officer, portraying
both as needing to be suspicious of those who are sure about what
must be uncertain. He accepts that they $o not shine in comparison
with the cockiness of the doctrinaire.s He also contends that

intelligence officers, by training and by experience, must be
suspicious of attempts to make the world fit someone's intellectual
mould, whether that of the Marxists or of bumptious social
scientistst

Most people, as LaRochefoucauld observed, judge men
only by their success or good fortune. In reminding us Laqueur
contends that this is doubly true for intelligence performance. In
most fields of httman endeavour allowances are made for
difficulties and obstacles, failure may be counted as a step on the
way to success, and even the unsuccessful effort may hope for
recbgnition; but Laqueur suggests intelligence cannot count on this
symiatry: it is ttto,tlnt mat iJral in inteliigence is to fail utterly.4
Laqueur mentions various indicators

of what makes a

good analyst:

- most jobs in intelligence demand no superior talents;
solid competence and common sense suffice. ln top positions,
however, outstanding qualities of leadership, political judgment and
technical genius are needed.'

- broadly speaking, able people will produce good
intelligence, while lhose lacking flair, knowledge and general
competence will not.o
- success in intelligence is more often than not the
result of patient and painstaking work. But on many occasions the
elemgnt of creativity is also of crucial importance. And lastly,
luck.7

Gazit has prescribedE from his experience as head of
Israeli military intelligence (1974-79) the following concerns:

3.
4.
5.
6.
f.
8.

Honon, "Mcxico, The Way of Iran?". p.1Ol.
Laqucur, World of Secrels, p.139.
ibid., p.10.
ibid.
ibid., p.68.
Gazit, "Estimates and Fortune-Tclling". p.39.
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- it is important to employ analysts who are open to

to appreciate the possible significance of new
developments. The analyst should be capable of quickly changing
his previous analysis once the data indicate the ne-ed. Withouf the
necessary quality of analytical flexibility, any analyst is doomed to
be taken by surprise. It is only a question of time and chance.
- intellectual arrogance is one of the most dangerous
qualities for an analyst. Those who are sure of themselves after
having come to a decision have no place in intelligence.
- an analyst who is responsible, meticulous, and
open-minded produces good results. An appreciation of the
consequences of one's mistakes develops an analyst who is
constantly vigilant, prepared to check his conclusions again and
changes and able

agarn.

F-Fo,lty

White has devoted an article

to

empathy

as

an

intelligence tool.g With me he struck a receptive resfrnsd, spelling
out a technique I had developed by intuition, makiag assessments
largely borne out by events. Where empathy worked well for me
was in having a "feel" for how the independentists in New
Caledonia would most likely react at critical points, for instance in
late 1984, then at various occasions from 1986 to 1988 when the
Chirac government initiated moves, and most recently in May 1989
to the loss of Tjibaou and Yeiwene. Another example is my
observing developments in Vanuatu and noticing the growing gulf
between Sope and the other leaders of the ruling Vanua'aku Pati.

Empathy, the understanding of others' thoughts and
feelings, is not the same as sympathy, but there is a dangerous

proximity. The latter can cloud an analyst's perceptions.

Brookfield, a geographer who wrote a seminal book on Melanesia

in the early 1970s, explained his technique on that occasion by
invoking Simon Bolivar, who is reputed to have said that if one is
to understand men and revolutions one must observe them from
close at hand, but judge them only from far away.lo

9. Ralph K. Whitc, "Empathy as an Intelligencc Tool", International Journal
of Intelligence and Counteintelligence, vol.l,no.1, Spring 1986, p57-75.
lO. H.C. Brookfield, Colonialism, Development and Independence: The Case

of the Melanesian islands
London, 1972),p.ni.

in the

South Pacific (Cambridge University Prcss,
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In arguing the importance of empathy White sums up its
value by explaining that it means understanding others from the
inside looking out and not merely from the outside looking in. He
expands this by stating that intelligence analysts need more than
superficial knowledge of the target nation, its governing elite and
its opinion leaders. Indeed, the analysts
must know the target's political and cultural

history, insluding its religion and its
traditions. And they must know the
weaknesses and strengths of the people, and
their leaders in particular - their values,
inhibitions, expectations, frustrations, fears,
anxieties, habit patterns, perceptions. The
greater the familiarity with the characteristics
of the people, the greater the likelihood that the
intelligence analysts' assessments_ _ will be
realistic and their 6stimates fulfilled.1l
'Strect-wige' melrmts

How are the best analysts found? Horowitz maintains
that the key capability which has to be evident is a capacity to
analyrc wiihin the framework of someone else's problems. His
great emphasis would be on intuitive judgmenl !o ge! $sightq
wnicn cainot be reached by a committee but which an individual
"arrives at because of his -intimate knowledge of a particular
problem or a particular area".12

By now I suspect it is evident I am putting considerable
emphasis on quite unquantifiable talents, such as emp_athy and
intuition, as important atributes for the best analysts. What I do
not know is w-hether such attributes are readily apparent when
potential analysts are being recruited or if it is only after
experience that some people seem to have an uncanny knack in
sensing what will happen next. ln veering this way I'm showing a
bias towards analysts being born rather than bred. I am sceptical
that anyone can bb trained to be an analyst who does not have this
knack,- though training is useful for improving good analysts'
performances.

l.
12.

I

White, "Empathy as an Intelligence Tool", p.58.

Daniel L. Iloro'*itz in Gods;n Gd), Int|uignce Requirentents

1980's: Anolysis and Estimates, p.l8l.
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Betts acknowledges that some haining is warranted,
both on methodology an{ on subject responsibility. Hr advocates
that every analyst be trained in the slandards of rigoru, evidence
and evaluation, and talks of analysts ideally having a thorough
appreciation of epistemology and all the issues related to the
philosophy of science - but he notes sagely that there aren't many
with such an appreciation even among the best academics who db
this_well. His primary requirement is simply to understand the
need.
.for rigoq in analysis - "that an anaiyst should have a
sensitivity to the implications of uncertainty as he presents his
product and that he should be able to distinguish the three b_apic
functions of analysis : description, explanationl and prediction". I 3

If,

as Laqueur argues and

I

agree, intelligence is a craft,

lt ls not one that is easy to master,

He explains rightly that it
involves competence not only in cunent afiairs, in lisiory and
geography, in psychology and sociology, in economics, science,
and technology, but it should include firsthand experience (or at
least a working knowledge) of a foreign language. Laqueur notes
that-much thought has been given in recent decades to-improving
medical education, but very little to the.qcquisition of the sfills and
the knowledge 9ee!9d in intelligence.la iaqueur makes a telling
comparison with clinical medicine when he-points out that it is
precisely in critical situations in which there are elements of
ambiguity that the dramatic insight comes back into- jts own, and
this applies to both clinical medicine and intelligence.r)
Arrogance amongst analysts is a mortal sin. At any time
the wise- among them know, as Shlaim and Gates have pointid out,
that evaluations by politically inforrred amateurs c-an dlsplay more
sensitivity than those of intelligence professionals.ro He notes that

Roberta wohlstetter, for example, in comparing the top-secret
intelligence evaluations of Japanese intentions before the attack at
Pearl Harbor with estimates in the contemporary pfess, was struck
by the relative soundness of the less privileged judgments, and that
she concluded a general knowledgeability in - the world of
international affairs and close observation of overt developments
13.,
.Bctts in Godson(ed.), Intelligence Requirements
and Estimates,plTS.
Laqueur. World of Secrels, p.3S.
ibid., p.304.

_
14.
15.
16.
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Shlaim, "...Thc case of the Yom Kippur War". p.370 and Gates. "The

CtA..;',p.22t.
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are the most useful ingredienls in 6nking such estimates.lT
Shlaim in his study of the Yom Kippur war found that that
conclusion was supported by the fact that Israeli observers who
stood outside the centers of decision and had no access to
classified information estimated enemy intentions correctly.

18

Wohlstetter has projected the detective-type nature of
the analysts' job by asserting that a willingness to play with
material from different angles and in the context of unpopular as
well as popular hypotheses is an essential ingredient of a good
detective, whether the end is the solution of a crime or an
intelligence estimate. She notes that this sort of flexibility is
probably not good for one's reputation as a sound estimator, since
an all too common measure of sound judguent in the workplace is
agreement with the hypothesis on which current deparfnental
policy is based. But intelligence is flways confronted with this

choice: whether to be popular or alert.rv

Gazit invokes the fable of the Emperor's New Clothes
for analysts. He contends they must look to that
boy from Copenhagen ("The Emperor is nakedt") as their
prototype;
like him, they must be able to feel no constraints- in
-speatirig
up, expressing ihatever they think without inhibitions.2o
as a relevant story

17. I had originally planncd to include an appraisal of the foreign mcdia'e
rccent covcrage of thc South Pacific. Part of that lask was to takc up the point
medc hcr€ thal there is consi&rable valuc in analysts monitoring media rcporting.
Some joumalists are arnong the best obseryers of thc rcgion. There are also rome
dangcrour contributions from the press. As well. thcre is much written that is
confirsing and/or scriously wrong in fact and insight. The analyst has to learn
quickly which is urittcn by whom and whcre to look for them.
lE. Shlaim, "...The case of thc Yom Kippur War", p.370.
19.
20.

Wohlstetter,PearlHarbor,p.302.
Gazit, "Estimates and Fortune Telling", p.tl0.

CFIAPTER SIX

DEMOCRATIC CONSTITUTIONS
IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC

A major aspect of post-independence politics in the
island states of the South Pacific has been the democratic systems
left by the former colonial powers and incorporated in the
constitutions of the newly independent states - constitutions which
have stayed in place with the one exception of Fiji, and even there
a new constitution is being sought.
Even so, in April 1989, an Australian Parliamentary
committee reported that "democracy, as Auptralians define it, has
fairly shallow roots in the South Pacific".r Three months later
several participants from the South Pacific highlighted at a
workshop how alien concepts such as western-style democracy, a
free press and trade unions are to the cultural makeup of their
people. One speaker, Jioji Kotobalavu said "the imposition of
these ideas has actually led to instability because these ideas have
been brought in and applied in a situjrtion where the cultural
makeup of the people is totally different".a

At the same workshop a prominent Papua New Guinean,
Tony Siaguru, after painting a dismal picture for political stability
in Papua New Guinea, pleaded for support "for those few but
decisive changes in our Constitution that can bring us responsible
government, politicians concerned ab_out their credibility, and
folitical, sociaj and economic stability".3

1.
2.

Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australia's

Relations with the South Pacific (Australian Parliament. Canberra, 1969), p.162.

Jioji Kotobalavu, "Trcndc in Pcrccptions of Security" in David Hcgatty

and Petcr Polomka (cds), Iftc Security of Oceania in the 1990s vol

I:

Views

from

the Region (Strategic and Defencc Studies Centre, Canbcrra, 1989), p.29.
Kotobalavu is a former Fiji Secretary of Foreign Affairs, and since l9E5 has been
Dircctor of CCOP/SOPAC, a Suva-based organisation.
3.
Tony Siaguru, "Small 's' Security for Small Island Statcs" in Hegarty and
Polomka (eds), Iftc Security of Oceania. p.23. ln Febmary 1990 Siagunt was
appointed Deputy Secretary General at the Commonwealth Secretariat.
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Comimimat ruoccssim

In the South Pacific democratic constitutions are the
norm, which sets it apart from any of the other Third World
regions. Ghai is the most insightrul writer on this subject." He has
commented that "constitution making has been important in the
Pacific fgr it has often represented the first real exercise in national
politics"s and suggesti "the making of the independence
constitution was of geat significance for these countries - a sort of
rite de pass-age into formal statehood and the international
community".o
Ghai, when discussing the constitutional framework and
its impact on post-independence political developments, says "it is
possible
-to talk of a distinctive Pacific style of constitutional

politics"./ Fry has elucidated a "South Pacific model of
succession", where "the power to appoint govemments is given to
parliament, the head of state has no discretionary role on questions
of succession, and the convention that a Prime Minister should

resign following the passing of a no-confidence motion is
encoded".u He says in the South Pacific "the$e constitutional
mechanisms have actually governed the way in which power has
changed hands...in conlrast to the experience of most other
postiolonial societies".9 Fry concludei that they constitute a
4.

Yash Ghai,

a law

professor

at the University of Warwick, was

a

constitutional advisor to Papua New Guinca, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu when
their constitutions wcre being created prior to independence, The sevcral chapters
he wrote in Yash H. Ghai 7ed.\, Lai, Politics and Government in the Pacific
Island States (Institute of Pacific Studies, Suva, 1988) are valuable surveys of the
cxpcricnccs the diffcrcnt countrics had in drawing up thcir constitutions. Ghai has
made another important contribution with his chapter on Vanuatu in Pcter
Larmour and Ropa:tc Qalo (cds), Decentalisation in tie South Paciftc (Institute of
Pacific Sodies, Suva, 19E5), which rcvicws the constitutional framework for local
govcmment in Vuuatu.
Ghai (ed.), f,aw, Politics...,p.5.
5.
ibid., p.3.
6.
7.
ibid., p.55.
8,
Grec Frv. "Succession of Govemmcnt in thc Post Colonial States of the
South Pacific: iicw Support for Constitutionalism" in Peter Sack (ed.), Pacific
Constiutions (ANUPreij,Canberra, 1982),pp.189-2O6. Fry revisedthepapcrfor
Politics, vol.18, no.l, May 19E3, pp.48-6o. I have used the rcvised version so
pagcs referenccs arc to PStitics. Tlie l0 countries in his study were Papua New
Gulnea, Fiji. Westem Samoq Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Naunr,
Niue, and ihc Cook Islands. Only Tonga was excluded as a change of govemment
can only occur thcre when thc King dies or abdicates.
ibid., p.48.
f.
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unique variant of the Westminster mechanisms adopted by other
Commonwealth counnies. He noted that up to the time he wrote
force had not been used either to remove or entrench a government.

Fry's is the most detailed study of this theme. By April
1982, he reported that there had been 12 peacefirl and successful
transfers of power in the region following general elections, or the
appointment at other times of a new Prime Minister following his
predecessor's death or loss of confidence by Parliaments. There

had been no failures, though the Fiji situation following the
March/April 1977 general election when the governing Alliance,
led by Ratu Mara, lost its majority and the National Fedgption
Party appeared to have a majority, wis an awkward situation.lo
Since Fry wrote, there have been another 20 peaceful
and successful transfers of power to new governments. The one
failure was in Fiji. Following the defeat of the Alliance in the
April 1987 general election and the appearance of the LabourAlFP
coalition govemment, headed by Timoci Bavadra, there were five
weeks of political instability until the new. government was
overthrown by a military coup on 14May l987.rr

Fry was aware that where change had not occurred, the
constitutional mechanisms were still operative and provided an
opportunity for change if there was enough support forthcoming.
He said that this was of particular significance because the-$outh
Pacific states had experidnced few cf,anges of govemment.l2 Up
to April 1990 there have been something like 35 general elections
when the ourgoing Prime Minister has kept his position and about
30 votes of no confidence have failed. All told, the 10 countries
Fry looks at have between them had one failure out of
approximately 96 possible occasions when peaceful and successful
succession was tested.

10. For an outline of events see Rod Alley, "Fiji's recent clcction - stalematc
or watershed?", New Zealand International Review, July/August 1977, pp.lGl2.
Also Fry, "Succession...", pp. 52, 5455.
11. The dctails of thc Bavadra election victory and thc Rabtrka coups have
been comprehcnsively commented on. The bibliography lists the more important
contributions.
12. Fry, "Succession...", p.52.
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rmdfrifure?
The question posed now is whether there

will be a

second failure - Vanuatu. Vanuatu's political history of the last 15
years indicates that were the government to be defeated at the next
general_election, due in December 1991, then a peaceful and
successful transfer of power may not necessarily octur. Rather,
there could be new turbulence.

The Vanua'aku Pati (VP) has held power

since

November 1979, eight months before independence. It has won
general elections comfortably in 1983 and 1987 and the Prime
Minister, Walter Lini, has successfully faced several no+onfidence
motions in Parliament. There has not been a test of whether a
peaceful succession would follow, were the VP to lose its
long+ime parliamentary maj ority.

For much of 1988, democracy and constitution were
central themes in Barak Sope's striuggle to topple the Lini
government. As the struggle was about to climax, Sope issued a
lengthy press release which canvassed those themes. He claimed
that the country "is now poised on a precipice, ready to topple into
the international junkyard of destroyed democracies". Two weeks
later, Sope was in jail awaiting trial for sedition, and the Prime
Minister was saying, as a result of the previous fortnight's events,

Vanuatu "has proven we have decided
democratic and

i

constitutional government

".

!q3 continue to be

a

1

The Union of Moderates Party (UMP), the main
Opposition in Vanuatu, which supported Sope in a boycott of
Parliament and as a consequence lost its seats. has recently
admitted that its plan in 1988 had been "...simple. If Parliament
could not meet, because it lacked the simple majority provided by
Section 19 of the Constitution of the Republic, then the Vanua'aku
Pati government woul{.cease functioning and general elections
wodil have to be held".l4
13.

Jalc Moala, "Vanuatu's Unhappy Christmas", Island Business, January

19E9, p.14.

14. Undatcd lettcr circulated widelv and intcnded for distribution at the
Pacific Democratic Union mccting in fokyo in October 1989. Thc letter was
signed by the UMP'c President, Serge Vohor, and General Secretary, Maxime
Carlot.
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As later chapters will elaborate much came out in the
foreign media about Vanuatu's turbulent months, May to
December 1988, but there has been little considered assessment of
what prospects Vanuatu now has - one-party state or constitutional
democracy? Is it a crisis waiting for a catalyst or can Vanuatu

adeptly (or even by muddling) handle the political tensions
glimpsed in previous paragraphs. One of the few public
commentaries says, "the impact of the boycott cannot be ignored,
nor can the absence of an effective opposition group for the long
term credibility of the parliamentary system" and "although the
government has the vast majority of seats as a result of free and
fair by-elections, it is not healthy in any parliamentary system for
one group to have almost total control. The Committee would
hope that at the next election there will b_e sufficient members
elected to ensure a viable opposition group".ls

As a case study, Vanuatu is a useful example but it is
necessary to emphasise that it does not have to develop in the ways
outlined in this chapter. The VP could win the next general
election. (That scenario is the most likely.) It is also possible that

power could be transferred peacefully and successfully to a
successor government if the VP loses in 1991 or 1995, or loses in
1991 and regains power in 1995. Another possible scenario is that
even though the VP may not get a majority of its own in the 1991
elections, it stays in power with the help of a minor party or
independent MPs, who prefer to side with the VP rather than the
UMP, with or without Sope.

Theuetkal perrpctive

In 1962 Apter reflected on the role of a political
opposition in new nations. He said that in most newly independent
states the opposition's role has proved ambiguous: "new
governments rarely see the necessity for a regular opposition party
nor do they always accgpt the idea of opposition as a normal
feature of government".ro The case Apter presents has much
pertinency for Vanuatu, more so than for the other South Pacific
countries which Fry looked at.
15.

Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australia's

Relations..., p.?2O.

16. David Aptcr, "Some Reflections on thc Role of a Political Opposition in
New Nations", Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol.4, no.2, January
1962,p.r54.
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Apter considered it necessary to reiterate that "the
Western view of democracy as the open comPetition of political
parties catering to diverse public needs and thereby transforming
demands- into policy, is not wholly accepted in most new
nations".lT His bonciusion was that thi: outlo<ik for the opposition
appears bleak in many of the newly independent nations.
Thirty years later in the South Pacific, conditions for
opposition politicians are not so bleak. Indeed, in eight of Fry's
ten countries, many have been, or will be in government some time
during their political career, even if one-term parliamentarians. (In
the list and in the present PNG Parliaments, most MPs have
become ministers.) It-is only Fiji and Vanuatu where the situation
is otherwise.

is

the - most
Lawson's recent doctoral thesis
comprehensive examination of the notable exception - Fiji.ls Her
modbl as to why democrglic politics failed there is an appropriate
model for this case study.ry
There are important differences between Fiji and
Vanuatu. But Lawson's-reasons why Fiji could not sustain a
non-Alliance government may have considerable import for
Vanuatu if it is faced with a non-VP government in 1991. The
question is whether Vanuatu will find, as Fiji discovered in
Aprilffay 1987, that it had not had, at any time, a properly
fthctioniig two-party system of government and opposition.

17. ibid., p.155.
18. I am not discussing hcre whether ngliaqenlg'y democracy. is the best

systcm of govemmcnt for th--e region. Rather-. I am lookfuig nt yh?! ii-in place and
critical of
hichlv Critical
olhot trapplns
ho.ti.o as
nr an regulr.
rcsrrlt- ThenJarc
voices in.the_south
in the South Pacific highly
vitrat
lherJare voices
(eds). The
Ifte Securiry of Oceania...
rka (cds).
parliamiritary de.mocracy. Hcgarty and Polomka
'"ddr"r*"r
dcmocracv'ss relevancc in the region.
of the issues
isiues a6out dcmocracy'
addresses some ofthe
Tailure oi
Politic-i in. Fryi,. Ph'D
of Denrocratic
,
St"pti*i" L"*ton, The Failure
thcsis, Univcrsity
Ncw England, 1989. se€ espcc^iqlll- .the ..chapter
which..discusses
discusses
m.ll-36 which
"Constitr.rtionel
Dehocratic Politics" Pp.lt-16
"Constitutional Oonosition
Olposition and Deinocratic
Fiii's recent
articles on Fiji's
sutriat. See-iso
Scc-iso the
thc bibliography
biblioqraohv for her several afticles
this subject.

ia.

of

tfr'c iahous thcmes q- Sfyf"-*.-.Therc is .a
ionsiderable liteiature on thc failure of dcmocracy in thc Third World. Lawson's
thesis, to be published shortly under the same title by.Clarendon Press, Oxford
the importance of
provides the 6cst linking of thcories on democracy, particularly
garticularly.the
provides
i constitutional oppositi-on, with recent evcnts in thc South Pacific.

politicai devclopmcnts, whcre
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Lawson stresses correctly that constitutional opposition
characteristics of modern
democratic politics and has a crucial role therein. She suggests
that the idea of alternation in office between government and
opposition and the conditions under which political opposition is
regarded as legitimate needs to be more than a good idea - that it
has to be a functioning component. In addition, she points to the
need for the opposition to be an effective restraint on the majority,
including opportunity for the expression of dissent, and that the
constitutional opposition provides for peaceful succession of
government within the constitutional framework.

is

one

of the most distinguishing

If there is a pemranent majority and a pennanent
minority then democratic politics do not exist in Lawson's model,
which hinges on the competition generated by rival parties chasing
the spoils: one becoming the government and the loser being the
opposition. She identifies this two-party system as distinct from
one- and multi-party systems. (There can be more than two parties
but the key is that two groups dominate electoral support well in
excess of all others.)
Such concepts as Lawson discusses may appear
unexceptionable in New Zealand and Australia. Elsewhere, as
Apter has already shown, that is not so. In the South Pacific, Fiji
has shown that democratic politics is not as important as other
factors. One of these is also a major element in Vanuatu, namely
what Shils has denoted as those in power regarding..themselves as
the "sole bearers of the charisma of nationality".'u The critical
consideration then becomes whether they will accept defeat. If
such a group loses a general election after a long time in power
I-awson suggests because of the past lack of alternation there can
be very considerable strain on the two-party system if the losers
are not willing to accept defeat. How long is a long time in this
context? She refers to Giovanni Sartori's Parties and Party
System: Vol.l A Framework for Analysis in which he indicates
that a sufficient measure mqy be the same party winning tbree
successive general elections.zr In Vanuatu the Lini government
has done that. If the VP retains power in 1991 then the one-parfy
dominant system as described by Lawson may be a more apt
description for Vanuatu.
20.
2L,

fully

Edward Shils quoted by Lawson, The Failure,p.29.
(Cambridge University Press, L,ondon. 1976). Lawson comments more
on Sartori's

views.

See

herThe Failure...,p.2l-22.

CF{APTER SEVEN

VANUAru:

SCENE.SETTING

The following chapters focus on political factors which
one were to
develop. The more general economic, foreign policy, cultural and
historical scene is by-passed unless there is a specific point to be

will be crucial to understanding a new crisis if

made.

Vanuatu's recent political history will be outlined to
establish the depth of division which resulted from the joint British
and French administration of this condominium from 1906 until
independence in 1980. In their last years of tutelage, people

colloquially referred

to the decolonization process as

pandemonium. Grace Molisa, a key figure in the push for
independence, put it more forthrightly: "if it weren't my country
and my people I would consider it the greatest farce thg.South
Pacific scene has to offer the world. This firce is our tragedy".l
Creneral

A useful introduction to Vanuatu's cultural complexities
is Joel Bonnemaison's article "The Tree and the Canoe: Roots and

Mobility in Vanuatu Societies".2 For the history of the European
Kill a Bird with Two
Stones: A Short History of Vanuntur is the best. James Jupp's
chapter "Custom, Tradition and Reform in Vanuatu Politics" in
Proceedings of the 1982 Politics Conference: Evolving Political
Cultures in the Pacific Islandsa is a good introduction to Vanuatu's
political system. The best exposition on the importance of land in
Vanuatu and how it impinged on pre-independence politigal events
is Howard Van Trease's The Politics of Land in Vanuatu,J which is
presence in Vanuatu Jeremy MacClanqy's To

1.
2.
3.
4.
t982.
5.

Grace Molisa, quoted in Chris Plant (ed.), New Hebrides: The Road to
Independence (Institute of Pacific Studies. Suva, 197), p. 13.
Pacific Viewpoint, vol.25, no.2, 1984, pp.117-151.
Vanuatu Cultural Centre, Vila, 1980.
The Institute for Polynesian Studies, Brigham Young University, Hawaii.

Instirute of Pacific Studies, Suva, 1987.
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based on his PhD researched in the late 1970s. Robert Tonkinson
has covered the importance of custom and chiefs.6

Useful general fagt-books on Vanuatu are Norman
Douglas' Vanuatu-- a gu!de,1 the sectiqn in the latest edition of
Pacirtc Islands Yearboik,S and Vanuatu.g published at the time of
independence.

Tte 198{k
There is a dearth of academic material available on
political developments in Vanuatu since 1980. A recent article by
Henningharn provides the most detailed account of Vanuatu's
political partiei.lo The article by MacClancall is a useful piece on
the 1980-83 period; Premdas and Steeverz have written on the
1987 general election and its aftermath but the article is poor:
pitted with factual errors and showing litqlp comprehension of the
dynamics of Vanuatu's
r's politics. Preddasl3
Premdasri has dlso
also written about
Vanuatu's quest for self-definition and misses the mark. He and
Howardl4 cfo likeyjse with a consideration of Vanuatu's foreign
policy. Robertsonl5 on the saqe subject does better but still is not
particularly perceDtive.
perceptive. Paynel6
Ptynero has shown a better comprehension.
comDrehension.
iartiiularly

6.

Robert Tonkinson, "Vanuatu Valucs: a Ctrurging Symbioric", in Ron May
and Hank Nelson (eds\, Melanesia Beyond Ddvcrsdrl'(Resdarch School of Pacific
ltudies, Australian National Universiry, Canberra, 1982), p.73-90.
(Pacific Publications, Sydney, 1986).

7.
8.
9.
lO.

(PacificPublications,Sy&rey,l9E8),pp.589-618.
(Institute of Pacific Studics, Suva, 1980).
Stcphen Henningham, "Pluralism and Party Politics in a South Pacific
Statc: Van-uatu's Ruln! Vanua'aku Pati and its fuvak", Conflict, vol.9, no.2,
1989, pp.171-195.

11. J. V. MacClancy, "Vanuatu Since Indcpcndcncc: 1980-E3", Jourtal d
Pacific History, vol.19, no.2, April 1984, pp.lOGl12.
12. Ralph R. Premdas and Jeffrey S. Steeves, "Vanuatu: the 1987 National
Elcctions and their Aftcrmath", fournal of Paciftc History, vol.Z, no.l, 1989,
pp.1

l0-l

13.

17.

R. Premdas, "Melanesian Socialism: Vanuatu's Quect for
Self-Dcfinition", fournal of Commonwealth and Comparative Politics, vol.25,
no.2, Iuly 1987. pp.141-160. AIso his "Vanuatu: Melanerian Socialism and
Political ehang"", The RoundTable, no.304, July 1987, pp. 49-505.
14. Ralph Premdas and Michael C. Howard, "Vanuatu's Foreign Policy:
Ralph

Contradictions and Constraints", Australian Outlook, vol.39,no.3, Deceirbcr D85,
pp.r77-186.

15. R. T.
16.

Robertson, "Vanuatu: Fragilc Foreign Policy Initiatives",

Development and Clnnge, vol. 19, 1988, pp.6l7 -647
Payne, "The Fiji Effcct...", pp.444445.

.
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On-going developments have usually been well-reported

by the two specialist magazines, Pocific Islands Monthly and
Island Businesi. In recent years Helen Fraser reporting for Pacific
Defence Reporter and her own fortnightly, Pacific Report, has
provided quality coverage.
On the three occasions in 1987-88 when Vanuatu hit the
international headlines there was extensive coverage, especially by
the Australian media. At those times Sope's viewpoint was widely
covered; he assiduously cultivated the Australian media. The
Vanuatu government was much less adept at being available for the
journalists but even when they were interviewed, gove,grment
figures, including Lini, were often angry about the coverage."

Not surprisingly, within Vanuatu the media is modest.
The government publishes a weekly three-language news-sheet and
has a radio station with a small news component. The only two
private news magazines started up since independence failed quite
quickly: Hilda Lini's effort soonlfter independence lasted several
months. An expatriate, Christine Coombe, started Voice of
Vanuatu, a tourisi-oriented weekly, in 1980 but by 1982 tumed il
into a news-sheet and by February 1983 was embroiled in an
argument with the Lini govemment when Voice of Vanuatu
published various allegations made by John Naupa, a recently
sacked cabinet minister, against the Prime Minister. Coombe was
deporte{lecause as a foreigner she had involved herself in local
poiitics.l8 Her paper closed-with her departure.
attempts

Since l9E3 there have been no further commercial
at English or French language news-sheets. _Sope's

associates have published occasional give-aways, which reflect the
journalism 66ining some of his group received in Libya in late
1986/early 1987; they seem to be of marginal importance. Though
the VP's magazine, Vanua'akuViewpoints, had been an important
element in the pre-independence struggle it has had a fitful

existence since independence.

17,

Pauline Swain, "Vanuanr bittcr at unfair reporting", Dominion, 12 April

p.l4 reported the views of Grace Molisa, Primc Minister Lini's private
sccrctaiy. Lirii made his vicws appar€nt at the 1989 South Pacific Fonrm' Sce
1989,

Pacific Reporl, 20 July 19E9, pp.4-5.

lE.

NewZealandHerald.ZSMarch 1983.
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Two recent perceptive pieces on Vanuatu have been the
Vanuatu in - the - Australian parliament's Joint
Committee on Foreign Affairs, D-efence and Trade reDort of a
sub+ommittee on the South Pacificle and the study mission report
of minority staff of the^lS House of Representaiives Commiilse
-fannam's

sections

on

on

forgign^, Affairs.2o

In

contrasi, George

contributions/r have focussed on external influences on Vanuatu,
c.laiming tlnt tUly have had a considerable impact, and discounting
lhe capagiS. of the ni-Vanuatu to determine their own way.
Lamont Lindstrom, an American anthropologist. has preoared'a
backgroqgder on Vanuatu for the UniteO-states Iirfohnadon
Ageicy.22

As th9 previous paragraphs show, there is a wide range

of opinion oq w.hat the imp-lications of recent developments miglt
9..
Yy conclusions are different, and ro explain theri better giien
the absence of an existing general survey oi the 1980s in Vaiuatu
this monograph will present key developrirents in some detail.

19.

Australia's Relations with the South Pacific, April 1989, espccially

pp.219-222.

29 Regional Security Developments in the South Pacific, Report of a
Minolty Staff llission to Honolulu; Fiji; Vanuaru; Auckland and Wcllngton,
New Zcaland; Sydncy and Canbera, Australia; Novembcr 28 - Decembci 13,
1988 to thc Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, March 19E9, pp.8-10.

21.

_George,K. Tanham (and Eleanor S. Wainstein), Security Trends in the
Pacific: Vanuatu and Fiji (A Rand Note prcpared for thc Officc of the
Undersecrctary of Defense for Policy, Washington, November 1988), pp.1637.
AIso his "Is the West losing out? What went wrong in the South Pacific and
w_by?", Pacifc Defence Reforter, June 1988, pp.24-27 and his "Undcrstanding
South

Vanuatu - or how to regain the high moral ground", Pacific Defence Reporter,Iludy
1988, pp.7-9.
22. Larnont Lindstrom, Vanuatu, Office of Research of the United States
Information Agency (USIA), Washington, November 1988.

CHAPTER EIGHT

VANUATU: THE 1970s
1970, the British and French in their condominium
of the New Hebrides had by acting in concert created
in anangiment which had "a comic opera quality".r The two
powers sought, even though they had different interests, "to

By

partnership

maintain the classical nineteenth century colonial^pattern in the
New Hebrides long after it had vanished elsewhere."z

That was in the year when Fiji gained independence.
Nauru and Western Samoa already had it and Papua New Guinea
was moving towards it. In the condominium the only channel for
participation was an Advisory council established in 1957 but
iecently expanded. Even so its 30 members were predominantly
European, a race that comprised less than ten per cent of the
condbminium's population. There were no direct elections for
places on the Council.
The Council was limited to dealing with Condominium
responsibilities. The French and British had established their
respective national arlministrations to look after their own citizens
resident in the New Hebrides and came together as a joint
administration - the Condomininm - to deal with the "natives". It
was only in this area that the Advisory Council had a role. In 1960
there were 700 British nationals and 4250 French while there were
55,500 New Hebrideans.
l. Henningham, t'Th.
"Pluralism and Party Politics...", p.172.
lupp,
Dcvelopment oi party Politiis in the New Hebridcs", Jouraal
of Conmoiiealth and Contparative Politics, vol. 17, no. 3, November 1919, p.264.
2. James
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George Kalkoa, then tbe most senior ni-Vanuatu in the
employ of either the British (whom he worked for) or the French,
told the 1970 Waigani Seminar in Port Moresby of the political
situation in the New Hebrides. He was generally complimentary of
British and French activities in the New Hebrides though he was
prescient in commenting "if the governments tend to bring up their
own little French or Britis! New Hebrideans, the Group will have a
bad and sonowful future".3

Within four years Kalkoa was publicly much more
disparaging of the Condominium powers. He explained his
problem as "facing an animal with three heads - fust the British,
second the French, third the Condominium: two governments and
three administrations. The New Hebrides is known as a
Condominium but I think the appropriate nnme is Pandemonium".4
The earfy

IYT(}

The early 1970s saw three important developments
which explain Kalkoa's tougher posturing n 1974. The fust,
which he had mentioned in his 1970 Waigani Seminar speech, was
the recent surge in alienation of land to expatriates. Of most
concern were the activities of Eugene Peacock, an American, who
purchased several substantial plantations on Santo for subdividing
on a speculative basis. Peacock envisaged that 10,@0 foreigners
mostly_ Americans who had fought in Vietnam, would settle on
Santo.5

The second was the return to the New Hebrides of
several subsequently important personalities who had been
studying overseas. Most notable among them was Walter Lini,
who had been away eight years, five (1962-65, 1969) in Solomon
Islands and three (1966-68) in New 7*alanrd at an Anglican
theological college. Lini anived back in early 1970 to be a parish

3.

George K"lkoa, "The Political Situation in the Ncw Hcbridcr". in Marion

Ward (ed.), The Politics of Melanesia (Australian National Univcrrity &
University of Papua New Guinca, Canbcrra and Port Moresby, l97O), p.223.
Kalkoa is now known as

Ati

Gcorgc Sokomanu and wae Pregident from Vanuatu's
until his dismissal on 12 January 1989.
4.
George Kalkoa, "Three Govcmmcnts in Onc", Pacific Perspective,
vol.3,no.l, 1974,p.4.
independence on 30 July 1980

5.

Pa

Chris Plant, "The Nagramiel Fcdcration: Ncw Country, Old Story",

c

ifi c P er sp e c t ive, vol.6,no.

l,

19 7, pp.49-57
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priest at Longana on Aoba, a small, isolated island. Nearly a year
later Lini met up with another Anglican priest, John Bani, who had
trained with him, and with Donald Kalpokas, whom they had
known in New Zealand while he was training to be a teacher.
The Natioaf

Puty

Out of that meeting a magazine, New Hebrides
Viewpoints, was started and soon afterwards they formed the New
Hebrides Cultural Association, which three months later was
renamed as the New Hebrides National Party. Lini was a key
figure though not the first leader. He was then 29 and still based at
Longana, from where he edited Viewpoints.
For the next two years the National Party had three
of activity. The party leader, Aiden Garae, was on Santo,
Lini was at Longana, and in the capital the leaders were Donald
Kalpokas, Peter Taurakoto and George Kalkoa, all of whom were
employed by the British. The main public concem of the new
party was the activity of the foreign land developers such as
centres

Peacock. Demonstrations were held and reDresentations made to
the French and British with some success.6

The third development was that differences

were

becoming apparent between the two administering powers over the

condominium's future. From the British viewpoint there was no

political justification for holding back on the political change
taking place in the other territories in the South Pacific.
Independence had come or was being discussed for Fiji, Solomon
Islands, and the Gilbert and Ellice Islands (now Kiribati and

Tuvalu).

The French on the other hand were fearful of political
instability in New Caledonia if the New Hebrides were to become
independent and accordingly resisted the idea of giving the New
Hebrides early independence.

One observer wrote that the British were "not prepared
to make a rrnilateral withdrawal from the territory in the absence of
guarantees from the French that they will allow an eventual

6.

Waltcr Lini, Beyond Pandemoniunr (Institute of Pacific

Suvq 1980), pp.23-27.

Srudies,
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transition to self-government or independence, and it is feared that
without British initiative and presegce there will be no transfer of
power to blacks under French ruIe"./

By January 1974 the leaders of the National Party
realised that the struggle to gain independence for the New
Hebrides was going to be unlike that in other South Pacific
territories where independence had come, or was about to come in
a smooth and peaceful m4nner. The party reorganised. Lini was
elected Party Fresident on a futl+ime'basis; tnjAnglican Church
released him from pastoral responsibilities, which remains the
position, though he does still preach and officiate. Fred Timakata,
a Presbyterian minister trained at the Pacific Theological College
in Suva, was elected Vice-hesident. Barak Sope, who had just
completed his studies at the University of the South pacific in
Suva, became Secretary-General on a part-time basis. (He was
working for the Co-operatives Federation.) Kalkot Matas-Kele
Kele suspended his law studies at the University of Papua New
Guinea to be the full-time Information Officer.

a

of

months Lini made his first
He acknowledges that it
was Tanzania and Jamaica who initiated his travel to New York.
On that occasion, he addressed the Committee of 24 callinq for the
New Hebrides to become independent in 1977 .8

Within

couple

appearance before the United Nations.

l9l5-77:

The Reprecentetive Assembly firs@

The National Party was the first group to make the call
became apparent t[at the party was
getting substantial support among New Hebrideans. The party's
leadership was Melanesian and most had been employed in the
British administration or with the two major Protesfant churches.
It concentrated on building the party's appeal in the rural areas
where 90 per cent of the total population lived.

for independence. It soon

The National Party gained in credibility by working
through the custom chiefs, the churches and the co-operatives
movement to explain the party's demand for independence.

7. A. L. Jackson, "Towards Political Awarcness in thc New Hebridcs".
ournal of Paciftc History, vol.1, 1972, p.155.
8. Lrni.BeyondPandemonium,p.26.

J
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The French settler community, numbering several
thousand, were quick to respond: several anti-independence
pailies were formdd and custom groups, suc\ as Nagramiel on
Santo and John Frum on Tanna, were cultivated for their support.

The French-inspired groups were centred on the
condominium's two towni (both predominantly Francophone),
Luganville and Port Vila. When Town Council elections were held
in August 1975 Francophones had big majorities in both places.
The National Party won 6 of 24 seats in Port Vila and I of the 16
in Luganville. Molisa and others argue that a consequence of those
results was that the French thought there was a Francophone
majority tbroughout the condominium and on that presump[ion
agrLed io natiofiat elections, expecting the National farty to faii.g

The Advisory Council was replaced by

the

Representative Assembly. For the first time direct elections were
to be held nd 29 seats were created. In addition, there were to be
four representatives of chiefs and nine busine_ss represeltatives (six
from tie Chamber of Commerce and three from the Cooperatives
movement).

At elections held in November, the National Party

won
the
per
cent-of
59
and
received
17 of the 29 directly elected seats

popular vote. Wh6n a year later all the appointed chiefs and
indirectly elected representatives were finally ktg*l' and
by-elections had been f,eld in several seats aft€r electoral disputes,
tliLe National Party and its opponents each had 21 supporters. The
National Party objected strongly to their loss of the elected
majority in thC Assembly. The Assembly had a fidul existence and
never iret to do substantive business before the administering
powers dissolved it on 28 February 1977.
The Vanua'aku Pati (the name change for the National
Party was made in January 1977) put five demands for new
eleciions but the two administering powers refused to agtee. The
main VP demands were for democratric elections, majority rule and
early independence. lnstead, the British and _French proceeded

witi

electi,ons for 29 November 1977 for another Representative
Assembly. The VP declared they would boycott and put in place a
People's Provisional Government (PPG).

Ct"* M.lisa, Nikenike Vurobaravu, Howard Van Trease, "Vanuatu:
Overcomint Pandemonium", in Ron Crocombe and Ahmed Ali (eds), Politics in
9.

Melanesia (-Institute of Pacific Studies, Suva, 1982), p.87.
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Without any_ voting taking place, a new Representative
Assembly wasdeclared elected on 28 November. The dther parties
and groups had worked out a sharing anangement for 38 of ihe 39
seats to ensure no contests were required. The final seat had no
candidate.

Tte VP's Provisimrf Govenment
The next {ay Fe VP's hovisional Government quickty
took control of much of the country other than around t6e two
towns- Jupp and Sawer describe the PPG's accomplishments as
including enough strength "to exclude representatives of the
'self-governing' ministry and of the British and French authorities.
Most airstrips and landing places were under ppG control and a
system of permits and licences was created. While administration
officials were instructed not to take out such permits, many private
traders, taxi drivers or missionaries did so. Movement inio and
gthi" many islan4! was impossible without PPG permission."l0
Their conclusion: "the condominium authorities and the Kalsakau
govemment wisely decided to leave the PPG alo.ne, although
conservative party activists were less tolerant".rr The Vp
suspended the PPG on 11 May 1978 when the pati, the
administering powers and the other parties reached an
understanding which led finally, in Decembei 1979, to the creation
of a Government of National Unity.

The Representative Assembly had in December 1977
chosen George Kalsakau, one of the few non-Francophones in the
Assembly, as the Chief Minister. Jupp and Sawei suggest that
Kalsakau's ministry, with four of the seven members Francophone
was "certainly not representative of the general population noi were
most of its members well educated or politically very experienced.
The ministers were advised bv French public servants and were. in
general, much closer to the Frdnch than io the British residency".12

10.

James Jupp and Marian Sawer, "New Hebrides L978-79: Self-Govemment

By_Yhq. and For Whom". fournal of Pacific History, vol.l4,no.4,
1979,p.2L1.

11.
12.

ibid.
ibid., p.210.
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Between May and December 1978 the VP strenuously
negotiated most of their demands, including independence. The
major discussions were with the French and it was only when the
Minister for Overseas Tenitories, M. Paul Dijoud, visited Port Vila
from 1l to 14 August that agreement became possible.

Dijoud agreed on independence but with several
stringent conditions. The VP, believing that they had popular
support to win elections, accepted a deal that saw a constitution
prepared before independence to ensure that "government should be
-dec-entralized

and autonomy assured to each island. All political
be fairly represented and, again in F French
should
$oups
Ladiiion, this was taken ip mean the institutionalization of
proportional representation".

1

3

With the VP, French and British closing ranks the
Assembly was becoming something of a side-show. Kalsakau was
an ineffi:ctual performer and on 15 December he was heavily
defeated in a vote of confidence. His successof as Chief Minister
was the most talented of the Francophone New Hebrideans, Gerard
kymang, a university-educated Catholic priest. Twelve days later
he was t6 head the G6vemment of Nationirl Unity with Walier Lini
as the Deputy Chief Minister.

199: Cmstitdion

and

elatims

The Leymang-Lini government was a short-term device
pending a new general election but that in turn was dependent on
ihe French agreeing to the post-independence constitution. The
idtial procedure wanted by the British and the French was for the
ten ministers in the Government of National Uniry to submit
proposals to them for their approval and enac@ent but that "was
Aisregarded, as too secretive iid bureaucratic".l4 lnstead, as Ghai
writei, "in the absence of an existing acceptable body for this
purpose...the Council of Ministers proceeded to establish a
Constitutional Planning Qemmittee consisting of representatives
from all political parties, chiefs, women and churches, with the task
of preparing and adopting the constitution. It had no_statutory basis
anii operated with a minimum of rules of plgcedure, but agreed that
its ddisions would be made bv consensusil.15
13.

ibid.. p.213.

t4.

Gh^r,

15.

ibid.

Iiv',

P oli ti c

s..., p.8.
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Consensus was reached on a constitution. The Vp and
the Frepph3$ tle two main antagonists each got what they
wanted.ro The French. got_ French- as an officiil language, a
p,roportional representation factor in the electoral systei, inA a
decentralised political syltem, particularly for the iwo strongly
Francophone islands - Santo and Tanna. The Vp got alha
commitment to independence and acceptance that tli'e new

Parliament would be a wholly elected one (without special interests
being represented).

Lynch, who

is well versed in pacific Islands

constitutions, having been involved in drafting several, says of the
Vanuatu constitution that "it reads more like-a blueprintior. or a
description of, an 'English' style of constitution" ani suggests "it
seems to include only the minimum political decisid'ns and
compromises that were necesslrry if independence in some form of
political unity were to come".17

The constitution was accepted by the British and the
for tf,e new Assembly and
{t"ngh
the Regional Councils for Santo and Tanna were set for tC
o.n 19 September and elecrion-s

November.

The t{ovembcr f9r9

elctimt

The elections were a stunning setback for tbe French
and the Francophones; the sheer size of the Vp victory also
s-urplsed many in the Pati itself. In the Assembly they wod 26 of
the 39 seats; there was q 90 per cent turnout-atd-62 per cent
supported the VP. !!e French had reckoned on the -Vp not
seiuring a majority.lS More startling, the Vp defeated the

16'

Doting the l90s thc French werc mor€ obrtructionist than thc British
vP. In "From New Hcbrides to vanuatu, 1979-E0", Jourral of pacifrc
History, vol.l6,no.2, April l9El, p.92 MacClancy says ,,the drirish gorlmm"nt,
unwilling to_ upset Angl-o-Frcnch relationr for thciaki of a gmall archipelago, was
n9.! nryngca-1o takc unilatcral action when difficultier arose rnd co. ar'in tf,c pa*,
were to the

effectively allowed thc Frcnch to sct the pace of cventr".
17. C. J. Lynch "Stylec in thc Drahing of Some Pacific Constitutionc", in
Ghai (cd.), Iaw, P oli ti c s..., p.236.
18. Malcolm Salmon, 'ttcw Hobrides: A rorely troublcd run-up to frccdom",
Pacific Island Montltly, July 1980, p.10. Also Rowan Callick.','A confusinr
secession with strings anached", Far Eastern Economic Review, 13 Junc 198d,
p,10, Molisa et al, "Vanuatu...", p.93.
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Francophones on Santo and Tanna winning in both cases by 8 to 7
seats. There was now no disputing that the VP held overwhelning
support throughout the country. Their dominance would increase
with independence as the five thousand srong pro-French Pixed
race and Asian communities concentrated around the country'$ two
towns would be faced with a painful decision, that of becoming a
citizen of lanuatu or remaining French. Dual citizenship was not
permitted.19

Not unexpectedly there was widespread dismay and
bitterness amongst the French corununity _1n9 - - many

Francophones. Both groups had expected French officialdom to
prbtecting lheir interests. The French
right
have got
govenoilrent.was-taken a6ack by 6e realisation that the VP had a
substantial majority and especially, as it had a two-thirds majority
in the Assembly, the Constitution could be easily altered.

it

ii

Within weeks it was clear that serious trouble was
looming for the new govenrment as the French govenrment a1d the
Francofhones soughi to retrieve something from the- political
setbacli which they had suffered. As a date for independence had
not been set they had some leeway for manoeuvre. The events of
the eight months before independence finally came about o-n 30
July 1930 are crucial for appreciating the intensity of the
subsequent divisions within Vanuatu.

On becoming the government the VF was thrust into a
frenetic political whirlpool. There were never-errding final
negotiations with the British and the French, and the Francophone
parties; they tried, without any resources (as they still were held by^
ihe adminiitering powers), t6 thwart the secessionist activities of
Jimmy Stevens and others; and they sought to settle_a dqte for
an end to ^French
indeplndence. The VP election victory had put
-was
not till l0 April
ptani tor stalling independence. Even, so it

19.

Bv Dcccmbcr 1982. 810 had been grantcd citizcnship and othcrs wcrc still
being coniidcred. Moct formerly hcld Frei'ch.citizcnship. Six of -thc nine membcr

cabiiet werc affccted as they liad married foreign women: at least five of the
wives, including Mary Lini, became citizens.- The French c-ommunity was

iftcr iridepcndcnce: '31 were deported, anothcr 110 were declared
expelled" (by agrecmcnt
prohibited immigrants
-"ny more werc "voluntarily
'b"t*."n the Fre-nch and
"ndVanua-tu
govcmments). At least 5OO were relocatcd in
Ncw Calcdonia pcnding longcr tein arrangements; most of this group are still
decirnated soon

living in Noumea.
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that the.French publicly conceded independence and only a month
before the indepen{gnce date of 30 July sought by the W that they
agreed to that date.2o
The secessionist threats on Santo and Tanna truned into
action in.early June. pe. more significant on Santo was not put
down until a month after independence when the Lini government
brought in Papua New Guinea troops to reassert taw aid order on
santo: it had no troops of its own at-that time. (It had still to create
q nqy police fo-rce tolepJpce the previous Britiih constabulary and
the French gendarmerie.)zr
MacClancy !um-s up these months: "in a land of long
memories, it is unlikely,,that the events of l9E0 will be quickl!
forgotten by either side".zz
I-essms

fulafer

This sketch of the New Hebrides' final decade as a
condominirrm is important in order to register several features of
mrs story retevant to Vanuatu's prospects through to the l99l
general election.
The Vanua'aku Pati's experience is unique in the South
Pacific. It is the only political party in the regioh which had to
strugg^le-- for independence. Elsewhere independence came
peacefully and quickly. P,arties were_a feattue bf parliamentary
politic_s in most countries but except for the French'territories o?
New Caledonia and French Polynesia only in the Cook Islands and
Fiji were parties important for electoral politics. The Vp had to
start tiom scratch. There was no electoral fonrm for them in the
2:..

.

thai,

For the.final negotiations and the 1979 general elcction rpfcr to Bcacant,
Jupp (various articles), Jupp and Sawcr, LLri, MacClancy, Molisa et al, and

Van Treiie.

21.

For the secessionist activity refer to Beasant's book and Richard shears,
The Coconut War: The Crisis on Espiritu Santo (Casscll, Sydney, l98l) and foi
the Papua New Guinea Dcfence Forcc's role in qucllinr thi sarito rebc'llion see
Norman MacQueen, "Beyond Tok Win: The Papria Nei Guinea Intenention in
Vanuatu, 198O". Pacific A{fairs, vol.6l, no.2. Summer 1988. pp.235-252. T\e
Kumul Force totalled 450 PNG Defcncc Force pcrsonnel, ot''whom 20 were
Australian military on loan, as well two patrol boats and several DC-3 aircraft.
The Force went to vanuatu in early August and retumed to pNG in latc scptember.
22. MacClancy, "From New ticbriiies...". p.1O{.
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New Hebrides. It took three attempts at general elections before
the VP made its point - in November 1979 - and then at a heavy
cost because the losers called "foul". ln the meantime the Pati had
created a structure which was nation-wide, met often and (when
pushed to the extreme in November 1977) showed, by putting in
place the Peoples Provisional Government, that it could take
control of most of the country. And in that eye-to-eye stand-off
with the British and the French, the Pati realised it could win, as
the two administering powers were unwilling to assert their
authority throughout the condominium: to do so some thousands
of security force personnel would have been required.

By independence the VP had already had considerable
adminisrative experience, some on a conntry-wide basis. The
decade of pitting themselves against the British and French had
honed their plans to achieving more limited goals. Unlike the other
countries of the region where a bureaucracy and institutions were
in place at independence the VP was obliged to create a new
bureaucracy and establish new institutions, notably for welfare
services and security forces. The two separate systems left by the
British and the French were radically overhauled, in part to get a
single service but also to pare down the more expeDsive facilities
to ones that the new state might afford.
The VP was virtu4[y alone in the political arena. Its
opponents had been routed.23'Jupp's concluiion captures this
situation well:

By the end of 1981 Vanuatu was effectively ruled
by a single party whose opponents were scattered
and, in many case$, deported. This fate reflects the
foolish policies of the French administration, who
put their allies into a situation from which they

could not escape once the Santo rebellion had been
suppressed. The Vanua'aku Pati had no need to
destroy their opponents, even had they wished to
do so, because their opponents had destroyed

23.

MacClancy's commcnt "an electoral contest was a fight with one group

winning, thc other losing.
Morcover there is little, or no 'floating -vote' in
Vanuati: mcmbers of a -village vote en Dloc according to religious iffiliation"
rpinforces the sense that "no prisoners are taken" when elections are fought in
Vanuatu. Sec MacClancy, "From New Hebrides...", p.93.
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themselves. By resting on expatriates and ethnic
minorities, by openly accepting subsidy from the
French, and by opposing independence and
national unity after all former British Pacific

territories had already achieved both, the
'moderate' opposition produced the result they
feared most - a one-party domination by the
Anglophone Protestant ridicils.24

As

MacClancy puts

it, the Opposition had been

"devastated during the suppression of the rebellion: by December
1980 only three of its 13 MPs could attend Parli4gtent; the rest
were eithLr dead, in jail, or prohibited immigrants".2s
The final lesson for the VP was that they had eye-balled
the French and not blinked first. As will become evident in the
next chapters Vanuatu/French relations have remained troublesome
and could impinge on events in 1991.

24. James Jupp, "Custom, Tradition and Reform in Vanuatu Politics", in Tfta
Politics of Evolifng Cultures in the Pacific Islands (Institute for Polynesian
Studies,'MaiChncy,
Brieham Young University, Hawaii. 1982). p.156.
"fanuatu Sinic Indepcndence:- l98O-83". Journal of Pacific
25.
History, vol.19,no.2, April 1984, p.105.

CHAPTER NINE

VANUATU:

L980-1986

A decade later, Vanuatu seems linle different. We
concluded the last chapter with Jupp and MacClancy telling us of
the misfortunes, self-inflicted,

of the opposition parties.

Now,

again, the circumstances in Vanuatu are unusual. Since July 1988
the major opposition group, the UMP, has not been represented in

this situation was achieved by due
constitutional process, upheld by the Courts, the lack of an
effective constitutional opposition in Vanuatu and consequent lack
of a representative voice for minority interests can be seen as seeds
of future instability. In this and the next chapter I look at what has
happened in the intervening 10 years. The '80s decade breaks into
four periods:
Parliament. Though

- the first, from independence to the

first

post-independence general election, held on 2 November 1983 was
initially dominated by the after-effects of the Santo rebellion and
then by cabinet upheavals.

-

the second, from that election until early February
1987, when Cyclone Uma largely wrecked the capital, Port Vila,

and the Prime Minister, Walter Lini, suffered a major stroke in
Washington, where he was to attend a Congressional Prayer
Breakfast and to meet Secretary of State Shultz. This mid-'80s
period was comparatively calm and the Lini govemment sought to
consolidate its achievements.

- the third, from February 1987 until April 1989 was
again turbulent, with Sope's various attempts to bring down Lini.

The culmination of his endeavours was the December 1988
Presidential "coup" as a consequence of which President
Sokomanu, Sope and five others, including the then Leader of the
Opposition, Maxime Carlot, spent nearly four months in Vila's jail
awaiting trial on sedition and related charges. They started their
sentences after the Supreme Court found them guilty, but were
released after the Court of Appeal acquitted them on the ground
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that the hosecution had failed on the evidence presented to show
that there was a case to answer.

- the fourth, from the freeing of the five until the present
(April 1990) has been uneventful.

The first months after independence saw the new
government preoccupied with putting down the rebellion and then
bringing to trial many of the nearly 2,500 secessionists detained for
their part in the troubles. The several hundred French citizens
(settlers and metis) arrested were saved, through French
intervention, from a Hobson's choice - stand trial or be deported by accepting "voluntary expulsion".
Cabinet

urmoil
MacClancy writing

of

the Lini government's initial

years (1980-83) says the VP "stayed the dominant political force in
the country despite open crabbing of its leaders, their aggressive
jostling for power, the adverse publicity of its internal disputes,
and the forming of a separate party by a disaffected minorily.
Certain political lines may have changed but the major divisions
remain the same".r

Lini's first cabinet, appointed after the 1979 general
election, was substantially changed by the next general election.
Of his original eight ministers only two remained; the first to go
was George Kalkoa, the Deputy Chief Minister, when at
independence he becarne the country's first President; in
December 1981 Lini sacked Tho-mas Seru Reuben and George
Worek for private "misconduct";2 then in February 1983 two
others were sacked - Fred Timakata and John Naupa - and another,
Donald Kalpokas, resigned in protest at Timakata's dismissal. The
turmoil reflected serious differences between Lini and most of his
cabinet on their respective lifestyles, rather than on policy issues.
Reuben and Naupa, in particular, were sufficiently angry

with the Prime Minister to attack him publicly but to little effect.
Reuben and Worek plus another ex-VP MP, Kalmer Vocor, formed

a new party, the Vanuatu Independent Alliance Party (VIAP).
1.
2.

MacClancy, "Vanuatu Since Independence...". p.10O.
ibid., p.103.
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Naupa accuserd Lini of an unauthorised business deal with a foreign
businessman.r Naupa's charges failed to stick and his conduit, the
editor of Voice of Vanuatu, Christine Coombe, was deported.
Eight months later at the general election Naupa, Vocor, Worek
and Reuben were heavily defeated by VP candidates when they
contested their old seats.

The beginnings of the drift by Sope out of the inner
circle of the VP became perceptible. He had started as Lini's
senior advisor when Lini became Chief Minister but left that
position soon after independence to be Secretary of Foreign Affairs
and the country's sole Roving Ambassador, both positions he held

until his election to Parliament at a by-election in August 1982.
His previous inlluential position as Secretary-General of the VP
became less significant when the Pati's head office was stripped of
its staff at independence and the officials transferred en rnasse to
be ministerial advisers. (The VP Head Office soon became a
preserve of Sope's associates who were minor players in the party
leadership.) It was at this time that Sope started developing his
business activities, primarily tbrough the firm Cabinet d'Affaires,
which operated as a constnrction, real estate and development
goup.

These years saw the government creating a new
bureaucracy as it broke loose of the condominium's three
administrations. Many of the new civil servants were Pati
supporters but, except for a cadre of about 50 who became
minjsterial advisors, ihey were not political appointees. Rather,
they were the most capable ni-Vanuatu available. Some effort was
made to retain Francophone ni-Vanuatu but not with great success,

At this time the Prime Minister's dream to "have the
basic essential services for the people - health, education and
housing - effectively organised in each of the islands, the villages
of Vanuatu"4 was being implemented. Major reform of the
competing services the British and French had provided was
underway to get a single structure in place for each.
3.
4.

ibid., p.1(X has an outline of Naupa's charges as well as Lini's rebuttd.
to 14 April L983,pp.23-24 also details the allegations.
Raj Vasil, i'Pacific Voices: talts with three leaders, inclirding Walter

The National Times,S

Lirnu", N ew Ze al and I nt ernati o nal R evi ew, May/June 198

l. p.2.
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Thc

Oppcitim

The parliamentary Opposition started afresh. Its leader
Vincent Boulekbne was, howef&, virtually on his own. His two
1s66ining colleagues were somewhat hamstrung: Carlot because
he was the Speaker and Leymang, the Catholic Priest, was under
church pressure to pull out of politics and did not stand at the next
general election in 1983.
Boulekone created a new group, the Union of Moderate
Parties (UMP) to unite the forrrer Francophone and the custom
parties. He was having to overcome the complications from the
first generation of the anti-VP parties, which when formed in the
mid-1970s had been "urban-based, supported financially by French
and Vietnamese business interepts and the French Residency, and
of a highly fragmented nature".) Boulekone was a veteran irf mis
period but had broken with the original parties in 1979.
MacClancy says "despite Boulekone's efforts, however, the UMP
remained but a pale shadow of the well-organised VP with its
experienced well;educated staff and its comprehensive, much more
coherent policy".o Many of the Opposition MPs, elected in 1979,
never sat in Parliament before it was dissolved for the 2 November
1983 general election.
The VP comfortably won the election, taking 24 seats to
the Opposition's 15. While all l8 VP MPs who stood on the Pati
ticket were re-elected the six who defected either to the VIAP or
stood as independents all polled poorly. The Opposition had 12
UMP MPs and three others who together were a loose coalition.
Boulekone continued as the Opposition Leader but he had a new
team; l1 of the 15 MPs were newcomers.

MacClancy says of the voting patterns, the "Moderate
vote has not increased significantly while the drop in the VP vote
was picked up almost exclusively by Pati independents and the
VIAP" and "the VP may have lost some of its support, but the
gounry is still divided shaqply along the lines of Anglophone
Protestan_ts versus Francophone Catholics and followeis of
kastom".7

5.
q.
7.

Marian Sawcr and fames Jupp. "The New Hebrides prepares for

independence" , Current

Afairs Bulletin,-April

1980. p.25.

MacClancy, "Vanuatu Since Independence.,.", p.105.
ibid.. p.l12.
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Lini was re-elected Prime

Minister and the only
was
the
appointment of Sela
significant change in his cabinet
Ivtbtsa as Foreign Minister. Previously Lini had held that
position. Fred Timakata was the new Speaker and his predecessor
in that position, Maxime Carlot, became a senior Opposition MP.
Meanwhile the President, Ati George Sokomanu, soon
showed his irritation with being constrained by the Constitution to
a ceremonial position. MacClancy noted "it was well-known that
Sokomanu was discontented with his position: his powers were

not defined and the Government rarely sought his idvlce".E In
April 1983 the President told an Australian journalistv that he
wanted the Lini govemment to be replaced by a govemment of
national unity. His comments read like the action plan for the
Presidential "coup" he was pafiy to five lnd a half y,e_ars later,
which led to his own ignominious departure from public life.
Celm in tte mid-fgE&
The mid-80s were calm and as such are a stark contrast
to the decade before and the years since. The Lini govemment was
working smoothly. The economic prospects were still promising.
The Opposition were barely visible. But the seeds for the later
turmoil were maturing.

During these years Vanuatu was in the international
limelight occasionally for its new contacts, having in mid-1983
joined the Non-Aligned Movement and formalised diplomatic
relations with Cuba. Relations with Vietnam and Libya (as well as
numerous other less "exotic" countries) were established. The
French connection was calm; relations had recovered from the
depth of February 1982 when Lini expelled the french
Ambassador after Sope was refused entry to New Caledonia.'"

8.
9.

ibid., p.108.
Collein Ryan,

"A Prcsident who wants to be PM awaits the ceJl", The
National Tirzes,8-to 14 April 1983, p.25. Sokomanu's antagonism to Lini was
apparent from his commcnt's in that ariicle. The then Finance-Minister,.Kal.pokor
Kisakau. was quoted savinc of Sokomanu "he is iust bored now. But it is his own
fault for taking ihe job oi. W" told him it would 5c only ccremonial".

10. The m-onograph does not look at Vanuatu's forcign policy^-exce,pt for those
incidcnts which hive a bearing on the intemal political turmoil, e.g. relations
with Francc, the ties with CuSa and Libya. Except for spcechcs at rhc United
Nations and at Non-Aligned meetings, foriign policy is selilom expanded uPon at
much length. A Parliamlntary statcirent by Se[a Molisa in January 1984, reported
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The President resigned in February 1984 when he was
prosecuted for non-payment of his 1983 car tD( but the government

renominated him and on 8 March he was re-elected. The
opposition boycotted the first vote but that was not unexpected as
they had been prone to boycott Parliament. (In 1983 the
government pushed through Parliament an act which entitled the
Speaker to dismiss as an MP-4ny parliamentarian who failed to
piovide a note explaining hisll ib'sence after tbree consecutive
sitting days.)
The few foreign correspondents who checked Vanuatu
out during this calm generally reiterated the_ impression given by
Stackhouie in August 1982 when he wrote "there appears to be a
general consensus in Vila that Vanuatu, despite the problems
which attended its birth, is beginning to work. The economy is in
fairly good shape, buoyed by a surge in tourism (mainly from
Australia), continuing aid from France and Britain wi$ the
prospectiof new indu-stries developing in the years ahead".l2 Two
years later Keith-Reid wrote "in business offices and government
departments around Port Vila the verdict 9n Lini'q government
most commonly heard is that it is doing much,b,etter than expected,
when you coniider its noubles at the start".rr Keith-Reid noted
"the current assessment in Port Vila is that Lini's position has
never been more secure and that Vanua'aku Pati internal affairs are
stable".l4 A year earlier Robie had found Lini in control having
"survived twg-challenges to his leadership and patched up the rifts
in his party".15
best exposition of the Lini
Helen Fraser has liad thrce interviews
ihich are informative: the first, with Nikenike Vurobaraw, the head of the
Foreign Affairs department - see The National Times, 14 to 20 F-ebruary 1986'
More-recent are hei interviews with the Foreign Minister. Donald Kalpoka-s, and
the Prime Minister - see Pacific Report of 2l Ju-iy f988 and 29 Scptember 1988.
11. There was no woman MP until 1987, when Hilda Lini (VP) and Maria
Crowby- (UMP) were elected to Parliament.
12. John Stackhouse, "Tbo yearc on' Father Lini rules supreme",The Bulletin,
3 August 19E2, p.83.

inTam Tam,2 Febmary

1984, pp.l3-14

govemment's concems 6n worid

13.

-

Robert-Keith-Reid, "Vanuatu:

September 1984, p.13.
14. ibid., p.14.

15.

kfairs.

is still the

a nation in gear"' Islards Business,

David Robie, "Lini patches rifts in ruling party", New Zealand Times,

July 1983, p.4.
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contrary view was Sheridan's who, writing

in May

1986, portrayed Vanuatu as "leading a radical regiopltl push that
threatehs 'Western values and interests in the Pacific".ro One of his
two articles featured comments from Sope.
Sope gpcs

hisownwey

Meanwhile Sope was furt$gring his business activity,
with French interests among others.r/ He was also having, as
Sheridan's article showed. a second wind with his radical
oredilections. which had been quiescent while he was in the
and
loui-rent;i ranks.l8 He visited'Cuba in September 19851e
grotlp
of
a
Vanuatu
in
arrival
the
Libya, and sponsored
-of
muiicians, the Black Brothers who, in part at least because of their
political inclinatioqq, had had a chequered musical career since
ieaving Indonesia.2o From January iggs ne had several times
hosted Libyan officials in Vila and in January 1987 let it be kn^gwn
publicly thit he expected Libya to establish a-presence in Vila.2l

16.
lGll

C*Nh"ttdan, "Liberation idcology in Paradise",-Weekenl Australian,
p.tf and "How the Weit allows a Pacific paradisc to drift",

May1e86,

Australian, 12 May 1986.
17. Tam Tam, lO March 1984, p.7 rcports Sope's appointment as Chairman of
the Board of Directors for UNELCO Vanuatu, ine nirir which ran thc capital's
public utilities since before independence. Tam Tam's front page for 19 April
1984 mentions Sope's new Hong Kong office for his firm, Vanuahr Consultants
Investment Office.
18. The fact that Sope did not become a minister in 1983 was surprisrng gye.n

his experiencc and seniority in the VP. His own explanation - that his
commiiments as Sccretary-Gineral of the Pati did not permit it - is unconvincing
since the post was largcly a sinecurc by that time. A more likely cxplanation
could be that unpubliciied divisions were already occurring betwcen Sope and his
VP collcagues.
19. EConomist's Confidcntial Foreign Report,1O

20.

April

1986, p.3.

Thc group, which is Wcst kianesc, i&ntificd with thc Organisasi Papua
Mcrdcka (OPM)-rebels active in lrian Jaya. Thc Black Brothers had lived in
Papua New Guinca until 1979 whcn they left for Holland' They arrived in
Vanuatu in 1983. While residcnt thcre thei' becamc the leading pop group in the

country and also tourcd Solomon Islands and New Calcdonia. Their leadcr, Andy
Ayamiseba, bccame a key business agsociate of Sope's. The group was a casualty
of Sope's falling out with the VP. After the govemment rcvokcd thcir entry
pcrmits in June 1988 the group's leaders wcrc held in prison pending deportation.
ln Novcmbcr 1988 thev went to Australia and bv mid-1989 the band was
becoming a feature of tlie Canberra music scenc. (fhe Canberra Times,24 luly
1989, articlc "Black Brothen building bridges" profiled them.)
21. Helcn Frascr, "Accusations-fly iir Libya trip wrangle", Pacific Island
Monthly, January 1987, p.19.

CHAPTER TEN

VANUATU:

1987-'1,989

The calm of the previous three years was shattered in
early February 1987 by Cyclone Uma's devastation of the capital,
which was a major financial setback to the government, followed
by deteriorating economic prospects as tourism faltered and the
world price for the principal export, copra, tumbled.

Cyclone relief brought complications

for

the

govenrment as some international donors sought to make public
capital out of their assistance. The French were quick on the
scene: this was the time of Gaston Flosse's active diplomacy in
the region. In April 1986 Flosse, a senior French Polynesian
politician, had been brought into the Chirac govemment as the
Secretary of State for South Pacific questions with a brief to
improve France's tarnished reputation in the region. The French
military in New Caledonia were the vehicle for assistance but it
became evident that there was little disposition to fit in with the
Vanuatu authorities' priorities. When the French started dealing
direct with the Francophone Opposition politicians and giving
them substantial funds to disperse, the bilateral relationship took
another nosedive.

The Libyans sent their representative

in

Canberra,

to show their interest.r The Soviets did likewise
but their contribution, a dozen Factors, arrived in July 1989. The
Americans with their experience and skill in delivering emergency
assistance in the region took a much more practical approach
aniving with tents, which becarne prized possessions for many,
Shaban Gashut,

and relief supplies.

1.
Ma* Baker, "Libya Boosts its Pacific role", Melbourne Age,7 March,
p.l. This article prompted much intcrcst as it indicated a growing Libyan

in the South Pacific. Its publication coincided with a visit to Vanuatu by
four member trade dclegation from Libya and was only days after a group of six
associates of Sopc's retumcd from three months in Libya.

presence
a
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As the cvclone hit Vila the news came that in
Washington the country's Prime Minister, Walter -Lini, had
suffeled a serious stroke only hours after arriving there for his first
visit.2 It was a month befoie Lini returned to Vanuatu; much of
the time was spent recuperating in Fiii.
Sope was quick to move when Lini's hospitalization
known.
Duririg February he made moves to consolidate
became
his claim to succeed Lini. Lini's supporters outmanoeuvered Sope
until the Prime Minister returned on 7 March. Several thousand
were at the airport to see Lini; they saw him walk, albeit slowly,
from the aircrait. Lini then addressed the nation over the radio and
he spoke with his usual authority. His reassuring talkensured that,
except by Sope and his associates, it was accepted that.Lini was
goin! to-coniinue as Prime Minister, though few app-reciated how
Jeveiely the lrime Minister's right arm and leg had been affected
by the stroke.r
The

tibyms d€pnt

For the next ten weeks Lini kept a low profile and only
returned to work in mid-May at the heighiof the Libyan affair. On
26 May Lini announced in Parliament that the Libyans would not
be invited to set up in Vila. In the same statement he confirmed
that a New Zealand High Commission would be opening later in
the year.4 The two Libyan diBlomats who had been hosted by Sope
were ordered to leave and did.'
The foreign media had taken considerable interest in the
Libyans in Vanuatu but with the coup in Fiji in mid-May their
attehtion switched to Fiji and then the South Pacific Forum
meeting in late May/early June as the region's leaders tried to

2.

kltrdt

Basiness, March 1987, pp.l2-?-0 had several stories about
Vanuatu, including an intcrview with Lini ind a report of Lini's retum to Vila by
Robcrt Keith-Reid.

3. Lini wcnt to New 7*aland in January 1988 and Septcmbcr 1988 for
spccialist phVsiotherapy assistance to facilitate'his recovery. See Paulinc Swain,
"Vanuatu iilks thin line with reluctant leader", Dominion Sunday Times,9 Jtrtry
1989 for Lini's reflections on the stroke's effect.
4. "No Vanuatu-Libya link yet", Evening Post,Z1 May 1987' 2:1 . - . ^
5. "Two Libyans ordered io quit Vanuatu", New Zealand Herald,8 May
1987. The two lcft in mid-June.
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resolve how to handle the new regime in Suva.6 When thoughts
returned to Libyans in Vanuatu there were none, and visits by
Vanuatu officials to Tripoli appeared to be out of the ques$on
though Sope supporters hive trictteO that way from time to time.7

The second half

of

1987 saw Vanuatu's politicians

readying themselves for the 30 November general election. During
the year Lini dismissed two ministers, Albert Sande and Willie
Korisa, both of whom were closer to Sope than to himself, though
neither was dismissed for that specific reason.

The failure by Sope to accomplish a major task given
him fy the governnent also became public: Air Vanuatu, a joint
venture with Ansett Airlines, had folded in 1985 and the
government had wanted to get the airline back in the air. Sope
produced a Hong Kong company, China Pacific Airline (CPA), but
the venture failed spectacularly and cost the government a
considerable amount of money as well as embarrassing them
shortly before the election.S

f98-/ GeneralEecrion

Sope's differences with the rest of the leadership
of the public arena until the election carnpaign but
then became evident, most obviously in the capital after the
selection of candidates for the VP. The tbree candidates were to be
Sope, Finance Minister Kalsakau, and recently dismissed minister

remained out

Sande, whose "home" electorate was not the capital's five-member
seat but the surrounding Efate Rural electorate. As most of the

6.
David Jcnkins, "Fiji, goodbye Sandhurst, hello banana republic", Tfte
National Times, L7 May 1987 dcscribes the switch of intcrest by Aurtralian

joumalists then looking for Libyans in Vanuatu to get to a coup in Fiji. Hie "How
Vanuatu shot itself..." in thc same issue of Trre National Times ig an example of the
more able Australian media coverage of the Libyans then in Vanuatu.

7.

David Hegarty, Libya

in the South Pacific

(Wodring

Pryr

no.L27,

Strategic and Defence Studies Centrc, Australian National University, Canbcrrq
October 1987) and Denis Mclran, "Thc Ertemal Powcrs: Othcr Extra-Regional
Powers" in Hcnry Albinski, John Dorancc and Fcdor Mediansky (cdt), Strategic
Cooperation and Competition in the Pacift.c Islands, National Dcfencc Univcrrity,
Washingon, forthcoming) are thc most dotailed accounts of Libyan activitics in the
South Pacific.
8.
Nicholas Rothwell, "Airline debaclc shakes Lini Govt", Austalian,2L
Scptember 1987.
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VP's support in Vila came from non-Efateans they were_angry that
none of iheir people had been chosen. When none of the three
would stand aside an additional VP candidate, Hilda Lini, was
announced. Having four nominations undermined the prospects of
each of them for winning a seat. The VP was in disaray as
supporters revolted against Pati instructions, lai9 down by Sope
supporters, as to which candidete the different island communities
liviig in Vila were to vote for.9 On election day Hilda Lini topped
the poll for the VP. Sope beat Kalsakau by four votes for the fifth
seat. Kalsakau and Sande lost their seats in Parliament.

In the rest of Vanuatu the VP campaign team found that
the two issues causing most dissatisfaction were the connection
with Libya and Sope. The VP had another comfortable win, taking
26 of the expanded Parliament's 46 seats but their slice of the total
vote slipped below 50 per cent for the first time. Several new
parties - [rba, New People's, and New Democratic - contested
some seats but none of their candidates came anywhere near
winning a seat. The UMP, led by Boulekone, improved its share of
the vot-e and won the other 20 seats; it was still a coalition of
smaller parties rather than a single party.

Lead€rdtip ciallenger

Immediately after the election there were leadership
challenges in both major parties. Boulekone was replaced by
Maxime Carlot as the Opposition leader. By June 1988 Boulekone
and the one other MP aligned with his Tan Union party had split
from the UMP and were to be crucial for Lini and the VP when
Sope and four other MPs split with the VP. The two Tan Union
parliamentarians represent Pentecost, as does Lini, while the new
dominant faction in the UMP were Efateans like Sope.
The more dramatic challenge was the one Sope set in
motion on 4 December when his supporters held a rally in Vila
calling for Lini to be replaced as Prime Minister by himself. Sope
used his position as Secretary-General of the Pati to announce
publicly h-e would challenge Lini for the Prime Ministership (but
not as ieader of the Pati) at a special VP Congress called for the

9.

Obt*"ti""

by the author when present at the VP's final rally in ViIa at

Indcpcnderrce Pad< on 28 Novembcr.
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following week. Sope's challenge failed by a wide margin. The
seriousness of the split was apparent when on 14 December Lini
announced the new cabinet and did not include Sope.

The

Itfty

1988

riot

In mid-January 1988, as Lini left for New Zealand for
medical treatment, in a move intended as a reconciliation he added

Sope and Fred Timakata to the cabinet. Soon, there were
indications that feuding between Sope and other ministers was
going to be disruptive. The first major move was on 10 May when
the L^ands Minister, Willie Mahir, abolished the Vila Urban land
Corporation (WLCAN), which was set up on behalf q{ the
customary claimants to the land where the capital is situatedru and
collected rents for all properties in the capital. Since VULCAN's
creation shortly after independence Sope had sat on the Board and
was the Chairman of the Board of Directors. VULCAN had
accumulated considerable financial reserves but the three villages
could not agree on how to share their percentage. That stalemate
continued until Mahit's move though it became widely known that
VULCAN's reserves - some of which were meant for the three
villages - were disappearing.ll

Sope's response was to inspire a march by the three
villages to protest at the closure of VULCAN. On the morning of
Monday 16 May nearly 2,000 marched along Vila's main street
and up to the Prime Minister's office. There was some unruliness
but their petition was handed to the Lands Minister and the
marchers dispersed before lunch. About 150 gathered at the
town's foreshore for a barbecue lunch provided by Sope. In the

10. The claimants are the three villages, Pango, Erakor, and Ifira. which are
situated on thc outskirts of the capital. The fourth nearby village, Mele, is not
included. Sope represcntcd Ifira. his village. For background on VULCAN sce
Van Trease, The Politics of Land, p.261 and Pcter Larmour, "Urban Land ig at thc
heart of power stmggles", Sydney Morning Herald,2L May 1988, p.25.
11. Mahit broadcast on Radio Vanuatu, 25 May 1988. Hc stated "the
govemment has alrcady made an offcr of compcnsation to all the custom owners
but none of these offcrs have been acceptcd
the custom owners". An interim
-firmby-confirmed
report prcpared

by an

accountancy

that there had

been

prosecutcd
mismanaccment. Senior staff have bccn
becn prosccutcd
irresulariticg and financial mismanascment.
irrecularitics
vanuatu bctorc being
thc gencral
guilty, omers
others lelt
left Vanuatu'bcforc
Sopc and tnc
and-found
b€rng chafgcd,
chargcd, soPc
and
lound gurlty,

charced. Sec Rowan
manager (and Sope associate). Georges Carlo.. have not been charged.
-of
outcome of Vanuatu
Vanualu powerplay", Ausialian
Callick, "Australia awaits outcome
Australian Financial
Callicl,
and 4647 and David Robie, "Vanuatu's fight for
Review,29 July 1988, pp.3
PP
t2 August 1988, p.11 for details of the accountants' report.
democracy", D ominion,12
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afternoon, fueled up on pig and liquor, many of them went on a
rampage along the foreshore and the close-by main street. Many
shop owners were prepared and their cyclone shutters were down
before trouble arrived.

The Mobile Force took the rest of the afternoon to get
on top of the disturbance. It was the first time they had used
tear-gas in action and in their initial attempt set it off up-wind to
themselves. During the resulting panic a VMF truck backed over,
and accidentally killed, Sethy Shem, a handicapped person unable
to cope in the panic. By early svsning the rioters had exhausted
themselves. The damace done was reckoned to be about two
million dollars Australiai. 12

That night the Vanuatu government sought ugent
from the New Zealand and Australian governments to
restock their tear-gas and additional riot control equipment. The
material arrived the next day. There were no further disturbances
but even so the Lini government openly sought further supPort
from Canberra and Wellington. The press reported that two
Australian Navy ships, HMAS fervis Bay and Stalwart, sailed
close to Vila. Army units in- Aushalia and New Zealand were put
on standby for several days.l3
assistance

Blame for the disturbance was pinnsd on Sope and his
supporters, including some at least of the OPM/Black Brothers
group. Subsequently about 50 of those involved in the rioting were
arested for related offences. Two of Sope's brothers were among
those jailed.

Sope was sacked as a minister on 23 May and

in early

June he was suspended from his Pati positions. He and 127 others
were expelled from the Pati by the annual Congress in October.

12. David Robic, "Power plays in the Pacific", Dominion,26 May 1988, p.l5
andhis'"The Ifira Challenge",NZ Listener,25 June 1988,pp.16-17 & 46 are the
most detailcd ap,praisals of thc May riot and associated events.

13. Radio AustraLia, 2O May- 1988 in its cvening broadcasts mentioned the
navy ships wcre being divertcd to be near Vanuatu. Bronwyn Young, "Aust may
send troops to Vanuaiu", Australian Financial Revien',23 May 1988, pp'1-2 and
Davc Wilson, "Bumham force on standby", Christchurclr Press, 26 May 1988.
Mary-Louise O'Callaghan in Vila reported "the govemment fears small-scale
terrorist attacks by su--pporters of Mr Sope. who aic mainly based on his home
island of lfira, in Fort Vil"'t harbour. Soinc of them have bien txained in Libya".
Sce her "PM to Lini: I'll send military" , Sydney Morning Herald,23 May 1988.
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The day following his sacking Sope spoke on Radio
Vanuatu claiming many govemment MPs would side with him in a
show-down with Lini and that he had been blamed unfairly for the
troubles. His next move was to attempt to table a no-confidence
motion in Parliament. He failed to do so. A special session was
needed and 24 of the 46 parliamentarians had to sign a petition for
Parliament's recall. Sope did not have sufficient support. In a
counter-move the sovernment had Parliament recalled. The
business specified eisured a no<onfidence motion could not be
put forward as it would be ruled out-of-order. The clear purpose
was to enable the Speaker to rule, in accord with section 2(f) of the
Constitution, that Sope and the four other break-away MPs had lost
their right to be parliamentiarians.
When Parliament met on 21 July there were insufficient

MPs present to be able to do its business. Sope, his four
supporters and the 18 UMP parliamentarians had stayed away,
claiming the Special Session was a ploy to expel the five former
VP MPs. Within a week the 23 boycotting MPs were all ruled by
the Speaker as having lost their seats. For the next three months
the 23 sought through the Courts to regain their seats. In late
October the Court ruled in Sope's favour but against the UMP.

By+lctkms, boymm
Immediately, the Leader of the Opposition, Maxime
Carlot, in an open letter to Lini, urged him to "advise the President
to dissolve Parliament and call a general election. I ask you to
examine the underlying precepts of a true constitutional
democracy". The Prime Minister was set on holding by-elections
for the vacant seats and the Opposition was intent on boycotting
the by-elections, demanding a new general election. Carlot ended
his letter "if the govemment genuinely thinks it represents the
majority of the electorate then let it have the courage of its
convictions and call a general election. Let the people decidet"
While awaiting the Court's rulings Sope announced he

was creating a new party, the Melanesian Progressive Party
(lvPP). Fifteen months later the MPP was formally created. Its
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launching has been delayed

by

Sope several times.

In

the

meantime, Sope has appointed office-bearers and the MPP had run
candidates in local govemment elections.

proceeded with by-elections on 12
The government
-the 18 former
UMP seats. The day after
December for
nominations closed (7 November) Sope and his group of four
resigned from Parliament; they did so in accord with an
understanding with the UMP that if either but not both were
successful in their Court appeals then those reinstated would resign.
The five new resignations were timed so that a further
round of by-elections would be required; administratively time
had run out for them to be included with the others. The UMP and
the MPP announced they were boycotting the by-elections and
demanded a new general election. When nominations closed, nine
seats, including the three in the capital, were filled without a
contest, another electorate had only two candidates for three
vacancies. That left eight seats requiring a vote. Boulekone's Tan
Union was the only party to puf up candidates against the VP
though several independents nominated as well.
Sope had announced that his supporters would actively
boycott the by-elections. The Efate Rural electorate was the
obvious target; the VP support was weakest there_and Sope and
the UMP were popular. Tfre result had something for each_of the
parties.
The turnout was only 25 pet cent on Efate. Elsewhere it
-was
considerably higher, averaging 50 per cent, which meant with
the exception of Efate, tumout compared favourably with the only
previous set of by-elections in August l982.Lq

Prcridcntialcory

President Sokomanu's antagonism for the Prime
Minister was again manifested publicly. In the run-up to the
by-elections he sought to intervene, even though he had no
constitutional authority to do so. The President had the same
problem regarding his wanting to broadcast to the nation a message
iriticat of ihe government and supportive of the boycotters, who
were keeping him informed of their views.

L4.

TamTam,4 Septembcr 1982, p.6.
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Sope and Carlot declared their next move would be a
demonstration outside Parliament when it opened on the following
Friday, 16 December, for the Budget session. Sope claimed he
would have more than 5,000 supporters at the demonstration and
that parliamentarians would not be able to meet. His people would
stop them from getting into the chamber. The government
responded by banning the demonstration and keeping a high-profile
security presence around the capital and at Parliament. When
Parliament met, MPs were unimpeded by Sope who had a small
group of supportggs with him at the other end of town, a kilometre

from Parliament.rr

The President had taken centre-stage. As

was

established practice, he addressed Parliament at the beginning of
proceedings (broadcast live on the country's only radio station).

The speech was his own rather than a statement from the
government. Many of his previous speeches in Parliament had
been critical of the governrnent. It was expected he would be so
again but MPs were not expecting his announcement that there and

then he was dissolving Parliament, would form an interim
govemment, and arrange a new general election to be held in
February 1989 (two and a half years ahead of schedule). The
President had no constitutional authority to take this action. He
left the building but Parliament carried on after his exit and went
about its business. Nevertheless, the government sought an early
ruling from the Supreme Court on the President's announcements.
An intcrim governmcntl

The President made the next move on Sunday, l8
December, when he appointed Sope as Prime Minister and four
others as ministers in an interim government. Two of the four
were leading UMP figures, Maxime Carlot and Willie Jimmy; the
others were John Naupa and Frank Spooner. The swearing in of
the five was done with foreign media, including television, present
to record the event.l6
15.
16.

As apparent from ABC television news . 16 December 1988
The most comprehensive media report of the week is in Island Business,
January 1989, pp.8-14. Other reporting of not. was Mary-Louise O'Callaghan's
picces for The Melbourne AgelSydney Morning Herald, for example "Why we're
not trusted in Vanuatu" and "Sope's Caged Canary", both in the Sydney Morning
Herald,24 December 1988, p.29. Rowan Callick's "Vanuatu's problems are a
mix of religion, egos and am6itions", Australian Financial Reviei,20 December
1988, p.8 provides a succinct outline of Vanuatu's politics.
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The President sent a formal instruction to the security
forces to acknowledge their allegiance to him rather than Prime
Minister Lini. He sta'led that if they did not, then he would bring in
foreign troops to provide for the corrntry's- security. (Sope
annoirnced pirUticty after his swearing in that he, would request
other governmenti in the region, including {iii'__to intervene

militarily to protect the interim government.)r/ He also sent
messages to several overseas govemments seeking their
recognition.

The President's coup was quickly ended. The next day
the Supreme Court ruled that-the President had no constitutional
basis fbr his announcements in Parliament the previous Friday.
The security forces remained loyal to the Lini govemment. No
foreign governments recognised thi S.oP" government. The
Presi<leniand the interim govemment's ministers were arested on
sedition and related charges and were held in Vila's prison
awaiting trial.
r98!)

The trial spanned late February/early March 1989 and
the presiding judge, with the assistance of two ni-Vanuatu
assesiors, foinri S6komanu guilty and sent him to prilgn for six
years, Sope and Carlot received five years each, and Willie Jimmy
was sent io jail for two years. Appeals were lodged on the gr-ound
that the triaijudge had been wrong in allowing the case to be heard
as the prose-cution had not shown ther-g w€s a case against the
defendahts on the evidence presented.lE The Court of appgal
heard the case in late March and announced on 14 April that the
grounds for the appeal were justified. lhe gqtlty verdicts, were
overturned. The five wire reteised from prisoithe iame day.19

17. The orosDects of Fiii military adventurism arc covered in Rowan Callick
"Military intir"eition by Fiji only a he[copter flight away fro_m Vila", Austalian
Financiil Review,22frceirbet ilAA. p.tti and Jim Sanday "Sctting the scene for
a

Pacific wet" , Australian Financial Review,

18.

Stuart Littlcmore attended much

Commission

of

T January 1989' p.9.
of the trial for the Intemational

Jurists (Australian Scction

Trial Observation)' His-

ry-port-'

The Vanuau Sedition Trial' Port Vila ?0 February - 7 March
1979, to the ICJ backgrounds the case and details his criticisms of the trial, for the
lattcr sec particularlv ao,28-34.
19. Tte judgme'nt'iradc it clear that the President had no constitutional power
to dissolve Parfament or appoint the Sope government but they were matters

Mistake of

law?

scparate to the scdition charge.

Vanuatu: 1987-198993

Meanwhile Sokomanu had lost his old job, the
Presidential Electoral College having met on 12 Janiary and
dismissed him for gross miscondutt. On 30 January- Fred
Timakata was elected President by the College.
From April Vanuatu's political scene has been quiet.
Local govemment elections in February for Vila and in August for
four other councils (Malekula, Tongoa/Shepherds, Amae[vtaewo
and Tann: plug the Southem Outer Islands) piovided some comfort
for the VP and the UMP but less so for Sope-'s Mpp, as little of the
latter's proclaimed support was evident.
Sope travelled overseas, including to Suva to renew his
acquaintance-with Rabuka.2o He also visiied Canberra where he
admitted for the^flrst time publicly that the presidential^c^oup was
unconstitutional.2l In December, 'Sope was in Noumea.22- i'n nis
pe.igd Sope fitted Hughes' quip about public figures: "some will
be busy accumulating their lirst reputations; others wil[-be
working overtime to make a fast get-awiy from their old ones".23

UMP leaders also went overseas to seek support. As

well as being represented at a Pacific Democratic Union

conference in Tokyo visits were made to Noumea and paris.4
Such travels reinforce Robie's comment that "in the eyes of most
ni-Vanuatu the UMP is linked to Paris and colonial coritrol".2S He
noted that the UMP had been embarrassed at the time of the

2!. _ David B"!i", "Lini rides out rhc shockwaves from Fiji",

PNG

Post-Courier, 13 January 1989, p.ll where Sope is described as 'ian ardent
admirer" of Rabuka. S<ipe haa met Rabuka in f98S. They met again in April
are-regarded in
_1!90. Hira (lopcls villlge) and Mele (Sokomanu's villige)
Vanuatu as being Polynesian outlicrs, as are several small -outer islanis, which
sets. them apart a little from the Melanesian majority. See Van Trcase, The
Politic-s..., p.9. Though, on the following page, Van Trease says "one must be
careful not to overcmphasizc the importance of Polynesian influence".

?1.
22.

CanberraTimes,3L August 1989, p.5.

Les Nouvelles Caledonibnnes, 7 Dlcember 1989, p.3, which reported Sope
"est en train de se construire une image beaucoup plus mod6r6e'r. 23. Hughes, The Fate of Facts...lp.l7.
24. Les Nouvelles Caledoniennes,2l October 1989.
25. David Robie, "Will Father Lini call it a day?", Dominion,3o Novcmber
1987.
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the
November 19E7 general election by the publicity
-Frenclr sunounding
ambassador for
expulsion the pievious qo-nth of the
alligedly fundin^g the UMP.26

The government was not coping especially well with the

worsening economic situation. Tourism was in the doldrums- A
major caise was the political tumroil in Vila being feature-d on
Auitralian television. in addition, airline services with Australia in
particular but elsewhere as well, were shaky. The tltird attqmp! at
|uning Air Vanuatu on a satisfactory basis was bein-g made, this
iime *itn Australian governfirent assistance. The airline has now
been flvinc for a year with one aircraft, an ex-Australian Airlines
Boeing' 7i7.27 The most serious case ever of comrption bJ
Vanua-tu government officials was heard by the -Supleme Court in
Septembei and October 1989 and two senior officials were found

guitty

of

receiving significant amounts from

a

Taiwanese

businessman.

The remaining parliamentary by-elections were-held on
Uptp and tvtPP boycotted repeating their
call for an earl/ general election. The Tan Union and the VP
contested them.-Tiis time there were five contests which the VP
won easily while the Tan Union was elected unopposed in.another
seat wher-e the VP nomination arrived late. The VP obtained the
other unopposed. Polling was light in Vila, with 3 25 pet cent
turnout, biri higner in the other four, tholgh overall turnout was
down on the b!-elections a year earlier. There-was no^disruption
of voting. gu[ the results fuere of no particular comfort t9 the
go.rernmint or the other groups; rather they suggested the
prevailing stalemate was unchanged.
2E November. Again, tne

26.

his future", Islands Business, March 1987, p.14 reported
"Lfuti
""*iders
Lini saying that French money was bcing channelled to the UMP
Prime Minister
throuch Vila's offshore (tax-haven) banks.

-

i'Vanuatu overtums shaken image", Australian Financial
Catherine Fox,
p.7.
1989,
Review,8 November

27.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

VANUATU: LOOKING TO

1991

Vanuatu's r@ent political history has been outlined in
the last three chapters; before that we looked at Ghai, Fry and
Lawson's work on Westminster democratic constitutional
conventions in the South Pacific. The task now is to provide in
Laqueur's words what government leaders expect, namely "a
trenchant explanation of developments reflecting the judgment of
informed intelligence analysts and a range of likely futur_e
developments based on the Sest inforrration c-urrently available".l
On this occasion it is only one person's best endeavours, but it still
provides the model of what needs to be done professionally.
There are two outstanding issues to work through in this
if the final assessment is to be of value:
- who will win the 1991 general election in Vanuatu?
More specifically, can the VP make it four in a row and, if so, does
that mean the one-party dominant system will become permanently
entrenched in Vanuatu? Or if the VP loses the election who will be
the winners?
- will the elections result in serious political turbulence?
Specifically could another VP victory prompt its opponents to turn
to extra-constitutional tactics, or if the YP loses will the winners be
able to govern?
case study

The tentative assessment will come together towards the
end of the next chapter. Now I will look again at the raw material
of the past two decades to suggest some major assumptions for
reaching judgments, and will highlight what could be crucial gaps
in available information.

This chapter will concentrate on matters of fact, which
is what Betts suggests people in government like to deal with. He
contends that in such circles there is a distaste for theory "because
it seems soporific or sophomoric". He contends the dilemma for

1.

Laqueur, World of Secretr, p.106.
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intelligence is that it can not live with theory and can not live
without it - theories are necessary for judging the importance qf
data though they can also be the source of mistaken judgment.'
Theory is tumed to in the next chapter in an endeavou to improve
the judgments made in coming to an assessment.

While much of what has been written in previous
chapters is useful background, a broader perspective of Vanuatu's
stability is not being considered. That is a separate and important
subject. There have been past exfia-constitutional attempts to
bring down the government in Vila - the 1977 People's Provisional
Gov6rnment. tG 1980 Santo rebellion and the 1988 Presidential
coup - and it is not beyond the reglm of speculation that, in the

future, Sope could try that tactic.' In this case study, we are
looking only at the prospects at the time of the 1991 general
election, most particularlyfor a successful and peaceful transition
of power were the VP to lose.
The most immediate tasks are to project into the future
the consequences of Sope's departure from the YP, and to ascertain

if there are yet significant cracks in the major long-standing
political division between Anglophones and Francophone_s. The
most difficult task is to explain the electoral system, especially its
idiosyncratic aspects, which in a close result could play a major
role in who wins.

angt@ani-Vmuatn
There is no final answer for how divided the country is
Anglophone-Francophone cleavage. It remains a basic
feature of political life and, superficially at least, it seems to be the

on the

for most ni-Vanuatu's political
affiliation which relate closely. Roman Catholics are
overwhelmingly Francophone while the protestants are
single molt obvious ground

allegiance though that belies some other variables such as religious

2.
3.

Betts, "Waming Dilemmas...". p.82E.
Mary-Louise d'Callaghan has reported thc South Pacific for_thr.ee years.
Writing in ti.p Melbourne Agi on 8 Augtist 1988 she said "at pr"sent he is willing

to use the courts and lcgal proccss opcn to him to try to regain his seat in
parliamcnt but Mr Sopc's bottom line rcmains that any solution must be
icceptable to his supportcrs. An assertion that contains an inherent threat that the
issuC may once again spill into the streets of Port Vila".
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Anglophone. There is no reliable information available which
pinpoints how most ni-Vanuatu regard their identification as
Francophone or Anglophone. Leading ni-Vanuatu contend it is a
lessening factor and point out how it cuts across families without
dividing them. Even so in public life there is not much evidence
that during the 1980s there has been any important bluning of that
division.
The VP shows no signs of having absorbed significant
Francophone support. Its leadership remains the Anglophones who
were present during the tumultous events surounding the country's
independence. In the opposition ranks there have been few new
personalities appear who are Anglophone. Even the most visible,
Luke Dini, an Anglican priest who won a parliamentary seat in
1987, was a minister in George Kalsakau's ill-fated ministry in
1977 which set Dini apart from the VP. His 1987 election victory
in the Banks and Torres electorate was prompted by the

charismatic revival movement being influential amongst
Anglicans, who made up the bulk of that electorate. Dini's 1987
victory was probably a one-off instance: the November 1989
by-election turnout for the VP indicates a strong revival in its
support in that electorate.

A

catalyst

for the political

relevance

of

the

Anglophone-Francophone division has been the downs and ups of
bilateral relations between Vanuatu and France. There have been
several difficult periods and during the 1980s at.least two and

possibly a third Fiench Ambassadoiwere expelled.4 In early 1990
relations were on the mend but what the situation might be nearly
two years later is quite unpredictable in such a volatile relationship.

An interesting indicator of the seeming ongoing
of the division is Sope's recent cultivation of a
pro-French and pro-Francophone image. He may be
acknowledging the need to be on one side or the other if he is to be
influential and he has chosen to identify now with the
importance

Francophones.

4.

Except for the sedition trial in late February/early March fcw fgrclgn
journalists visited Vanuatu in 1989. In mid-year Michael Fathers of. The

Independent (London) and Paulinc Swain of The Dominion did. Fathcrs reported
three Frcnch ambassadors had gonc while Swain reportcd two. It is unclear if thc
third ambassador, Marc Mengu--y, was cxpelled. Of thc four Frcnch ambassadors
only Phillip Baude scrvcd a full term.
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A recomiliation?

What are the prospects for a reconciliation between
VP? I suggest thht can be ruled out before 1991 even
if Lini was to step do*n as Pati leader, and I don't think he will.
The divide is too great. Sope's challenge for the VP leadership in
1987 and 1988 is not just a clash between him and Lini. It has set
him apart from the whole leadership. There is no siga of an early
Sope and the

reconciliation being possible.'
Sope is the most formidable of the various former VP
personalities who have left the party, mostly after their sackilg.as
iabinet ministers. Former colleagues know Sope's capabilities
from when he was the VP's Secretary-General, and though in
recent years he had not handled that job particularly well, his
pre-ind6pendence performance was highly regarded Uy-th-e- Pa{y.
ilven so, within the party's innermost circles he was not held in the
same perspective as tne foreign media often portrays him - being
tne toughe-st of the tough among the YP leadership.o

5.

"Vanuatu Prime Minister looks to institutional change", Pacific Report,
29 September 1988, p.3 where Lini says of a reconciliation with Sope "it would
have tieen possible ifihe Vanua'aku Paii did not have a written-down constitution,
and...if Mi Sope - after he has taken the govemment to court, the Vanua'aku Pati
to court and ths Parliamcnt to court -aftei all has happencd, thcn maybe after one
or two years if he decided he was completely sorfri for what he did" and "thc
Vanua'aku Pati should not be confused with Mclanesian custom for the scttlcment
of disagreemcnts bctwcen us leaders in the Pati"' Sope ha1 shown no signs of
repentaicc. his press statement of 8 Dccember 1988 bcing a flamboyant cxamplc,
wfrere hc says 'rthe Lini gang has chosen to Pursue a series of appallingly illegal'
unconstitutional, undemiraiic, and basically immoral measur€s in the hope that
somehow, somewhere along this shabby' trail they will find surreptitious
salvation", He chooses diffcrent words for the Australian media but thc message,
so far, is thc same - no reconciliation. See CanbenaTimes,3l August 1989, p.5.
Examples are Shcridan and O'Callaghan picces mentioned in footnotes 16
6.
and 16 respec'tivcly on pages 82 and 91. Alio OtCailaghan's'S-o1x. an enigmatic
Auguct 1988, p.2l Nicholas
mix of thJ old wiys andnew", Melbourne Age,6
-Sun".
Aistralian, 28 April 1987;
Rothwell. "Gaddad Cloud over Island in the
Geoff Easdown, "Vanuatu: On the Vergc of becoming a Paradise -Lost",
Melbourne Herald,4 May 198?; Ian Ballince, "Barak Sope: the man-behind
party power in Vanuatu",'Times on Sunday.29 November-1987: and Nicholas
hotfw.U, "Debonair grey cminencc with jrist a hint of steel", The Australian, 3O
November 1987, p.4. David Robie noted vis-a-vis the Lini govemment "loPe won
the battle of intemational press coverage in the wake of the May (l9EE) rioting,
but his domestic image has continued to slide," in Dominion,20 Deccmber 1988.
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Lini
The VP's strength is its leadership. It is still young: the
Prime Minister is 48. His 10 years in power have toughened him.
He acknowledged as much in July 1989 when he said that in the
early days he had thought that all you need is the right policies and
things would get done. "Now it's clear to me, to do the job
properly you need to have a critical look at the cost of it, and most
importantly-to have the right people involved, and to work closely
with them"./ Lini has gathered around him such a goup. Most of
his ministers are younger than him as are his key advisers. Most of
the key advisers - Joe Natuman, Grace Molisa, Nikenike
Vurobaravu and Kalkot Matas-KeleKele - have been close to Lini
throughout the decade and were crucial for the Prime Minister
when he faced off with Sope.

Concern about the Prime Minister's health had long
passed. In 1989 he appeared to have recovered as much as he ever
could from the Washington stroke. He would have a pennanent
disability in his right arm and a limp which hampers his mobility
but neither were of themselves anywhere near serious enough for
him to give up his job.
One of the most difficult aspects of Vanuatu's politics to
explain to non ni-Vanuatu is the staying power of Walter Lini.
Throughout his decade in power he has been misunderstood by
many and comprehended by few outsiders. Lini is very much
explained by his Christian faith; he seems to be one of the few
individuals who, in their public and perqonal lives, have balanced
the love of power with the power of love.6

The smallness and the moderateness of government
operations has been an important constraint. Losing several
million dollars on the second version (Sope's) of Air Vanuatu was
a major setback for the govemment; it simply had not wasted
money like that before.

7. Paulinc Swain. "Vanuatu walks thin line with reluctant leader", Dominion
SurdayTimes,9
July 1989, p.9.
E. - The balancing of tfie two concepts - lovc of power and power of love comes from Paul Oesireicher's The Double Cross: Christianity in a world that's
dying to tive (Darton, Longman and Todd London, 1986), p.7.
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Lini has weaknesses as a leader but they are matters
which his supporters appear forgiving of and his strengths are
important within Vanuatu, though less apparent in international
forums. A recent profile noted that Lini "seems to have stayed
untainted by comrption or indecorous behaviour which, if it's true,
is a rare quitity in i long-term leader".9

It is his countrymen who give him credibility as their
leader. Such support is partly a result of who associates with
whom. There is a distinct contrast between Lini and Sope; the
latter's numerous foreign contacts - West hianese, Libyan, extreme
right-wing French New Caledonians, Major-General Rabuka, the
hardJine Kanak independentist Yann Celene Uregei and British
PR consultants - worried many ni-Vanuatu. Lini's foreign contacts
are much more comprehensible to other ni-Vanuatu and largely
arise from his Anglican church contacts. Even so Lini has had
bruising experiences, notably his association with the foreiga
businessman -who was the prompt for Naupa's accusations in
March 1983.10
Sope

Sope's challenges to Lini's leadership of the VP have
had the effect of introducing a regional factor into what was
previously an
division. Since his
expulsion from the
has sought to use his support from his
home village and the other Vila villages previously strongly
supportive of the VP to create his new party. He has got alongside
the UMP leaders who come from the same villages and
emphasised local rather than ideological considerations - in the
short term a successful ploy as between them they have largely
wiped out the VP's support on Efate. One of the biggest questions
for 1991 is whether Sope and the UMP leadership on Efate can
sustain this dominance.

9.
Swain, "Vanuatu walks thin line with reluctant leader",9
Swain's profile of Lini is onc of the few insightful ones.
lO. Sec p.78.

July 1989, p.9,
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The down side of Sope's prominence on Efate may be
that elsewhere an anti-Efate mood becomes more significant as a
political consideration. The most likely beneficiary would be the
VP. The UMP is deeply divided over their Sope connection;
many did not want to go along yjth his Junefuly 1988 attempt to
bring down the Lini governnent.rr
Sope has developed a pro-Francophone and pro-French
imagerz intended, it seems, to consolidate his connections with the
UMP leadership. If his MPP is to become a significant party in
the 1991 general election
Parliament his best strategem
campaign would seem to be form an electoral alliance with the
UMP to share their voting support by putting up a single list of
candidates. In the 1989 local govemment elections the MPP took
more of its support from the UMP than it did from the VP. By
April 1990 the UMP had backed well clear of Sope. The party
executive in forthright language had declared the UMP would not
enter any agreement with the MPP. Until the UMP reverses its
current distaste for becoming entangled with him Sope appears set
for a minor part in the 1991 general election.

in

T[e decfiral $ystcm
Vanuatu's electoral system was worked out in the 1979
constitutional discussions and derives some of its features from
French electoral philosophy, particularly affecting proportional
representation. Except for the two towns (Port Vila and
Luganville) each of which forms an electorate, one or more of the
islands form the other 14 electorates. The electorates range in size
from one to six seats. As each voter has only one vote for one
candidate, in the larger electorates the VP has to ensure the best
spread of its support in those electorates to maximise the number
of seats they win. The Opposition is not so affecte.d- as it has been
a coalition 6f smaller partie^s with localised support.l3

ll.
Such considerations influcnccd Boulekone, the rejcctcd Opposition lcader,
when he took his Tan Union out of the UMP in mid-1988, soon after the Efate
group had engincered his rcmoval. (On its own Tan Union is not a major group
and its prerent share of 6 MPs is abnormal. In a ncw general elcction it would
probably win two seats.)
12. Les Nouvelles (Caledoniennes, 7 Decembcr 1989, p.3 and Les Nouvelles
pp.9-10 ar€ reccnt
in Noumca
11 to 17 January 1990,
reccnt rePorts m
Hebdo, no.99, l1
199O, pp.9-f0
which rellecl
Hebdo, no.106,
ncw inclinations.
Nouvelles rreo
reflect JoPe
Sopc'ss new
lncunauons. Les t\ouvea,es
newspapers
newSpapers wrucn
I to 7 March 1990, p.6 rcporti Sope has sent a son to school in Noumea.
1987 general
elections and the
reiults ior the 1979,
1979. 1983 and 1987
13. Election risults
ceneral electic
13.
1982, 1988 and 1989 by-clections are in an annex at pagcs I 17 to 128,
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When first introduced, in November 1979, the French
expected this system to favour smaller group.s in. thg l-arge1
elettorates. Th6 French (and their supporters) miscalculated.
Instead of the VP amassing large majorities for a few of its more
popular candidates, it spread its supPort with the result that the VP
got two-thirds of the seats with 62 per cent of the vote.

As explained already by MacClancy, Vanuatu villages
vote en bloc accordrng to religious affiliation.'+ This pattern'
which eliminates the important element in western democracies of
the floating voter, has been so regardless of whether a_village is
nativistic, iuch as John Frum or Nagramiel, Catholic or Protestant.
That respective political parties knew where their support lay was
particulally advantageous for the VP, the only party wjth a
nation-wi<ie structure. Pati officials and village elders were able to
direct support in the multi-member electorates to their best
advantage.

In

1983 the VP was less well organised and missed four
if their votes had been spread more

seats that they could have won

skillfully.

In

1987 the VP had a mixed performance,

in

some

electorates spreading its votes well but in others missing seats it
could have won. In-Santo Rural the VP had plenty of votes to win

of the electorate's six. While
top-polling candidate, Sela Molisa, received 1,250 votes, the \IP's
trrirti candidate had 715 votes, 92 short of winning the sixth seat,
which went to a UMP candidate. The VP did particularly well on
Tanna by putting up just tbree candidates and spreading _ their
support weil. Ail were successful even though their combined
suiiort did not warrant the VP getting three seats._On this
occasion their rivals split their support badly, letting the VP get an
extra seat. The shamb-les w-[ich the VP got itself into in the capital
has already been described.r)
three seats but got only two

An illustration of how complex the electoral system can
be is the situation now for Sokomanu and Sope, given that the
former President has declared he is an MPP supporter and going to

14.
15.

MacClancy, "From New Hebrides".", p'93.
Seepp.85-86.
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at the next geqeral election. Both rely on the same

supporters from the vil-a v_illages yet it is unlik-ely that there is
sufficient support for both of them t6 be elected in Efate Rural.

.-- .fngy lnow-tha_t at previous general elections, when they
were still in the vP, the four vila villages combined to ensure one
of their own standing for the vp was-elected in Efate Rural: in

1979 it was Sokomanu, in 1983 it was Sope. But the
understandilg among the villages and with the V? was that a
ofrerent vluage nominated at each election so that no individual
could hold the seat for more than one term: which is the
explanation for sope's switch in lggT to vila Town electorare, a
less certain route to Parliament.

Resolving such considerations are the tactical decisions
faces as it works out how many candidates to
p9t up in each electorate. It is a nonsense to put ud candidates for
all46 seats; in 1987 the vp had 36 candidatei whiie the uMp had
28. with 40 MPs at present the vp will need to persuade several
particularly among those representing tifate Rural and
9{-th1-,
Vila Town, to step aside if the party-is to male the most of its
electoral support.
each

of the parties

Votingpatterns
Henning_ham as

well as premdas and Steeves agree that

the 1987 general election saw the Anglophone-Franioohone
dichotomy persist as thg- main voting patteri with the vp aid the
UMP the beneficiaries.ro But there-whs some movement between
those two: the VP lost support, in the 1987 general election its

country-wide support was 26,617, down from29]72 eight years
earlier though up from 23,718 in the 1983 election. The UVp naO
jumped from 15,930 to 24,328 in the same period. Other Darties
and independents were inconsequential, tnking only l0 per ient of
all votes.
Henningham, who has observed Vanuatu for most of the
19E0s, contends the VP will face a difficult task in winnipg
re-election in 1991. He emphasises that the events of l98g whicf,

16.

Hcnningham, "Pluralism and Party Politics...", p.185 and Prcmdas and
p.ll5.- The two commentarics

Steeves, "Vanuatu: the 1987 national elcctions...",
agree on

little

else.
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saw the Opposition lose its parliamentary seats could lead to a
back-lash a-fainst the Lini govenuqqnt's determination to protect
its short-tein political advantage.r/ With those comments he
touches a key inknown: what dld most ni-Vanuatu make of the
political turiroil in the capital? _ That and the. political
ionsequences of the last several years' economic recession for the
country are the two most crucial issues to focus on but where there
is bar6ly any reliable infomration. Nor is it prudent to simply
proiect 6ur own expectations of how we would react to conclude
itrai is how most ni-Vanuatu would react. My intuition is that the
VP may not suffer such a backlash on either matter as Westerners
might 6xpect. As a hunch this is not defensible on what is known
bui neither, it seems, is any other view. All foreign observers,
whether academic, media, bisiness or analysts, have to extrapolate
at this point because none of us has data that tells us what most
ni-Vanfiatu think about the two issues.

It is a task where others have failed, including the
French in 1975 who projected nation-wide from town council
election results in Vil-a a:nd Santo. They did this in spite of
knowing that the two urban centres had only 10 per cent of the
countryYs population and many residents in the two towns entitled
to vot6 w6re not ni-Vanuatu.-Now the two towns are larger and
represent 20 per cent of the total population. -The 5,000 foreigners
have mostly gone. Those who remain must have become citizens
to vote. Even so it is still uncertain ground to make generalisations
for the whole country on the basis of what is happening in the
capital, or for that maiter on the rest of Efate, the island where the
caiitat ties. How widespread support might be for Sope's MPP
beyond Vila and Efate is a key consideration.
There is talk of substantial change within the Anglican
and Presbyterian churches, with traditional loyalties weakening and
the growih of fundamentalist sects and charismatic factions
appaient. Until the 19E9 Census figures are available or some
aiidemic research is published there is little basis to speculate on
what the political sig-nificance of such developments may be. In
1987 the ir{ew Peopies Party, which was start-ed by -a di'saffected
young graduate civil servant, Fraser Sine, picked up few votes but
inostbfttrem were from Seventh Day Adventist villages.
t7.

Henningham, "Pluralism and Party Politics...", p.189.
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The Leba Pati, which had been stafied by a leading
Kenneth
sanrngia shortly before the l9g7 electionsl
lnionist,
fielded four candidates, a[ of whoni found what little support they
received was from their villages. New parties have faile-<l'to break
the grip the VP and the UMP have had on the 90 per cent of voters
who ha-ve supported them. The Mpp has yet to be tried in the
arena of a national election to show whether i-t is the exception.
The UMP has fought all three general elections as a
coalition but in 1988 it be-came a singfu party, immediately
suffering internal turmoil. First there was the change of leadei,
t-n"l tlt" co-operation with Sope, followed by the tan Union's
defection. The loss of their parliamentary seats was next. In
December 1989 another party, Fren Melaneiian, backed out of the
UMP to stand alone at the neit elections.

If the VP was to lose significantly more of its former
slpporters, the UMP and the MPP could find themselves winning
the election virtually by default. Their prospects would bE
considerably enhanced if they formed an dlectbral coalition to
avoid splitting thgg lggpective electoral support. A similar
shategem was used in Fiji in 1987 when the long-es1"61ished main
ppposition, the_National Federation Party, joined with the recently
f-91med Labour Party, and put up a single slhte of candidates. They
did not attract additional support by doing so but became thb
winners w-hen large numbers of Fijians stayed at home and support
for thg ruling- Alliance dropped dramaticaily. A repetition or ^tnat
scenario would seem the most probable way the Lini government
would be ousted.
Yet it is hard to see that scenario coming about. It
significant changes will have occurred. The ciedibiliry of
lhe Lini goveqTent is central to what will happen. There have
been major difficulties, but what they mean Tor ni-Vanuatu is
largely unknown. Keith-Reid, one ol the South pacific's most
respected journalists, who has visited Vanuatu _throughout the
eighties for his magazine Island Business has saidlE that Vanuatu's

slggjltl

18. Robert Keith-Reid, "In thc shadows...", Islands Business. Marph 19g7.
p.14. While at the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre the author gave a seminar
on Vanuatu's political scene_ calling it "Vanuatu: Enigma, Mysicry or just a
Puzzle. ^An Introduction to its PoliticsJ'
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politics have a reputation for being obscure and largely a mystery
io foreign resideits and observers. His most recent commentary
followei a visit in December 1989 when he considered that the VP
*uJ r.urt.rting iqs^ dominant position after a period of some
erosion of support.rY
There are several other institutional elements which may
have a bearing on events surounding the 1991 general election.

Cmstiffiim
TheConstitutionhasshownaresiliencethroughallthe
it has done so well is not necessarily a
it up, except in the sense that brevity and
imorecision have helped raiher than hindered the resolving of
coistitutional tussles.- Lynch has argued that "presumably, when
the Parliament, the courd and the politicians have had time to work
agree on more details a fuller, more orthodox constitution
out or
-..""r*u".ZO
h early 1990 Prime Minister Lini initiated
*iif
discussion-about possible constitutional chang_es. He foresaw a
parliamentary codmittee being set up to consider suggestions but
that no proposals would be discusse-d 9y tn: pres€nt ?arliament.
Rather hi hoped the government elected in December 1991 would
interest in
fi;; mandite to iniiiate changes. Lini highlightedandhiscommunity
religious
as
clarifvinc rhe role of chiefs ai well

it

has had. That
crediito those who drew

testing

leadeis.fl

T[e judiciat systcm

The Constitution specifies the Supreme Court as the
avenue for redress for anyon-e concerned fof their constitutional
tighn. Various cases have gone io -it an4 bolh Supreme and
Aipeals Courts' performancei in dealing with the constirutional
isiries referred to fhem appear to have been accepted and respected.

19.
i*r*"

good time is dawning", I-slands Business,
for a tourism and
lStig. p.15. Keitl-ifeid thought Vanuatu was shapingrrp
-andcame

R"b"rt K"ith-Reid, "vanuatu's

;;;p"ity-b;;;f. fh"-.,rtno,

visited Vila in

April

1990

away with the

same lmPr€sslon.

20. Lvnch in Ghai (ed.), Lcw, Politics...,W.236-237.
,1'. il;-i;;fft; iliiii, ""t.2, no'7, l2ilpril l99o for a lengthv

Lini's thinking.

outline of
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Padiment
Parliament has been a minor player. It seldom meets,
being required to do so only twice a -year, and then sessions
generally last about two weeks. There have been few special
sessions. There is little general debate, not a great deal of

legislation

to

handle and

November/December session.

lte

the Budget dominates

the

"eshbliEhcnt"

Writing recently about Britain's leading Catholic,
Cardinal Basil Hum9, Jgho Qunningham described hirn as part of
Britain's Hidden Establishment, which he explained ai "the
F.np.nery 9f Jhe ul{igngd on whose integrity (buf not necessarily
allegiance) the political centre counts, io 6e able -to prove that
society's common values have not been comrpled".22 Vinuatu has
its own hidden establishment which fulfills -the role outlined bv
Qnnnilgfuam. Over the years the VP leaders have cultivated this
body of opinion.
Th9 important political forums are constitutionally
informal settings, such as the VP congress with around 400
represenratives attending, major church gatherings, meetings of the
custom chiefs, or events like visits by overseas dignitaries which
generate discussion of issues.

In the wider arena of Vanuatu society the VP appears to
have several important pillars of support. It has a major legacy of
support amongst custom chiefs and the main Protestant churches.
The VP still remains committed to both custom and Cfuistianity as
being of major importance for the country's well-being. It appears
to have retained its credibility with key church and custom leaders.

ftchearcracy
For the South Pacific, an unusual feature in Vanuatu's
political system is the politicisation of the bureaucracy. That could
have a considerable impact were there to be a change of
govenrment. At the top level of the public service is a group-of 50

2?.

John Cunningham, "The scarlct pimpemel", Guardian Weekly,25 March
1990,p.22.
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to 60 VP figures who are political heads of the government

departrnents or senior officials who would presumably lose their
if the VP loses power. They are a cadre of the most
well-educated ni-Vanuatu and by default, the only group with any
executive experience in bureaucracy. Their loss would be crucial.

jobs

A related uncertainty is that many in the public service
have been VP faithfirl though not political appointees as such but if
there was much rancour, or turmoil, were the VP to go out of
government, then they may walk out of their jobs and return to
their home islands. The importance of the bureaucrats needs to be
stressed: Ghai does so, pointing out "the bureaucracy is still the
lynch pin of the new states, acting both on its own interests and
those of other dominant groups on the whole as a conservative
force and keeping ip^effect, to a large extent, the former systems of
decision [loking".z: It is necessary to appreciate that the
bureaucracy now in placq is substantially a creation of the Lini
gonernmenl' s

initial yiars.2a

Ironically, even though the Lini government has been an
activist government, Ghai's view is apt in the sense that the
bureaucracy now is likely to conserve what the vP has put in place
rather than being eager to support a new government. A non-VP
govenunent will need a similar-sized group for its senior adviser
cadre; even more so than the VP as it is most likely the new
ministers would be inexperienced and not well educated. But there
is no altemate group of advisers in waiting in Vanuatu. The
temptation to get French help could be overwhelming and
controversial.

Faeignmodir

In December 1988 the foreign media became a
significant player in the action and could be so again. As already
noted in the Introduction, Coral Bell's term "pseudo-crisis"
encompasses situations "where some real incident is involved, and
a wide-spread media sensation is created but the consequences
23.
24.

Ghai in Ghai (ed.),Iars, Politics...,p.352.
I observed the putting in place of the bureaucracy as

a New T,ealand
diplomat involved, froni our [ost in Solomon Islands. in f,andling our bilateral
aflairs with Vanuatu from independence in July 198O until January 1982.
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only. affect the 'atmospherics' of some public event".25
The
-my
Presidential coup is, in
view an examfle of a pseudo-crisis.
uoKomanu's behavour is largely explainablb by his ihinking
rhat,
by qs-ing--the foreign media-as-his conduit, tfi" iini c*;fi-"nr
would collapse when Rqgio Australia broadcast back in-to vanuaru
gs 3ld _Sop"'r views.zo During the days running uD to the
rresrdent's dramatic action this was attemited. goth- print media
and television were cultivated so that their iiews migtrt'uinearc
in
Australia in order to rrndercut the support nat ne ffii-g*.-.rnt
might secure from Canbena.
The Vanuatu govemment's position was stated by Grace

Molisa, who told one of the Australian journalists couJiing rrre
events, that if the ni-vanuatu had been left to resolve it, it riould
never have got to this level: "once the media kick it uo,'it takes it
out ot our context and puts it in a different dimension.,,Tl'

In the media battle, the Lini government was on the
back-foot which complicated its relations;ith other South pacific
governments. The Prime Minister, for instance, had to explain to
his Melanesian soearhead colleagues when they met in -ianuary
1989,precisely whlat.sokomanu uo"a sbp.'nuo
li-was a
classic instance of Dihm's comment

t d";ti".

It may seem ironic, but it can sometimes be harder
to obtain reliable information about
in other Pacific island countriesdevelopments
than about
developments- in countries farther away, primarily
because of the weakness of media fiofs whicf,
often go via Australia and/or New Zealand en route
to or from other countries in the region.28

25. Bell (cd.), Crises and policy-makers. o.Z.
"Radio Auitralia: Sfiouting ovcr thc fcncc" in Austrarian
-. Graeme Dobcll,
Media's.Trylnen1
of the Developing-worrd: H-ow does ii ,"t"2--(ii"itar"n
htematronal
?9'

Lre.velopment Assistance Bureau, canberra, l9g9) provides examples
ot Kadio Austrjlia's impact in crises in the South paci6c. See pp'.19 and22.
?r, . Yyy-!:r::e-O'Callaghan.- "ytty we'rc not tmsted in Vanuatu", Sydney
bI orni n g II erald, 24 Dqcmber 1988. p.29.
2E. Dihm, "Global Ch*g"...", in Hegarty and polomka (eds). Ila Security...,

P.12.

CHAPTER TWELVE

VANUATU: REFLECTIONS
Commentators on the South Pacific have had a hard
time analysing where it is going. The region neilher-allows itself
to be pigdon-holed into academic models developed elsewhere nor
into a sirperpower battlefield. The island states appear intent on
doing theiir qwn hing, in their own way, though io 4fy view that
does not add up to the much loved "Pacific Wayl'' which was
heralded in the 1970s. The rest of the world - religious,
educational, commercial, sporting and cultural - has arrived and
changed the region's ethos.- Vanuatu is no exception, although it is
diffeient to its-neighbours: the condominium had chic as well as
farce.

Hegarty's Stability and Turbulence in South Pacific,
Politics is the best introduction to the region's diverse nature and
the difficulty in generalising about the political stability or
instability of each island stat;. He place.s cbnsiderable emphasis
on the piospects for domestic stability and instability as -the key-lo
better a:ppn!,:iating the regional security outlook for the future. He
acknowiedges thai the tendency toward domestic political volatility
has coincided with importani developments in the wider world
which, in tum, have br6ught about chinge in the regional security
outlook, and suggests that while qany island- states' politics are
turbulent, instaUitity is not endemic.z Vanuatu fits that mold.

I have sought in the second half of this monograph to
explain how Vanuaiu's politics work. The sketch provides
peispective for Lawson's and Fry's academic work which we
iooGO at in the context of democratic constitutions thriving in the
region. Broadly, Fry's and Lawson's research Suggests Vanuatu
hai some poteniial f6r political and constirutional turbulence at the
time of the 1991 general election which will not necessarily
develop into full-blown crisis.

1.
Ron Crocombe, "Seeking a Pacific Way", in Sione Tupouniua. Ron
Crocombe and Claire Slatter (eds), The Pacific Way (South facific Social
Sciences Association. Suva. 1975).
2. Hegarty, Stability andTurbulence,pp.4-5.
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To restate whatfry saw as important when the region's
various constitutions were being devised, we see:

- the absence of parties in South pacific countries
eliminating the usual approach to the choice of a government,
namely that the party which gains a majority of seats in parliament
alter a general election becomes the government, and its-leader the
prime minister. (Instead the appointment and dismissal of
goJgrrynelts, including lhe appointment of a prime minister, is
solely in the hands of parliamenf.)
- no active or discretionary power for the head of state to
be involved in questions of succession of government. (In most
constitutions there is neither an active nor any discretionarv Dower
and in those where a limited role is specihed no discrltionary
power is granted to the Head of State.)

- the compulsory removal of a prime minister after a
no-confidence motion. has been passed -by parliament being
encoded in the constitutions.
When he wrote in 1982 Fry reflected that while there
had been gqgeral acceptance of the mechanisms, looking ahead he
considered "we are really asking why force has not be6n used to

seize power

governments

in the South Pacific states and why encrrmbent
iave not sought to entrench their own position and

cripp.le that of their opponents by changing the rules orignoring the
existing procedures concerned with suCcession of governfrrent".S

In answering his own question, Fry emphasised the
small size of most of the states involved; the general absence of
nationalist parties; the non-existence of arm-ed forces outside
Papua-New Qrrins6, fijl anj
Janpatu; and the lack of ethnically
"bi-p_olar" states_excepr in Fiji and possibly Vanuatu. Onty in Fij,i
and Vanuatu did he see conditions existing that could prompt tfre
development of a permanent out-group which felt full! exiluded
from the possibility of gaining power. Fry mentioned that although
Vanuatu hadjr large number of traditional ethnic groups it was the
Anglophone/Francophone overlay which provided the most
important division of politics.a He concluded the most likely
1.
4.

Fry, "Succcssion...", p.56.

ibid.
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threat undermining constitutional succession would_ be -if political
out-groups based 6n ethnic or regional allegiance developed. Fiji
andaaniratu were nominated as the most likely places for that to
happen.

Seen against

Fry's criteria Vanuatu stands apart .in

a

way which woufd increlse the possibility _of constitutional
fralitity. The most apparent aspe-t is the Vanua'aku Pati's

Coiindnce since before-independence as the country's nationalist
oartv. Bv itself that aspect is not sufficient to question the VP's
iormitment to democritic politics and on the rest of Fry's key
succession mechanisms Vanuatu is no different from the others in
his study. He appears correct in contending that the Francophones
are an out-group, or in the words Lawson uses, a permanent
minority.
The more detailed model which Lawson used for Fiji
needs now to be considered in the context of Vanuatu. Uppermost
is the consideration that since the Novembet 1979 general election
the UMP has shown a limited willingness to accept the rules of the
constitutional game. In 1988 party leaders were publicly-a9mitting
that they werdwifling to go 5ey<ind the constitution to help Sope
remove the Lini government.

The Opposition have played an oftgn disruptive
approach to Parliaifient, having throughout the eighties resorted to
boyconing proceedings. In tioing so they lavg beq in effect
unwittinglo accept the timitations Apter saw for them if- they were
to be relponsibl6, namely to oppose the government but- not to
obstruct.5' In that light th-e UMP has performed pogrlY and at this
time appears to iack credibility

a

potential..altemative

--asgovernriint. on taking office it w6uld-have no-one with previous
ininisterial experience and few with parliamentary experience. Nor
is it likely to 6ave ministers experienced in business or government
administration, prerequisites fbr a new government having any

serious prospect of leading the country when th9 nev-opposition
could b6 exiected to oppdse them viio-ro_usly. Unlil the election
jU-fitting theUMf would find the mantle
we can only^ponder now
of governmerit which seemingly sits so naturally on the VP.
5.

Aptcr, "Somc Reflections'..", p' l5E.
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A major factor will be how important

Anglophone/Francophone divide is at the time

the

of the election. It

can only be reassessed in light of new developments. Another
factor will be how united the UMP is for the election, and whether
its French connection is highlighted yet again. Alleged
connections with French officialdom which have become public in
the past have already been detailed. When travelling overseas
UMP leaders most frequently pass tfuough Paris and Noumea and
are rarely seen elsewhere in the South Pacific, Wellington or
Australia.

Parliamentary accountability

by the

Vanuatu

government is potentially weak. In important respects the
Opposition has failed and parliament meets for a few weeks only
each year. Nevertheless there are substantial checks on the
government.

Richard Sklar,6 writing about the nonn of

accountability, suggests that it appears to be the most widely
practised of democratic principles. Rather than freedom of
association to compete for governnent office, or popular
participation in authoritative decision making, or the right to
dissent from official policies without fear of retaliation, it is this
which explains why a Vanuatu dominated by the VP may surprise
many observers by being more democratically resilient than had
been reckoned. It also probably lies behind Payne's comment that
the Lini government has shown itself to bg a firm supporter of the
principles of parliamentary democracy./ Sklar contends that

accountability within

the group constrains the actions of

power-holders an{ obliges them to respect the rights and wishes of

iheir constituents.8

When observers, such as Henningham, suggest that
Vanuatu since July 1988 has in effect become a one-party state
they hav^e taken too narow a perspective of the country's
dynamic.v Unquestionably there is trouble in the parliamentary
scene when the main opposition has initiated its own absence and

6.

Richard

L. Sklar, "Developmental Democracy", Comparative Studies in

Society and History, vol.29, no.4, October 1987,pp.6E6-7L4.
7.
Payne, "The Fiji Effect...", pp.444-445.
8.
Sklar, "Developmental Democracy", p.Tl3.
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then called "foul". But in the cut and thrust of Vanuatu's politics
there are still important and proven constraints on the govemment.

These forces may be constitutionally informal but they have
nevertheless been'effective and will most likely continue. The
importance of the churches, the custom chiefs and the wider
membership of the VP, each of which has established and
well-worn avenues to make known their concerns, should not be
underestimated. Frusfiated foreign observers are at a loss to read
what is really happening and can fall back on projecting what they
would expect to happen from their experience elsewhere. A
notable initance of this phenomenon was the Australian media
coverage of the Presidential coup in December 1988 which, for the
most part, assumed that the President had the coJrstitutional right to
do wiat he did and saw the $lme Minister refusing to accept his
decision to sack him as wrong.lo
Yet observers are right to emphasise the importance of
parliamentary politics. Lawson's emphasis on the need for
ionstitutional opposition has considerable bearing here as it did in
Fiji, her immediate concern.
Conclusim

With nearly two years to go a great deal can happen
which might alter the story told here and thus invalidate the
assessment offered now.

As of April 1990 the indications point to the Vanua'aku
Pati retaining power in the November 1991 general election. It is
most likely they will hold power on their own but they could do so
with the support of independent MPs or a minor p.qty. A_ major
factor in theii win would be their continuing credibility with most
ni-Vanuatu but the failure of the main opposing faction, the Union
of Moderate Parties, to put together a ciedibte alternative team of
candidates with nation-wide appeal would boost their chances

9.
10.

Hcnninghem, "Pluralism and Party Politics...", p.190.

Headlinis such as "Vanuatu Parliament defies the President" in
Australian, 17-18 December 1988, p.13 and "Sacked Lini fights" on

Weekend

front pagc of The Canberra Times, 17 Deccmber 1988 bear out this.

the
the
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considerably. Barak sope may win

a seat but his

Progressive Party is likely to get one other seat at

ll5

Melanesian

most.ll

The gampaign period has some potential for political
turbulence.rz There are groups unhappy with the prospect of the
VP staying in power. They are likely to act at some time but not
then, quite possibly sooner.

If the Lini govenment loses then the political scene
have a high volatility and be much more unprediciable.

will

Vanuatu's Prime Minister, Walter Lini. said in the
immediate aftermath of his country's most recent major political
turbulence - the December l98E presidential coup - lhat his
government had confidence in the constitution, in thb parliament,
and in the-police, but that if some external force had come (as Sope
had sought then) then his government would not have been
confident in coping alone. Vanuatu could only have done so with
$e help of its neighbours. He acknowledged the importance for
his government of the show of support Vanuatu had had from the
countries of the region. He said then:

if

the neighbours in the region were uncertain then
our view was it would have put in question the
future of all democratically elerlted govirnments in
the region. We were very pleased to have had the
support o{Jhe govenrments in the region at the
right time.rr

ll.
In mid-April 1990, whilc in Fiji cn rourc to the United Statcs, the formcr
f191d9nt, Ati G-eorge Sokomanu, was reported in the media as saying that the
YII
ir_:l* of winning a majority in ihc parliament wirh the ioalition (the
UMPA/IPP) and our trip ii part of preparationsio form the next govemment". See
The

FijiTimes,lg Aprij

tS90.

. .Australia's Forgign
holidayin-g in vanueru

Minister, Senator Garcth Evans, spent Easter 1990
bcforc etarting an official visit to vila and santo. In the
course of his visit Evans was reporte-d as saying "thcre is, of course, a continuing
-apiarent
high level of political drama likely to bc
arain in thc run-uo to thi
elcctions and f lot of fireworks cxpected, but fhat's jus-t the rough-and-nimble of
the democratic process, rathcr than alarming". Sydney Morning Herald,23 Aprn

!2:.

1990.

13. .. _Jale J\tloala, "I pray to God every morning,
went" , Island Business. January 1989, p.14.

cvery night and anytime
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'1,979 -1989

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION RESULTS

Abbreviations of Party Names

FMP
FP

Fren Melanesian Party
Federal Party

John Frum

Kapiel

LP
Matui Tano
MP
MPP
NA
Nat
NDP
NG
NPP
Tab
TU
UCNH
UMP
VIAP
VP

Leba Pati

Moderate Party
Melanesian Progressive PartY
Namaki Aute
Natatok
National Democratic Party
Na Griamel
New People's Party
Tabwemasana
Tan Union

Union
Union of Moderates Party
Vanuatu Independents Alliance Parfy
Vanua'aku Pati

Election Results

Banks

od Tqres:

ll7

2 seats

1979 general election

Registered voters:

Valid votes:
George Worek (VP)

Norman Roslyn (VP)
Andre Laloyer (ind)
Luke Dini (ind)

1983 general election

2,275
2,009

866*

769*
267
106

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

(VP)
(VP)
(UMP)
(UlvP)
George Worek (VIAP)
Thomas Lagon (VIAP)
Charles Godden

Norman Roslyn
Mol Roy Jim
Daniel Welegtabit

2,O29

789*
742*
135
116
188

59

1987 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

2,7&
2,311

Charles Godden (VP)
Luke Dini (UIUP)
Derek Lulum (VP)

793*
703*

Norrnan Roslyn (ind)

2&

551

December I 988 by-election

November I 989 by-election

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

2,764
1,660

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

2,7&

George Baet (VP)

1,342*

Cecil Sinker (VP)
Gorgon Ben (TU)

1,487*

Francis Din (TU)

318

,i:r*{.*

1,792

3r5
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Aoba&lfuwo:

3 seats
1983 general election

1979 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

4,39O
3,797

Onneyn Tahi (VP)
Thomas Tungu (MP)

1,184,&

Judah Vira (VP)

815*
683*

Ron Wilson (VP)

62

Johnson Bihu (ind)

453

4,279
3,638

Onneyn Tahi (VP)
Samson Bue (UMP)

884*
772*

Harold Qualao (VP)
Amos Bangabiti (UN{P)
John Monis (NG)
James Mera (VP)
James Horo (NPP)

766*

&r

249
232
94

December I 988 by-election
Registered voters:

Valid

votes:

(VP)
(TU)

Tarisevuti Wilson
Jeremiah Vira

1,107*
631*

5&*
538
338

335
162
87
81

58

llaewo: I seat

3 seats

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

(VP)
(VP)
(UNP)
(ind)
(VP)
Jairus Mui (UMP)
Sineon Revo (ind)
Ron Wilson (ind)
Jackson Tarivolo (VIAP)
Japhet Garaetaligu (NG)
Onneyn Tahi

Aaron Natu
Amos Bangabiti
Frank Spooner
Peter Ngwerorongo

3,901

the Aoba (Ambae) and Maewo was split
into:

1987 general election:

Amboe

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

1,596
1,368*

228

,1.*,1.*{.

Registered voters:
Valid votes:
Boe Roger Jerry ffP)
Tom Sigo (UNP)
Ezechiel Toa (ind)
Frederick Boe (ind)

956
539*
161

t45

tlr

Election Results
Sanro. Itlalo and

Aore: 5 seats
1983 general election

1979 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

6,900
5,972

Alfred Maliu (MP)
Harry Karaeru (MP)
War Nalan (MP)

g30r
801*
755*

Thomas Seru Reuben(VP)

767+

Jole Antas (VP)
Sela Molisa (VP)
Moli Tacetamata (VP)
Jean Ravou Pan (MP)

1987 general

ll9

757'&

721

706
635

Registered voters:
Valid votes:
Sela

Molisa (VP)
Vocor (UMP)

Serge

Luc (FtrP)
(VP)
Harry Karearu (NG)
Manasseh Vocor(VP)
James Tangis (NG)
Daniel Dick (UMP)
Thomas Reuben Seru (VIAP)
Valui Molisingi (VIAP)
Norman Melelivo (VIAP)
Rene
Jole Antas

5,859

1,173*
811*

685t
669+

618r
573

474
451

252

102
51

election: 6 seats

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

7,193

Sela Molisa (VP)
Serge Vohor (UMP)

1,250*
1,093r

Harry Kareanr (UNP)
Rene Luc (FMP)
Andrew Vurobaravu (Ulvf )
Kavcor Wass (VP)

946*
842*
807'i
750*

Robert Sarki (VP)

715

Thomas Rebeun
Seru (VIAP)

273

James

Don

Tangis (NG)

Dimala

(NC)

December I 988 by-election

November 1989 by-election

Robert Sarki (VP), James

Louis Vatu (TU) was elected

Vuti (VP) and Keith
Danie (TU) were elected

unopposed.

unopposed.
l.

{.

tl.

{.

{.

2@
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2 seats
1983 general election

1979 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:
Ceorges Cronsteadt(MP)
Kalmer Vocor (Matui
Tano)
Celestine Tamata (VP)
Louis Varou (Tab)

2,512

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

2,381

Andrew Welwel (VP)
Alfred Maseng (UI!P)
Celestine Tamata (VP)
Michel Noel (UMP)
Kalmer Vocor (VIAP)
Devis Vuti (ind)

886*
7gg*
541
155

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

3,522

2,289

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Alfred Maseng (UltP)
William Edgell (VP)
Willie Arusiro (VP)
Joel Cyrus (VIAP)

1,063*

Sela

Takau

Molisa (VP)
(Ult{P)

542*

(vrAP)

386

r34
52

1,489

9t3*
492
84

169

(NPP)

98

Thomas Reynolds (LP)

31

November 1989 by-election

December 1988 by-election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

471*
284+
279
279

August 1982 by-election

1987 general election

Noel

l,4gg

3,5&

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

891

Kalo Nial (VP)
Louis Varu (TU)
Norman Roslyn (ind)

Russell Seth (VP)
Tamos Petro (TU)

647*

20r
43

,.

1.

1.

tl.

{.

3,575
715
545'r
170
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Italeliula: 5 seats
1979 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Jimmy Simeon (VP)
Aisen Obed (VP)
Sethy Regenvanu (VP)
Gerard Leymang (NA)
Aime Malere (NA)
Aileh Rantes (VP)
John Arnhambat (VP)
Shadrack Shem (ind)
Paul Barthelemy (ind)

1983 general election

7,597

6,946
1,359*

1,170r

1,1l0*

l,0M*
941*
803

244
145
130

Registered voters:
Valid votes:
Sethy Regenvanu (VP)
Adrien Malere (NA)
Aisen Obed (VP)
Aileh Rantes (VP)
Lucien Litoung (UNP)
John Arnhambat (VP)
Tom Dolly (NA)
Jimmy Simeon (ind)
Gideon Harrison (ind)
Kenery Williams (ind)
Alick Kaloris (VIAP)
Bob Apia (VIAP)

6,667

1,526*
1,159*
1,099*

749*

&g*
489

329
208
209

tt7

80

&

1987 general election: 6 seats
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

9,854

Anatole Lingtamat (vP)

1,229*
1,072*

Sethy Regenvanu (VP)

Adrien Malere (UMP)
pxul fslrrkluk (UMP)
Aileh Rantes (\P)
Simeon Ennis (VP)
Aime Malere (UMP)

8,455

926*
890*
881*
822*
685

Willy Willion (VP)
Fidel Fabian (UI\@)
David Edson (NDP)
Fred Narcisse (FMP)
Jerry Donabit (NPP)
Hollingson
Issachar (NDP)
Jean Malsekan (ind)

s99
488
331

277
155
91
9

November I 989 by-election

December I 988 by-election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

9,854
3,833

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

9,854

Daniel Nato (vP)

2,414*
1,191*
228

Waniel Emil (VP)

2,985*

John Wesley Tawi (VP)
Ignace Liatlatmal (TU)

t({.*rt{.

Ignace Liatlatmal (TU)

3,111

t26
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AmbrYm: 2 seats

election
Registered voters:
Vaiid votes:
(FP)
Amos Adeng
Jack Hopa (VP)
Kai Patt-erson CVP)

1983 general election

1979 general

2,920

Registered voters:

votes:
1,163* Jobn Tete (Ulvf)
951* Jack Hopa (VP)
686 Hevir Tirus Bato (VP)

2,80O

Valid

2,704
1,197*
911*
596

1987 general election

voters:
votes:
Amos Adeang (UtrP)
Jack Hopa (VP)
Andrew Welwel (VP)
Kevin Jonathon (NPP)

Registered

3902

Valid

3,136

lA69*
863*
654
150

December I 988 by-election
Registered voters:

Valid

votes;

Andrew Welwel
Talsil Olsen Kai

1,790

(VP)
(TU)

1,311*
479
rf+i.+tf

Epi:

one seat

election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:
Jack Taritonga (VP)
James Louis- (t"f)

1983 general election

1979 general

1,234
1,151
840*

311

Registered voters:

Valid

votes:

Jimmy

Simon

Jack Pax Waiwo

1,221

(VP)_
(UltP)

852*
369
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1987 general election

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Jimmy Simon (VP)
Kalala Waiwo (UI!F)
Reggie Robert (tiPP)

November I 989 by-election

1,438

Tangat Yapet

(tlP)

was

electedunopposed.

7go+

42

2M
:1. ,F

rl.

*

*

P€olecost 3 seats
1979 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Walter Lini (VP)
Vincent
Boulekone (ind)
Samuel Bule (VP)
John Melten (VP)
Fabiano Buleuru (FMP)

1983 general election

4,532
4,092

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

1,393*

Walter Lini (VP)
Vincent
Boulekone (UN{P)
Ezekiel Bule (VP)
Wilson Wayback (VP)
Gaetano Bulewak (UlvP)
Johnson Tabisang (NG)

1,042*

&6*
s39

462

4,340
1,351*
1,128*
658*
s70
s29
104

1987 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Walter Lini (VP)
Vincent
Boulekone (UlnP)
Gaetano Bulewak (UI!P)
Basile Tabi (VP)

4,769

1,392*

Luke

1,094*

(ind)
Job
Fraser Sine (NPP)

849*
620*
tF{.{.*!t

Fargo (VP)

Tabi

572
159
83
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Prmt I seat.
1983 general election

1979 general election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

1,126
982

Harris (VP)
Daniel Isso (FP)
Harry Collins (ind)

687*

Edward

265
30

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Blward Harris (VP)
Harry Collins (IJtvP)
Avock Sam (VIAP)

9M
542*
384

l8

1987 general election

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

L,O77

William Mahit (VP)
Hael William (UMP)

553r
524
*rk{.*t*

Tmgc

end Shephcrds: 2 seats
1983 general election

1979 general election

voters:
votes:
Kenneth Tariliu (VP)
Fred Timakata (VP)
Willie Haruel Roy (ind)

Registered

1,993

Valid

1,725

853't

659*
213

1987 general election

voters:
Valid votes:
David Karie (VP)
Fred Timakara (vP)
Raymond Clay (UMP>
Jimmy Tasso (II{PP)
Api Toara (NDP)

Registered

2472

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Kenneth Tariliu (VP)
Fred Timakata (VP)
Toara Lui (VIAP)
Willie Haruel Roy (UMP)
Dick Harrison (UNP)

161

583'ts

372*
205

r45
115

November I 989 by-election:

1,780

531*
419*
376
293

rA2O

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Etchin Shem (VP)
Pakoa Ezekiel (TU)
*1.*

2As9
7@
731*
33
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Efafe

Rurat

3 seats

1979 general election

1983 general election

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

4,635

Donald Kalpokas (VP)

1,362*
1,256*
672+

Kalkoa (VP)
Albert Nanua (VP)
George

Morrison Tangarasi(ind)
George Kalsakau (Nat)
Jack Kalotiti (Nat)
Dick Laoto (Nat)

4,2M
4ll
300
180
63

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Barak Sope (VP)
Donald Kalpokas (VP)
Joel Mansale (UlnP)
(VP)
Tele

Taun

Monison Tangarasi(VlAP)
Pakoa Andrew (ind)
James Feandre (ind)

4,217

I,076*
1,069f
891*
722
305

t25
29

1987 general election: 4 seats
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Andes Carlot (UMP)
Joel Mansale (UMP)
Donald Kalpokas (VP)

Jimmy Meto (VP)
Tele Taun (VP)
Kenneth Satungia (Leba)
Edith Matautotau (NDP)

6187
5,287
1,086*

1,o74*

934*
920*
912

2M

tl7

December 1988 by-election

August I 982 by-election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Dick Poilapa (VP)
(UNP)
(ind)
John Kalotiti (Nat)
James Feandre (ind)

3,539

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

1,989*

Tele

541
528

43r
s0
**!k**

Taun (VP)
David Tanarango (VP)
Andes Carlot (UNiP)

1,355

771*
474*
110
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4 seats
1983 general election

1979 general election

voters:
votes;

Registered

5,277

Valid

4,748

Kalpokor Kalsakau(YP) 1,34y'.*
1,293*
Guy Prevot (UCNH)
1,113*
Albert Sande (VP)
714*
Maxime Carlot (ind)
187
Pierre Wawasse (ind)
97
Walter Tulangi (Nat)
1987 general

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

3,390

Kalpokor Kalsakau (VP)
Altert Sande (VP)
Maxime Carlot (UNP)
r$/illie Jimmy (UNP)

1,025*
850*
768'l
644*

(VIAP)
(ind)

Ernest Joseph
Peter Ngwele

65
38

election: 5 seats

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Maxime Carlot (UNP)
Willie Jimmy (UNP)
Maria Crowby (UMP)
Hilda Lini (VP)
Barak Sope (VP)

7,071
4,954
999*

945*
671*
602*

5U*

Kalpokor Kalsakau (VP)
Albert Sande (VP)
Frank Abel (NPP)
Frank Spooner (NDP)
George Kalsakau (Leba)

520
343

r75
r37
38

August I 982 by-election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

2,984

Barak Sope (VP)

1,349*

Willie Jimmy (Ut"P)
(ind)
(Nat)

1,270

340
25

I 989 bY'election

December I 988 by-election

N ovemb er

Kalkot Mata Kelekele (vP),
Kalanga Sawia (VP) and
Jacobe Joseph (TU) were

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

elected unopposed.
{.,f***

7,094

94r

Thomas Faratia (VP)

757*

Gilbert Haul (TU)

184
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Tamr

5 seats

1979 general election

1983 general election

Registered voters:

6,150

Valid votes:

5,502

Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Willie Korisa (VP)

942*

1,050*

John Louhman (YP)

807*
800*

Alexis lolu
(John Frum)

Willie Korisa (VP)
Charley Nako (Kapiel)
John Louhman (VP)
Gideon Nampas (VP)
Tom Napraper (Custom)
Pascal Saba (Itupiel)

994*
968'*

959*
831*
683

t7

Jean-Marie Leye (UMP)
Jack Kapum (UN0)
Kawai Thompson (Utt{P)
Louis Kapalu (UMP)

Jimmy Moffet (VP)
Gideon Nampas (ind)
Henry Iaukow (VIAP)
Tom Kasso (ind)
Willie Moses (ind)
Moses Napa (VIAP)

5,123

779*
547*
460
323

2t5
109

s9
57
25

1987 general election: 6 seats
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

Henry Iouiou (VP)
Iaris Naunun (UltP)
Iolu Abbil (vP)
Keasipai Song (UMP)
Daniel Iameaham (VP)
Kawai Thompson (UlvP)
Charley Nango (UNIP)

7,902

1,120* Willie Korisa (ind)
1,059* Silas launam (ind)
1,040* Jimmy Nicklam (ind)
1,000* Tom Numake (ind)

691*

&6*
573

November I 988 by-election

August I 982 by-election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:

4,233

Jean-Marie Leye(UMP)

2A23*

Louis Iatika (VP)
(ind)

Jeffry Lahva (NPP)
Jack Kapum (ind)
Willie Ioba (Leba)

1,736
74
{.***tt

Gideon Kota (VP), Jack
Iauko (VP) and Noanikam
Jimmy (TU) were elected
unopposed.

510

M9
423
183

tu
35
9
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GhcrSdernklendr: I seat

election
Registered voters:
Valid votes:
John Naupa (VP)
Jean-Marie Leyd tpFl
Wiffiam Mete" (ind)'

1983 general election

1979 general

982
843

Registered voters:

515*

Edward Nip{l-_.
Natapei(vP-)
Thomas Nentu

277
71

Vaiid

votes:

(UttP)
-.
John NauPa (ind)

1987 general election

Registered voters:

Valid

votes;

Edward Nipake
Natap€i
Christophe Leye

(VP)
(UMP\
John Naupa (NDP)

1,107

606*

4q\
40

rt

tl

:i

tf

:f

854

44r*
267

146
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This monograph considers the ability of

intelligence

to predict important developments, particularly political
crises. It surveys the pubiished literature and draws on the author's
decade as an analyst specialising on the south Pacific. Intelligence
analysis is explained and the considerable limitations on predicting
crises are rughtgtrted with the intent to establish more realistically
what policylmakers and the public can expect of intelligence
organisations. The importance of topcalibre analysts is emphasised as
a most important element in obtaining the best possible assessments.
assessments

Most South Pacific countries change their Prime Ministers and
governments within a peaceful constitutional succession convention.
Fiji has been the only exception. Vanuatu, where the Lini govemment
has been in power since 1979, is regarded by some observers as the
next most probable exception. A general election is due in late 1991
and it is thought there could be political turmoil regardless of who
wins because of discontent with the result.
This general election is developed as a case study to illustrate
how an intelligence analyst might prepare assessments endeavouring

determine the likelihood of a crisis occurring then. The
tentativeness of the assessment is stressed but the value of its being
done hinges on the assertion that ministers and senior officials, as
policy-makers, will be more alert and better briefed to face the
eventual outcome, whether it lives up to the prediction or not.
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